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Smart cities have a unique characteristic: integration of
deployment of information and communication technology
(ICT) services and innovations to handle complex data in
storage devices and during citywide transmission. Tech-
nologies adopted in smart cities mostly are state of the art
and may not be found outside smart cities. Moreover, smart
cities today have been used as testbeds or showcases for new
technologies for which security and privacy are still un-
certain. Consequently, valuable data supported by those
technologies can be at risk from various attacks. Security
with privacy is an essential key to driving a smart city.
Security and privacy issues affect not only a smart city as a
whole but also its smart elements including buildings,
factories, health, education, and transportation.

Particularly in the smart industry, Internet of!ings (IoT),
industrial IoT (IIoT), and cyber-physical systems currently lack
adequate access control and antimalware and operate 24/7.
!ey are vulnerable to attacks such as DDoS. Regarding
personal data protection in a smart context, data confidentiality
is vital for privacy law compliance, such as General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the EU and personal data
protection acts in many other countries. Cryptography, access
control models, and new security architectures for specific
contexts can support privacy and law compliance. Conse-
quently, security with privacy is an essential topic for ICT
audiences with an emphasis on smart cities.

!is special issue aimed to collate original research and
review articles emphasizing security and privacy in smart
cities. After peer review, we selected seven papers, including
six research articles and one review article, which all
highlight current issues and trends in the related topics.

As mentioned above, IoT plays a critical role in smart
cities; thus, new requirements and risks in IoTsecurity are never
ending and can always be discovered. D. Yamakawa et al. in-
vestigated the risk associated with using a public certificate
authority (CA) in long-lifespan IoTdevices.!e study addresses
the possibility that IoT devices can be disconnected from the
network for a very long time, leading to the problem of cer-
tificate expiration. !e paper proposes a mechanism using
certificates issued and signed by a private CA in conjunction
with an embedded key used for verifying firmware updates.

!ere is still room for improvement in terms of access
control models in IoT. R. Zhang et al. enhanced the privacy
of IoT devices (referred to as subjects) requesting access to
other entities (referred to as objects) in the context of smart
cities by proposing, implementing, and evaluating a new
ABAC-based access control solution called the ABSAC
framework. !e ABSAC framework inherits the features of
ABAC such as fine-grained access control, hides the identity
of a subject from an entity (referred to as an authorization
authority) authorizing access requests, and provides ac-
countability in terms of tracing back the subject identity.

Natural language processing (NLP) can link to an
implementation of data privacy policy and IoT. L. Yang et al.
presented an information extraction system for purpose-
aware rules of privacy policies in IoTto facilitate data privacy
compliance and reduce privacy risks due to unfriendly
policies. !e purpose-aware rules written in natural lan-
guage are analyzed using semantic role labeling (SRL),
whereby meaningful arguments of the main verb are
extracted with sequence tagging. In this paper, the actors,
actions, manipulated data, and purpose are extracted from
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these rules. !e authors also propose a method to improve
the accuracy of SRL by domain adaptation on a supple-
mentary dataset. !e results show that their approach im-
proves the accuracy of extracting the purpose-aware rules.

Privacy preservation for smart grid systems is one of the
concerns in smart cities. F. L. Lako et al. addressed the
differential privacy (DP) problem in smart grid-based energy
delivery networks for publishing aggregate data (e.g., energy
consumption of users) while guaranteeing individual pri-
vacy. !e paper proposes a mechanism called clamping
fourier perturbation algorithm (CFPA) that extends or
“revisits” the existing FPA mechanism for better privacy
protection, improving data aggregation (utility and sensi-
tivity) without disclosing individual data.

Regarding a security intelligence mechanism combatting
cyberattacks, B. A. Khalaf et al. propose an adaptive agent-
based model called Adaptive Protection of Flooding Attacks
(APFA) for protection against Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks and Flash Crowd (FC) flooding traffics
targeting a Network Application Layer (NAL). !is model
aims to protect the NAL against DDoS and FC flooding by
differentiating between DDoS and FC abnormal traffic and
then separating DDoS botnets into Demons and Zombies to
apply a suitable attack-handling methodology.

!e cryptography paper by H. El Gafif and A. Toumanari
presents an interesting technique for applying Ciphertext-
Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) as a service.
Similar to many CP-ABE-based approaches, the proposed
method relies on a Trusted Authority (TA) to issue keys to
users. However, in the proposed scheme, the generated keys
are separated and kept between a user and the ABE service
provider, which allows the user to encrypt the data partially
and let the ABE service provider perform the rest. !is
results in improvements in terms of both computational and
communication costs at the user side.

Zero trust architecture (ZTA) has been increasingly
mentioned these days, while very few research studies have
been done. !e last paper, a review article by S. Teerakanok
et al., presents challenges and concerns in migrating from
perimeter-based security to ZTA. Unlike the legacy network, in
which everything inside the internal network is considered
trustable, ZTA raises the security level of the entire system by
assuming that breaches have been happening everywhere,
including inside the corporate network. Based on NIST SP800-
207, the authors discuss new threats and challenges in ZTA,
including new attack surfaces and vendor lock-in problems.
Furthermore, steps and other aspects to consider during the
migration process from a legacy network to ZTA are discussed.
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Zero trust (ZT) is a new concept involving the provisioning of enterprise/organization resources to the subjects without relying on
any implicit trust. Unlike the perimeter-based architecture in which any subject behind the wall (i.e., inside the predefined
perimeter) is considered trusted, zero trust architecture (ZTA) processes any request and provides a resource to the subject
without relying on implicit trust. In this paper, based on NIST Special Publication SP800-207, the concept of ZT and ZTA is
introduced. Also, challenges, steps, and things to consider when migrating from the legacy architecture to ZTA are presented
and discussed.

1. Introduction

)e advancement of technologies brings forth new andmore
convenient ways of living through the invention of smarter
tools and services. )e proliferation of cloud technologies
and the Internet of things (IoT) bring revolutionary changes
to today’s IT systems. )ese changes, however, also come
with great challenges. As the IT systems grow, also hackers
and malicious actors’ skills are adapted and honed rapidly to
an astonishing degree. An example of a recent sophisticated
attack in December 2020 on SolarWind Orion is given [1],
which is an IT monitoring and management software, af-
fecting global victims. )is global intrusion campaign was
carried out by using a supply chain attack via a trojan (so-
called “SUNBURST”) backdoor. Using several obfuscating
and evasive techniques, the campaign is believed to be the
work of a highly skilled threat actor.

1.1. Perimeter Security. “Everything inside the internal
corporate/organization network is considered trusted.”
Until now, this is the concept that we believed and built our

network/system upon. )e traditional idea of border pro-
tection divides networks into two main areas: internal and
external networks.)e internal network covers every subject
(e.g., devices) within the predefined border based on the
devices’ physical location while the external network covers
the rest. Firewalls, IDS, IPS, and other security controls are
usually deployed at the edges (borders) of the corporate/
organization network to draw a secure boundary (or “net-
work perimeter”) that separates its internal network from
the rest of the Internet. )is idea forms the basis of pe-
rimeter-based network security.

Generally, the legacymethod of perimeter-based security
allows the use of an implicit trust in which once the subject is
authenticated and allowed to enter the internal network, it is
considered trusted. )is allows a malicious (compromised)
subject to perform further lateral movement and roam freely
once it infiltrated the internal network [2].

1.2. Zero Trust Concept. As technologies continue to ad-
vance, the demands and lifestyles of users are also changing
rapidly. Cloud technologies offer us new ways to access
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services and resources anywhere and anytime with high cost
performance. Nowadays, people are no longer required to
work from their office/workplace; instead, they can work
remotely from anywhere as long as all resources needed to
perform their job are available. With the emerging of a Bring
Your Own Device (BYOD) policy and the current COVID-
19 pandemic situation, remote working and working from
home (WFH) have become a common thing (so-called “new
normal”) for many organizations. For example, in No-
vember 2020, Square Enix, a large Japanese video game
company, offered their employees an option to permanently
work from home [3, 4] which greatly demonstrates a par-
adigm shift in this regard.

Now, the question lies in how this change in paradigm
affects an organization in terms of security. )e legacy
perimeter-based network security is considered insufficient
since the users are currently allowed to work remotely from
any place which may no longer be located inside the secured
perimeter.)erefore, it has become very difficult to define or
draw the exact borders/perimeters, let alone securing them.

)ese problems brought about the concept of “Zero
Trust” (ZT) in which an enterprise must assume that there is
no implicit trust in every subject. In the ZT security model,
the enterprise-owned environments are considered no more
trustworthy than any nonenterprise-owned environment
[2]. More details regarding ZT and zero trust architecture
(ZTA) are provided in Section 2.

In this paper, we discuss the adoption of the ZT concept
and ZTA to the enterprise/organization. Since ZT is an
evolving concept which cannot and will not be completed by
just buying and replacing all the network equipment, there
are many factors an organization needs to consider while
migrating from the legacy perimeter-basedmodel to ZTA. In
this paper, details of threats and challenges in transitioning
from traditional network to ZTA are introduced. Further-
more, some key factors and basic guidelines for ZTA mi-
gration are presented and discussed.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief introduction to the concept of zero trust
(ZT) and zero trust architecture (ZTA). In Section 3, we
discuss security requirements needed for ZTA deploy-
ment and new threats against ZT-based systems. Section 4
presents and discusses processes and factors needed to be
considered to successfully migrate to ZTA. Next, the
remaining challenges, details, and steps for ZTA imple-
mentation are presented and discussed in Sections 5 and
6, respectively. Finally, we summarize this paper in
Section 7.

2. Zero Trust Architecture

Zero trust architecture (ZTA) adopts an idea in which all
subjects are implicitly considered untrusted no matter
where they are located (either internal or external), which
is the opposite of how perimeter security works. How-
ever, it does not mean that there is no trust at all in ZTA.
In this new way of thinking, typically, a subject earns trust
from the system on a particular request/transaction by
proving itself through authentication and authorization.

Enforcing the authentication and authorization process
on every request/transaction gives the system the ability
to granularly control and adjusts the security level re-
quired to access a particular resource.

In the following subsections, components, common
models of ZTA, and a brief introduction to the trust algo-
rithm are presented and discussed, respectively.

2.1. Components. )ere are 5 major logical components in
ZTA as displayed in Figure 1: subject, resource, policy de-
cision point (PDP), policy enforcement point (PEP), and
supplement [2]. Subject refers to a user or any device
requesting access to the enterprise resources. As the name
suggested, resource refers to the corporate/enterprise re-
source being requested by a subject. )e resource can be
either single or multiple pieces of resources depending on
the content of the request.

A policy decision point (PDP) is responsible for deciding
to allow or deny access to the enterprise resource and es-
tablish or terminate the communication between a subject
and a resource being requested. PDP can be broken down
into two components: policy engine (PE) and policy ad-
ministrator (PA) which are responsible for decision making
and communication management, respectively.

A subject sends a request to access an enterprise resource
which ends up sending to the policy enforcement point
(PEP). )e PEP forwards the request to PDP. After the PDP
decides what to do with the request, it then issues a com-
mand to PEP to enable or terminate the communication
between the subject with the resource. As we will see, PEP
acts as a gate between the subject and resources. Not only
controlling the flow of the communication but PEP is also
responsible for monitoring the network traffic going be-
tween the subject and the requested resource.

Lastly, supplement helps to provide useful information
(e.g., threat intelligence information and network/system
logs) to the PE. )is allows PE to make more accurate and
correct decisions (less false positive and false negative) which
also ends up enhancing the overall security of the system.

2.2. ZTA Models. NIST SP 800–207 [2] classifies ZTA
deployment into 4 types, i.e., device agent-based, enclave-
based, resource portal-based deployments, and lastly the
ZTA deployment using device application sandboxing,
depending on how resources are managed and safe-
guarded. )ere are both agent and agent-less approaches
with PEP acting as a gateway to the enterprise resources.
)e PEP can be attached to a single or multiple resources
or act as a portal to all enterprise resources.

Also, there is a special variant of an agent-based model
utilizing sandboxing, which could be a virtual machine (VM) or
containers such as Dockers. )e goal of utilizing a sandbox in
this model is to prevent the trusted application from any
malicious activities that may originate from a possibly com-
promised subject (host). Please refer to Section 3.2 of [2] for
further information regarding the ZTA deployment model.
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2.3. Trust Algorithm. While the policy engine (PE) can be
considered a brain of the ZTA, inside this brain holds a
crucial thought process known as trust algorithm. )e trust
algorithm (TA) is used by PE to decide whether to grant or
deny access to the requested resource. To draw such a de-
cision, PE generally incorporates several pieces of infor-
mation from various sources which may include access
request (i.e., request content), subject information (corre-
sponding to the subject database), asset database (known
enterprise assets including BYOD devices), resource re-
quirements, security and network traffic logs, and threat
intelligence information.

)ere are some trust algorithms proposed in the liter-
ature. Chen et al. [5], in 2020, introduced the use of be-
havior-based anomaly discovery technique incorporated
with user and devices identities, user behavior, terminal
security status, and system behavior information to perform
the trust assessment process. )e proposed method utilizes
the hierarchical trust level-based access control, in which the
resource access is granted only when the trust level of a
subject reaches a certain level. )is approach offers a dy-
namic access control with fine-grain tuning capability using
the required trust level/threshold.

Similarly, in October 2020, Yao et al. [6] proposed a
dynamic access control and authorization system for ZTA.
)e authors proposed a trust-based access control (TBAC)
which is based on the calculating of behavior trust (BT) score
for each user. In case that BTexceeds theminimum trust score
required to access the resource, access permission is granted.
In this method, user behaviors affecting the BT score

calculation are login behavior (e.g., login method and time),
network behavior (e.g., amount of TCP traffic), and opera-
tional behavior (e.g., resource name and access history).

Lastly, Vanickis et al. [7], in 2018, proposed a policy
enforcement framework for the zero trust network (ZTN).
In this paper, FURZE, a framework for risk adaptive access
control (RAdAC) is proposed. Using the RAdAC-based
approach allows the system to utilize both operational need
and security risk to accurately and dynamically grant or deny
access to the enterprise resource. Furthermore, the authors
introduce two domain-specific policy languages PAROLE
(similar to XACML [8]) for configuring access control to
network resources and FACL (firewall access control list)
which is designed for expressing firewall-specific filtering
rules and configurations.

3. Security in ZTA Environment

New technology comes at a security cost. Cyberattacks are
continuously being refined and becoming more sophisti-
cated. To adopt the zero trust concept to the organization,
there are things to look out for and to be aware of. In this
section, threats and challenges that might come with ZTA
are introduced and discussed. Furthermore, we discuss some
requirements needed to successfully deploy ZTA in practice.

3.1..reats. Most of today’s information system has its soft
spots whether they are technical (e.g., system designs and
configurations) or nontechnical (e.g., human). Taking

Policy engine (PE)

Subject Resource

Policy decision point (PDP)

Policy administrator (PA)

Supplements

Policy enforcement 
point (PEP)

�reat intelligence Logs Access policies Geolocation SEIM

Identity and credentials

Activity logs
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Figure 1: Logical components of the zero trust architecture (ZTA).
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advantage of these weaknesses, adversaries prey on an en-
terprise by exploiting these vulnerabilities. To defend against
such attacks, the organization should first get a clear grasp of
what the attack surface looks like. Understanding the attack
surface allows us to have insights on where (in which way
and how) the attack might be carried out. In the following
subsections, we discuss the new attack surface and some
threats associated with ZTA.

3.1.1. New Attack Surface. As shown in Figure 1, the policy
decision point (PDP) and policy enforcement point (PEP)
are the core parts of ZTA. It is responsible for making any
decision whether to grant or deny access to the enterprise
resource and also managing the connection between the
subject and the resource. In ZTA, these core parts (i.e., PDP
and PEP) can be new targets for adversaries. Unlike the
traditional perimeter-based architecture, ZTA may suffer
from attacks on these core parts such as DDoS, route
hijacking, or supply chain attacks on PDP. By disrupting
PDP and PEP operations, the operations of the enterprise
network may come to a halt. Furthermore, in case of PE
being compromised, it may cause serious harm (e.g., data
tampering, or leakage) to the organization.

Furthermore, since there is no longer a wall to protect
enterprise assets, all assets have the possibility of being
targeted. Compromised assets or accounts with a high level
of access privilege, especially ones with access permission to
the resources interested by an attacker (e.g., commercial, and
financial information), are likely to be primary targets of
attacks.

3.1.2. Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Network Disruption
against PDP. As mentioned earlier, the PDP, consisting of
policy engine (PE) and policy administrator (PA), can be a
new target of attack since every decision to grant or deny
access to the resource is determined by PDP. Corrupting or
disrupting PDP will also greatly affect such decision process
which can result in a halt in operations. One way to mitigate
such network disruption attacks is to put PDP (i.e., PE and
PA) on the secured cloud environment which is more re-
silient in the face of such an attack.

3.1.3. Unauthorized/Unapproved Changes in PDP.
According to NIST SP800-207, the system administrator
may perform unauthorized changes or accidentally creates
misconfigurations which may disrupt or create vulnerabil-
ities in the system. A misconfigured or compromised PE
might grant access to some restricted resources that would
otherwise not be allowed. Also, a compromising PA may
allow adversaries to bypass PE’s decision process and access
the enterprise resource directly.

Mitigating suck risks, as suggested in NIST SP800-207
[2], involves the logging and monitoring of PDP activities.
Moreover, PE and PA should be properly configured with all
changes being documented. Lastly, both PE and PA should
be subjected to audit.

3.1.4. Credential .eft. In ZTA, all assets are not implicitly
trusted and have the possibility of being attacked based on
their importance and the importance of the information they
hold. Some assets or accounts are more likely to be targeted.
Compromising an account or asset is not something new
and is not unique to the zero trust architecture.With the new
BYOD policy, it may be even easier for an attacker to
successfully compromise a BYOD asset. Since BYOD devices
are not controlled by the enterprise, they may not receive the
latest security patch or may not have any antimalware
mechanism installed. Since there is no such wall of pro-
tection as in the perimeter-based architecture, a well-de-
veloped ZTA should prevent or hinder compromised assets
or accounts from accessing enterprise resources.

One way to mitigate such a problem is to monitor the
subject’s behavior which might include login history and
pattern, duration, and resource access pattern. A subject
accessing any resource outside its normal access pattern may
raise a flag which can lead to a more thorough investigation.
A good example of deploying a behavior-based approach in
ZTA is presented by Yao et al. [6] in 2020. In [6], the
subject’s behavior is continuously observed and calculated
into a behavior trust (BT). Access to a resource is granted
only if BT exceeds the trust threshold (TT) which may
change dynamically depending on the environment.

3.1.5. Network Traffic Monitoring and Inspection. ZTA relies
on end-to-end communication which usually contains
encrypted information. Some third-party software/services
are fully encrypted making it very difficult or impossible to
perform full packet inspection. )is leaves the enterprise no
choice but to perform packet analysis based on the metadata
of the packet. However, it is suggested in [2] to incorporate
machine learning techniques to help to analyze the
encrypted traffic for better efficiency.

3.2. Requirements. )ere are three primary requirements
needed to be fulfilled to successfully deploy and implement
ZTA.

3.2.1. Granular Data Visibility, Access Control, and Data
Protection. One key point of ZTA that differentiates it from
the legacy perimeter-based model is how it protects the
resources. ZTA protects individual resources while perim-
eter-based architecture protects all enterprise resource as a
whole. In the case of breaches, perimeter-based architecture
tends to suffer greater damage comparing to ZTA. To protect
individual resources, enterprises are required to adopt the
data-centric approach [9] including data/resource discovery,
tracking, and analysis. Enterprises are expected to know
what kind of data and resources they are holding, how they
are protected, and who and when accessed these resources.

Enterprises should exercise the least privilege policy [10]
so that there is only the least amount of data and resources
available to a subject. )e least privilege policy can be ap-
plied with dynamic trust-based access control (see [5, 6], for
example) to provide granular visibility of data. Also, an
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individual resource should be protected at the border of that
resource (using resource gateway, for example).

3.2.2. No Implicit Trust. “Guilty until proven innocent”
[10, 11] is the term that best describes ZTA. A subject is
trusted conditionally (i.e., only when some conditions are
met). To be trusted, a subject is required to perform some
action (e.g., authentication) to earn it. Nothing in ZTA has
implicit trust; the only way to gain trust is to earn through
verification.

)e verification comes not only in the form of au-
thentication but also in policies and requirements. All
subjects are required to meet the minimum security re-
quirements and access policies. For example, the agent, in
the agent-based model, may drop the request automatically
should the device performing a request is not patched or not
meet the minimum security requirements set by the
enterprise.

Not only trust can be earned but can also be lost. For
example, the PDP may decide to reduce the level of trust
given to a subject if it performs some suspicious activities
such as requesting a resource outside the subject’s scope of
permission or performing multiple login attempts in a very
short period. Lastly, trust is not a constant value, and its
value should be decreased over time. It means that even
though a subject can access a certain resource at the mo-
ment, the same right to access this particular resource is not
guaranteed in the future. )e re-evaluation of a subject’s
trust is needed. An enterprise is recommended to apply the
decaying property to the trust algorithm in its zero trust
system.

3.2.3. Continuous Authentication and Monitoring. One
important requirement for building a zero trust system is
continuous monitoring and evaluation. In ZTA, a subject
earns trust separately for each of its requests. In ZTA,
requesting the same resources at different times should
require verification and re-evaluation of trust. As mentioned
earlier in the previous subsection, trust can be earned and
also can be lost. )erefore, continuous monitoring of the
subject activities is required. Continuous monitoring helps
maintain the current level of trust a subject has while
detecting inconsistencies or anomalies in a subject’s be-
havior (e.g., changes in access pattern and failed login at-
tempts) which are crucial information in re-evaluating trust.

Continuous authentication and monitoring do not mean
a user has to type in his/her password for every single re-
quest. )e process of continuous authentication should be
done in a nonobtrusive manner [9] to increase practicability.
A subject may perform multifactor authentication (MFA) at
first and maintain its trust level by allowing the system to
observe and analyze its behavior (e.g., request pattern,
keystroke, geolocation, or network traffic).

An early example of continuous monitoring is the work
of Brosso et al. [12] in 2010. In [12], a continuous au-
thentication system based on user behavior is proposed. )e
proposed method utilizes user behavior in determining the
level of trust for each user. By incorporating the neuro-fuzzy

logic technique to continuously update the user behavioral
database, the author introduces the new method to calculate
trust with better accuracy.

4. Migrating to ZTA

Deploying and implementing ZTA is a multiple-step and
continuous process that cannot be achieved by replacing all
tools and equipment with new ones. To introduce the zero
trust concept to existing perimeter-based architecture, there
are several steps and factors to concern. Figure 2 shows the
ZTA deployment cycle which is originally based on the NIST
risk management framework (RMF) [2, 13].

In this paper, we divide the migration process into three
major steps. )e following three subsections explain the
details of each step.

4.1. Assessment. Assessment involves several things in-
cluding identifying the actors and assets of the enterprise.
)e enterprise should have a clear grasp of its subjects in-
cluding both human and nonperson entities (NPEs). It
should be able to identify and monitor both enterprise-
owned and nonenterprise-owned assets, including both
hardware and digital artifacts (e.g., software and digital
certificates). Furthermore, the enterprise is expected to have
the ability to configure, manage, and observe the current
state of the asset.

Dealing with “shadow IT” and nonenterprise-owned
assets such as BYOD devices is certainly more challenging
compared with managing enterprise-owned assets. How-
ever, the enterprise should try its best to discover and ob-
serve these assets [2]. Lastly, depending on the critical
mission of the enterprise, it may also need to list and cat-
egorize its high-value assets (HVAs) and all relevant
processes.

4.2.RiskAssessmentandPrioritization. An enterprise should
identify and rank its business process based on the criticality
and importance of its mission. By studying the risk impact
and performing some prioritization, the enterprise may
decide to start migrating its very first business process that
has relatively low-risk to ZTA and then continues later with
a more critical business workflow/process after experiencing
and learning from the first transition.

Once the candidate business process has been selected,
now, it is time to create policies for this candidate process. In
this step, all resources used or affected by the candidate
process should be identified. )is allows the enterprise to
know precisely what resources are involved with the mi-
gration process. Lastly, in the case of a criteria-based trust
algorithm, a set of criteria is determined. On the other hand,
regarding the score-based trust algorithm, trust/confidence
level weights of each resource used in the candidate process
are initially defined. Both the mentioned set of criteria and
the weights are expected to change during the initial tuning
period and may also change over time to ensure its effec-
tiveness and practicality.
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4.3.Deployment andReview. After the enterprise determines
the candidate business process to migrate to ZTA, the actual
deployment begins. Implementation of a new ZTA-based
business workflow must follow the security policies devel-
oped in the earlier phases. Generally, the deployment always
associates with the logging and monitoring process. Ana-
lyzing logged and monitored information (e.g., request
pattern, login attempts, and communication patterns) allows
the enterprise to ensure that the new ZTA-based business
process works effectively as intended.

In this step, results including mistakes during earlier
phases are collected. )e organization analyzes and learns
from mistakes and makes changes (if necessary). )e results
and changes should be properly documented. With each
migration, the enterprise/organization gains more confi-
dence and can choose a more challenging workflow for its
next migration cycle.

4.4. .ings to Consider during ZTA Migration Process.
)ere are few things that an enterprise needs to pay close
attention to during migration to ZTA.

4.4.1. Changes Procedure. When making changes during the
migration process, all changes are needed to be properly
documented. Since migrating to ZTA is the change from the
lowest level of the architecture, i.e., the fundamental con-
cept, therefore, there is a possibility that the enterprise needs
to perform several changes (both hardware and software) or
even redesigns some of its workflows from scratch. )ere-
fore, a well-designed change management policy and plan
are required. Well-documented change procedures help the
enterprise keep track of what is changed and help provide
useful information once something goes wrong.

4.4.2. Risk Management. Risk management is not some-
thing new or unique only to ZTA. Generally, the enterprise is
required to identify and assess the risk associated with its
missions or business workflows. Deployment and imple-
mentation of ZTAmay cause the enterprise to reidentify and
re-evaluate risks associated with any business process in-
volved. NIST risk management framework, in the Special
Publication SP800-37 [13], provides a guideline in this
regard which is also applicable with ZTA.

4.4.3. Identity Management. ZTA involves and relies heavily
on the subject identity to perform subject provisioning. To
grant a resource to a subject, the policy engine needs several

pieces of information including identity and credential in-
formation to perform a decision. )erefore, the enterprise
should also make changes to its ICAM [14] policy to include
and support new ZTA-based workflows. NIST provides
recommendations regarding digital identity management
through its special publication SP800-63-3 (i.e., Digital
Identity Guidelines [15]) which are also applicable to ZTA.

4.4.4. Laws and Regulations. To migrate to ZTA, the en-
terprise should make efforts to ensure that new ZTA
workflows comply with laws and regulations, for example,
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) [16], Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI-DSS) [17], and General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) [18].

5. Challenges in ZTA

To successfully implement a good zero trust system, there are
currently many difficulties an enterprise needs to overcome.
In this section, we discuss some current problems and some
remaining challenges that hinder the deployment of ZTA in
practice.

5.1. Vendors Lock-In and Interoperability. )e vendor lock-
in problem is not something new. We experienced this
problem before in both IoT and cloud platforms. In an IoT
system, we usually find some of our devices unable to
communicate and interoperate with devices from different
vendors. For example, some of Google’s IoT devices (e.g.,
Nest )ermostat) are not compatible with Apple’s IoT
ecosystem (i.e., HomeKit).

Regarding cloud platforms, the vendor lock-in problem
refers to the restriction enforced by the cloud provider to
prevent or discourage users from switching a service.
Generally, cloud providers encourage new users to easily
sign up and offer their services at a low initial price.
However, once the user decided to scale the service, the price
starts to grow exponentially. At this point, the user may
consider switching to other cloud providers with better
offers. )is is also when the vendor lock-in problem hap-
pens. A user switching to the other providers means the
company losing its revenue; therefore, the cloud provider
may try to impose some technical difficulties, legal re-
strictions, or some additional fees to discourage the user
from leaving.

Some providers are utilizing proprietary technologies
which also make the migration even harder. Opara-Martins
et al. [19] provided a comprehensive analysis highlighting
the impact of vendor lock-in problem in business per-
spective. Surprisingly, the study shows that many customers
including decision-makers of many companies lack suffi-
cient knowledge and awareness regarding proprietary
technologies that might prevent or restrict interoperability
and portability when procuring cloud services from
providers.

Concerning vendor lock-in problems in ZTA, zero trust
is a new evolving concept which is not fully matured at the

Risk assessment and 
prioritization

Assessment

Deployment and
review

Figure 2: Development cycle of ZTA (based on NIST SP800-207
[2]).
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moment. )erefore, there is no single-vendor solution
available from any vendor at the moment. For many existing
enterprises and organizations, migrating to ZTA is a con-
tinuous process that might take a long time.)erefore, some
organizations may prefer purchasing components from
different vendors according to their needs instead of pur-
chasing from any single vendor.

However, to avoid vendor lock-in problems, some
standards to support interoperability between devices are
needed. As we already know, many vendors usually rely on
proprietary APIs rather than the standard.)is makes it very
difficult for two devices from different vendors to work
together smoothly since they follow different protocols and
API. Also, in the case of partner companies changing their
API behavior, vendors are required to make changes to
support them as well.

)ere is no silver bullet to this problem. )e problem of
vendor lock-in is simple but hard to solve and will continue
to exist. To select suitable technologies, platforms, or in-
frastructure to support ZTA, an enterprise needs to first
identify dependencies in their IT system. If its current IT
systems are designed to operate or rely on legacy technol-
ogies, there might be left with only limited options to choose
from. Furthermore, if the current IT systems are compatible
with only limited technologies and platforms, the enterprise
may consider upgrading the legacy systems before migrating
to ensure the compatibility and interoperability of these IT
systems. )ese upgrades will help to prevent future loss
should the company decide to switch from one vendor to
another.

5.2. Proprietary Data Formats and Need for Standardization.
)e decision-making process of ZTA is done by the policy
decision point (PDP). )is process requires information
from various sources to draw the final decision on whether
to grant or deny access to the enterprise resource. Although
some of them already have standards for exchanging in-
formation, for instance, STIX [20] and TAXII [21] for
sharing threat intelligence information, there is still no
common standard for some of them. In the case of a provider
has encountered some security or technical issues and the
enterprise needs to find a quick replacement, it is very
difficult to do so without paying a high price [2].

5.3.AvoidingUserDisruptions. One of the biggest challenges
in implementing ZTA is to avoid disrupting users during
deployment. At the start of each migration cycle, an en-
terprise may start the migration process by introducing a
new ZTA-based approach, which is designed to replace the
legacy system, inside the perimeterized zone and encourage
its users to utilize this new ZTA-based system.)e enterprise
may gradually impose technical restrictions to the old
method at the same time to encourage users to switch to the
new one. As more users utilize the new system for an ex-
tended period without any problem and exception, the
enterprise may decide to move the new workflow from the
perimeterized zone to the unprivileged network. Finally, the
enterprise needs to perform a final clean-up to remove any

decommissioned or deprecated service to complete the
migration process.

5.4. Trust Level and Resource Classification. Requesting re-
sources in ZTA involves calculating a trust level from cre-
dentials and information provided by the subject at the time
of request and comparing it to the predetermined trust level
required to access the particular resource. Determining an
appropriate level of trust for each resource is a challenging
task. )e enterprise needs to determine an appropriate level
of trust which is not too high or too low for each resource.
Too high makes the resource too hard to access which may
also end up hindering the workflow, while too lowmeans the
resource is too easy to access and less secure.

5.5. Dealing with Unmanaged Devices. Some companies,
such as Google (see [22–27] and Section 6.4 for further
details), decide to implement ZTA by allowing only cor-
porate-owned or managed devices to access corporate re-
sources. However, some companies may exercise a BYOD
policy that might not allow them to freely monitor, control,
or install any agent software on employee’s personal devices
due to privacy issues. )erefore, allowing unmanaged de-
vices to securely access corporate resources without im-
posing too many restrictions is also one of the remaining
challenges in deploying ZTA.

5.6. Improving Trust Algorithm. Technically, the trust al-
gorithm (TA) is considered the thought process inside the
brain (i.e., PDP) of ZTA providing PE an ability to accurately
decide whether to grant or deny access to all incoming
requests. TA incorporates information from various sources
including threat intelligence, SIEM logs, network traffic,
subject’s geolocation, user’s identities, and credentials.

Each piece of information is not equally important; some
information, such as user credentials, are more important
and are weighted more, comparing to other factors such as
network traffic, in calculating a trust level of a subject.
Currently, there is no optimal solution, guideline, or reliable
approach in weighting such factors; the enterprise imple-
menting ZTA needs to continuously observe and adjust
these parameters over time to ensure it functions accurately
as intended.

TA may consist of both static rules (e.g., deny all access
from a known compromised or malicious device) and a
dynamic decision mechanism that calculates the possibility
of a subject being malicious based on information available
at the time of the request. )is dynamic decision-making
approach usually involves the use of machine learning (ML)
allowing TA to heuristically improve its decision-making
capability over time. As mentioned earlier, TA is considered
a crucial part of ZTA. Inaccurate or tampered results from
TA can greatly affect PDP’s final decision which might end
up allowing a malicious subject to access corporate resources
(i.e., false positive) or deny legitimate users from accessing
the resources they need (i.e., false negative). )erefore, an
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enterprise is required to put efforts into fine-tuning TA from
time to time to maintain and improve its functionality.

Finally, TA incorporates information frommany sources
which usually come in different formats. Some information
is redundant, while some are poor in quality or irrelevant.
)erefore, this information is needed to be normalized,
filtered, and then correlated to improve the overall efficiency
of TA.

6. Implementing ZTA

In this section, we discuss generic details, steps, and in-
formation regarding the implementation of ZTA. Every ZTA
implementation is a unique and completely different journey
for each organization; therefore, we will only discuss generic
details and common issues in putting ZTA into practice.
)ere are 3 major steps in implementing ZTA. Sections
6.1–6.3 explain these steps in detail. Lastly, in Section 6.4, we
briefly discuss a real case study of ZTA implemented by
Google, called “BeyondCorp.”

6.1. Identify Devices and Users. ZTA involves heavily in
managing access control to the corporate resources. )us,
the first step to implement ZTA is to identify what resources
and assets the company owns, including corporate-owned
and possibly BYOD devices. Making device inventory and
user database helps the company keep track of this infor-
mation. )en, the company needs to implement two
mechanisms to identify devices requesting resources and to
identify the user sending the request.

6.2. Removing Implicit Trust. Next, we remove implicit trust
from all related subjects. All devices located both inside and
outside the corporate network are treated the same as de-
vices connected from the outside (external network). An
enterprise may also utilize segmentation techniques, such as
VLAN, to temporarily separate devices into safe and
quarantine VLAN for better management.

6.3. Externalizing Workflows. In this step, candidate appli-
cations and workflows are externalized via internet-facing
policy enforcing point (PEP) (see Figure 1). All requests
passing the authentication and authorization processes are
delegated to the backend server. In this step, policy engine
(PE) performs a service-level authorization to grant or deny
access to corporate resources. All communications in this
step are encrypted.

6.4. A Case Study of Google’s BeyondCorp. An excellent
example of ZTA implementation is Google’s BeyondCorp.
In this section, we discuss how Google achieved its idea and
implementation of the zero trust model according to steps
explained earlier in Sections 6.1–6.3. Figure 3 shows the
overview of all components in Google’s BeyondCorp.

First, in BeyondCorp, Google allows only managed
devices to communicate and send requests for corporate
resources. A device inventory database responsible for
storing device-related information was created to keep track
of all managed device states and all relevant information.
Also, digital certificates and some encryption keys are stored
in TPM or qualified applications to help in securing and
identifying these devices.

To identify a user, a multifactor authentication (MFA) is
required. MFA can be performed using a managed device
either via a single sign-on (SSO) platform against the pre-
determined user/group database or via RADIUS using
802.1x protocol.

Next, to remove implicit trust from the legacy network,
some managed devices located in the private privilege
network inside the Google building are then moved to an
unprivileged network. )ese devices are now treated the
same as devices connected from the external (outside)
network. Utilizing VLAN, managed devices authenticated
via RADIUS server using 802.1x protocol are assigned to a
different virtual network. On the other hand, all unrecog-
nized and unmanaged devices are automatically assigned to
a guest or quarantine network for further remediation.

To externalize a workflow making it accessible from
anywhere, Google deploys an internet-facing access proxy
which is similar to policy enforcement point (PEP) in NIST
SP 800–207 [2]. Applications in BeyondCorp are registered
with public DNS having their CNAME pointing to Google’s
access proxy server. Hence, all requests coming from both
public (external) and private networks are sent to the access
proxy. After passing the authentication, the access proxy
then asks the access control engine to verify and authorize/
deny the request.

)e access control engine (ACE, for short), equivalent to
policy enforcement (PE) in [2], is considered the heart and
the brain of Google’s BeyondCorp. ACE incorporates var-
ious sources of information to decide if the requesting user
and device are trustworthy and have the right to access the
resources being requested or not. Every decision is made on
a per-request basis.

Trust inference, similar to the trust algorithm in [2], is a
logical component that continuously computes and updates
the trust level of all subjects in real-time. An access request is
authorized by the ACE only when all predefined rules/
conditions are met, and the trust level of the requesting user
is higher than the minimum required trust level defined for
the resource being requested.

Regarding migration to ZTA, Google first identifies
candidate workflow by performing workflow qualification,
job function analysis, identifying candidate population, and
traffic analysis via both privileged network traffic sampling
and unprivileged network simulation. )e migration starts
with low-risk migration and moves to more critical work-
flows with higher risk once the company accumulates
enough confidence in their migration process. More details
regarding Google’s BeyondCorp are provided in [19, 22–25].
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss the concept and application of the
zero trust architecture. Some challenges in ZTA, including
lacking standardization and vendor lock-in problems, are
introduced and discussed. Lastly, brief information focusing
on steps and things to consider regarding migration from
perimeter-based architecture to ZTA is presented.
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-e invention of the Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption scheme opened a new perspective for realizing attribute-based
access control systems without being forced to trust the storage service provider, which is the case in traditional systems where
data are sent to the storage service provider in clear and the storage service provider is the party that controls the access to these
data. In the Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption model, the data owner encrypts data using an attribute-based access
structure before sending them to the storage service, and only users with authorized sets of attributes can successfully decrypt the
generated ciphertext. However, Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption schemes employ expensive operations (i.e., bilinear
pairings and modular exponentiations) and generate long ciphertexts and secret keys, which makes them hard to implement in
real-life applications especially for resource-constrained devices. In this paper, we propose two Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based
Encryption Key Encapsulation Mechanisms that can be provided as services in the cloud, minimizing the user’s encryption and
decryption costs without exposing any sensitive information to the public cloud provider. In the first scheme, the ABE Service
Provider is considered fully untrusted. On the other hand, the second scheme requires the ABE Service Provider to be semi-trusted
(Honest-but-Curious) and does not collude with illegitimate users. Both schemes are proved to be selectively CPA-secure in the
random oracle. -e theoretical and experimental performance results show that both our first and second schemes are more
efficient than the reviewed outsourced CP-ABE schemes in terms of user-side computation, communication, and storage costs.

1. Introduction

In the past, businesses were suffering from the overheads of
dealing with their IT infrastructure installation and man-
agement. Nowadays, they can easily minimize these costs by
externalizing their activities to one of the existing cloud
solutions and paying only the amount of resources they
consumed. -is new paradigm is beneficial for both users
and cloud providers, and this is what makes cloud services
continue to attract more enterprises and individual users,
helping them to start or improve their businesses easily.
Cloud Storage is one of the services offered by cloud pro-
viders to help companies and individuals store, manage, and
share data efficiently. Nevertheless, when outsourcing data,

data owners are also outsourcing the control over their data.
-erefore, this creates data security and confidentiality
challenges against a third party who comprised the cloud
server to steal data or even against a curious cloud provider
[1]. Hence, data owners should encrypt data before out-
sourcing them to make sure that only authorized users can
decrypt and gain access to the data.

Cryptosystems in traditional public cryptography are
one-to-one ciphers, meaning that the data owner should
retrieve the public key of all the authorized users and encrypt
a copy of his data for each user with the corresponding
public key. For example, if a data owner wants to share a
document with 100 users, he must create 100 copies of the
document, retrieve 100 public keys, and encrypt each copy
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with the public key of the corresponding user. -us, this
solution is not practical since it produces huge computation,
storage, and communication overheads.

In 2005, Sahai andWaters [2] proposed a Fuzzy Identity-
Based Encryption (FIBE) scheme with a new model that is
not based on users’ public keys or identities (as in Identity-
Based Encryption schemes), but instead, their model is using
attributes to encrypt data and to generate secret keys. In this
model, a Trusted Authority (TA) generates users’ secret keys
based on their sets of attributes, and data owners specify a set
of attributes and a threshold (which is the minimum number
of attributes in the encryption set of attributes that should
exist in the user’s set of attributes) and encrypt data using
this set of attributes and threshold. Only users with a
number of attributes existing in the encryption set of at-
tributes that is greater than the threshold will be able to
decrypt the ciphertext using their secret keys.

Later on, two main variants of FIBE were proposed.
Goyal et al. proposed the Key-Policy Attribute-Based En-
cryption (KP-ABE) scheme [3] where the data owner en-
crypts data with a set of attributes and users’ secret keys are
generated based on an access policy that is associated with
them. Bethencourt et al. presented the Ciphertext-Policy
Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) scheme [4] where the
data owner encrypts data with an access policy and users’
secret keys are generated based on their sets of attributes.

-e computation overhead in ABE schemes is the most
challenging part that makes them hard to be adopted in real-
life applications. -is is due to the number of expensive
modular exponentiations and pairing operations that in-
creases linearly with the size of the access policy.

Many contributions were proposed to optimize this
computation overhead. Some of these contributions used
different techniques to minimize the number of these op-
erations in the encryption and decryption phases [5, 6] or to
split them into two phases: in the first phase, most of the
expensive operations are performed offline before knowing
the message, and the second phase rapidly assembles the
ciphertext [7, 8]. Others replaced the expensive modular
exponentiations and pairing operations with the lightweight
elliptic curve additions and point-scalar multiplications
[9–11]. However, these solutions are still hard to be
implemented in the applications where devices are resource-
constrained such as the Internet of -ings (IoT) and
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Computation out-
sourcing is another direction that achieved better results. In
this solution, a big part of the encryption and decryption
computation is outsourced to the cloud without revealing
any sensitive information to the cloud providers that can
help them reveal the plaintexts.

1.1. Our Contribution. Based on [4], we propose two CP-
ABE with Outsourced Encryption and Decryption (CP-
ABE-OED) Key Encapsulation Mechanisms (KEM) where
the public ABE Service Provider performs all the encryption
and decryption expensive operations leaving only one
modular exponentiation and simple multiplications to be
executed by the user when encrypting or decrypting data.

-e first scheme is suitable for the applications that consider
the cloud service provider untrusted. On the other hand, the
second scheme requires that the ABE Service Provider is a
semi-trusted party that cannot collude with unauthorized
users. Both schemes achieve provable CPA-security selec-
tively in the random oracle.

1.2. Organization. -e rest of our paper will be organized as
follows. In Section 2, we will discuss the related work. Next,
we define the preliminaries in Section 3. Later on, we present
our 1st and 2nd CP-ABE-OED KEMs and their security
analysis in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to showing and
analysing the performance results. Finally, we conclude our
paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In 2011, Green et al. [12] proposed the first outsourced CP-
ABE scheme, which is selectively CPA-secure. -ey out-
sourced a big part of the expensive decryption operations in
Waters’s large universe construction [13] to a decryption
proxy (e.g., Cloud Server), leaving only one modular ex-
ponentiation to be executed by the user. In the registration
phase, the Trusted Authority (TA) generates a public
transformation key TK and a secret decryption key z for
each user. To decrypt a ciphertext CT, the user sends his TK
to the decryption proxy which transforms CT to a short
ElGamal-style [14] ciphertext. -en, using the decryption
key z, the user decrypts the transformed ciphertext. To
decrypt an ABE ciphertext containing 100 attributes, it takes
nearly 30 seconds of sustained computation on a 412MHz
ARM-based iPhone 3G with 128MB of RAM using the
original CP-ABE scheme [13], while it requires only 60
milliseconds using Green et al.‘s scheme [12]. Besides,
thousands of lines of code, dedicated to determining how a
key satisfies the access policy, were removed from the user’s
side. For instance, in libfenc [15], about 3000 lines are
dedicated to access policy handling, excluding dependencies.
An improved scheme is also provided in [12] that is se-
lectively secure in the Replayable Chosen-Ciphertext Attack
(RCCA) security model using Fujisaki and Okamoto tech-
niques [16].

Afterward, many contributions added the notion of
verifiability (i.e., the ability to verify the correctness of the
transformation performed by a proxy) to the mechanism of
decryption outsourcing [17–21]. In 2016, Mao et al. [21]
proposed a generic construction that transforms any (se-
lectively) CPA-secure ABE scheme with outsourced de-
cryption (e.g., Green et al. [12]) into a (selectively) CPA-
secure ABE scheme with verifiable outsourced decryption.
In contrast with [17] that separately encrypts an extra
random message (which is used to commit to the true
message), [21] is encrypting the true message and a random
message together. It then commits the random value to the
message using a commitment scheme that satisfies the
hiding and binding properties (at least computationally). In
the decryption phase, the user receives the partially
decrypted ciphertext from the decryption proxy and the
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commitment from the storage server and runs the revealing
algorithm of the commitment scheme to verify the cor-
rectness of the transformation. -e authors showed that the
instantiation of this construction in the standard model
using Green et al.‘s small-universe, backward-compatible,
and selectively CPA-secure CP-ABE scheme with out-
sourced decryption [12] and Pedersen Commitment [22] as
the underlying commitment scheme is more efficient than
Lai et al.‘s scheme [17]. -ey also proposed a second generic
construction to transform any (selectively) CPA-secure ABE
scheme with outsourced decryption, that has ciphertext
verifiability (i.e., the possibility to verify whether a normal
ciphertext will be recovered into the same plaintext under
two different decryption keys with two specific attributes) or
delegatability (i.e., the capability to use a key to derive
another inferior key), into a (selectively) RCCA-secure ABE
scheme with verifiable outsourced decryption. -ey claimed
that this is the first RCCA-secure construction that does not
rely on a random oracle. In this construction, they combined
a secure encapsulation scheme, a strong one-time message
authentication code, and a secure commitment scheme.

Obviously, the previous schemes are not suitable for IoT
applications where lightweight devices encrypt data and not
only decrypt them (e.g., Wireless Sensor Networks) because
the encryption cost produced in these schemes is still high.
Accordingly, outsourcing the encryption operations in ad-
dition to the decryption operations became a new direction
[23–27].

Based on [4], Zhou et al. proposed a CP-ABE scheme
with outsourced encryption and decryption [23]. -ey
outsourced a big part of the encryption operations by
subdividing the access policy T into two parts: TDO (data
owner’s access tree) and TESP (Encryption Service Provider’s
access tree) such that T � TESP ANDTDO. -e data owner
generates a random number s ∈ Zp and a random 1-degree
polynomial qR(x), where qR(0) � s, qR(1) � s1 and qR(2) �

s2 and computes C � M.e(g, g)α.s and C � gβ.s. -en, he
generates the ciphertext components Cy and Cy

′ for his sub-
tree TDO in the same way as CP-ABE [4] using s2 as the

shared key and sends C, C, Cy, Cy
′ 

y∈YDO
, TDO, TESP, s1  to

the Encryption Service Provider (ESP). Similarly, ESP
computes the ciphertext components Cy and Cy

′ for TESP
using s1 as the shared key. -e final ciphertext is

CT � T � TESP∧TDO, C, C, Cy, Cy
′ 

y∈YESP ∪YDO
 . -e de-

cryption outsourcing is achieved using almost the same key-
blinding technique of Green et al. [12]. However, an
untrusted ESP can reveal the encrypted data by colluding
with unauthorized users with sets of attributes that satisfy
TDO.-erefore, this solution is suitable only for applications
where the ESP is at least semi-trusted.

In 2014, Asim et al. [25] proposed a new CP-ABE scheme
where they outsourced a part of the encryption operations to
a semi-trusted proxy A and they outsourced the decryption
phase to a semi-trusted proxy B following the same tech-
nique employed in [12]. Using an encryption secret key
generated by the Trusted Authority, the proxy A computes
gs and uses it as the access policy root’s secret to generate the

access policy’s leaf nodes’ components gsj . Afterward, it
multiplies each leaf node’s component with the corre-
sponding attribute component Cj � H1(aj)

− s in the par-
tially encrypted ciphertext received from the host. -e
authors claim that their construction is secure in the generic
group model under the assumption that proxy A and proxy
B will not collude with unauthorized users and will not
collude with each other. However, unauthorized users with
at least one attribute (ax) that exists in the access policy can
reveal the plaintext using the partially encrypted ciphertext
CT and the ciphertext generated by proxy A (CT). For each
leaf node j of the access policy, the attacker retrieves Cj �

H1(aj)
− s from CT and Cj � gsj · H1(aj)

− s from CT and
computes gsj � Cj/ Cj. -en, he executes PolicyGeneration
function backward to retrieve gs and computes
As � (e(C

⌣
, D1 )/e(gs · H1(ax)− s, D2) · e(C

⌣
, D3

x))z. Finally,
the attacker reveals the plaintext M � C⊕H2(As). In ad-
dition, their scheme is not correct (i.e., given an SK of a set of
attributes S that satisfies the access policy τ,
Dec(Enc(M, τ), SK)≠M). In the PolicyGeneration phase,
they used gs (instead of s) as the shared key to get the shares
gsj . However, in the decryption phase they used the poly-
nomial interpolation on sj, which will result in a value that is
different than gs and, as a result, the decryption output will
be different than M.

Subsequently, Zhang et al. [26] presented a fully out-
sourced CP-ABE scheme that, for the first time, achieves
outsourced key generation, encryption, and decryption si-
multaneously. In their system, two Key Generation Service
Providers (KGSP1, KGSP2) help TA to generate Interme-
diate Secret Keys (ISKs), and two Encryption Service Pro-
viders (ESP1, ESP2) help users to generate Intermediate
Ciphertexts (ITs). Decryption outsourcing is achieved using
the same key blinding used in Green et al.‘s scheme [12]. -e
extra communication costs that had arisen from outsourced
key generation and encryption are offline, meaning that TA
and users can communicate with the cloud servers in their
spare time. -e system is proved to be secure under the
assumption that two KGSPs (ESPs) do not collude with each
other, so the final combined ISK (IT) should be information-
theoretically hidden from two servers. It is selectively CPA-
secure against corrupt users colluding with KGSP1, ESP1,
and SSP and corrupt users colluding with KGSP2, ESP2, and
SSP who can obtain the conversion key at Decryption
Service Provider.

Other contributions proposed outsourced CP-ABE
schemes using trusted parties such as fog nodes [28] or a
trusted private cloud provider [29].

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Bilinear Maps [4]. Let G and GT be two multiplicative
cyclic groups of prime order p. Let g be a generator of G and
e be a bilinear map, e : G × G⟶ GT, that has the following
properties:

(i) Bilinearity: for all u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp, we have
e(ua, vb) � e(u, v)a.b

(ii) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g)≠ 1
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We say G is a bilinear group if the group operation in G

and the bilinear map e : G × G⟶ GT are both efficiently
computable.

3.2. Access Structure [30]. Let P1, P2, . . . , Pn  be a set of
parties. A collection A⊆ 2 P1 ,P2 , ..., Pn{ } is monotone if
∀B, C : if B ∈ A and B⊆C thenC ∈ A. An access structure
(respectively, monotone access structure) is a collection
(respectively, monotone collection) A of non-empty subsets
of P1, P2, . . . , Pn ; i.e., A⊆ 2 P1 ,P2 , ..., Pn{ }∖ ∅{ }. -e sets in A

are called the authorized sets, and the sets not inA are called
the unauthorized sets.

In our context, we will use a monotone access structure
where the attributes play the role of the parties, which means
that the access structureA will contain the authorized sets of
attributes.

3.3. Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) [13]. A secret-
sharing schemeΠ over a set of parties P is called linear (over
Zp) if the following is satisfied:

(i) -e shares for each party form a vector over Zp.

(ii) -ere exists a matrix M with l rows and n columns
called the share-generating matrix for Π. For all
i � 1, . . . , l, the i’th row of M, we let the function ρ
define the party labeling row i as ρ(i). When we
consider the column vector v � (s, r2, . . . , rn), where
s ∈ Zp is the secret to be shared, and r2, . . . , rn ∈ Zp

are randomly chosen; then M.v is the vector of l

shares of the secret s according to Π. -e share
(M.v)i belongs to party ρ(i).

It is shown in [30] that every linear secret sharing-
scheme according to the above definition also enjoys the
linear reconstruction property, defined as follows: suppose
thatΠ is an LSSS for the access structure A. Let S ∈ A be any
authorized set, and let I ⊂ 1, . . . , l{ } be defined as
I � i : ρ(i) ∈ S . -en, there exist constants wi ∈ Zp 

i∈I
such that, if λi  are valid shares of any secret s according to
Π, then i∈Iwi.λi � s.

Furthermore, it is shown in [30] that these constants wi 

can be found in time polynomial in the size of the share-
generating matrix M.

We note that we use the convention that vector
(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) is the “target” vector for any linear secret
sharing scheme. For any satisfying set of rows I in M, we will
have that the target vector is in the span of I. For any
unauthorized set of rows I, the target vector is not in the span
of the rows of the set I. Moreover, there will exist a column
vector w such that (1, 0, 0 . . . , 0) · w � −1 and Mi · w � 0
for all i ∈ I.

Using standard techniques [30], one can convert any
monotonic Boolean formula into an LSSS representation. An
access tree of l nodes will result in an LSSS matrix of l rows.
We refer the reader to the appendix of [31] for a discussion
of how to perform this conversion.

3.4. CPA-Security Game

(i) Setup. -e challenger runs the Setup algorithm and
gives the public parameters PK to the adversary.

(ii) Phase 1. When the adversary A queries the de-
cryption key and the transformation key on S, the
challenger passes S on to the key generation oracle
to get the corresponding decryption key and
transformation key and then returns the result toA.

(iii) Challenge. -e adversary A submits the access
structure (M∗, ρ∗) (which is not satisfied by any of
the sets of attributes S passed in phase 1) to be
challenged on and requests the challenge Key∗. -e
challenger flips a random coin b ∈ 0, 1{ }. If b � 0, it
returns CT∗ toA, where the first element in CT∗ is a
random Key∗. If b � 1, it returns CT∗ to A, where
the first element in CT∗ is a well-constructed Key∗.

(iv) Phase 2. Phase 1 is repeated with the restriction that
the adversary cannot obtain a decryption key for a
set of attributes that satisfies (M∗, ρ∗).

(v) Guess. -e adversary outputs 0 if Key∗ is random
and 1 if Key∗ is a well-constructed key.

4. Our Proposed Constructions

4.1. 5e 1st Proposed CP-ABE-OED Key Encapsulation
Mechanism. In this scheme, the ABE Service Provider is
considered to be an untrusted party.

4.1.1. 5e Construction. (1) Setup Phase. In this phase, we
execute the function setup(λ) that takes as input a security
parameter λ, which determines the size of the groups.
setup(λ) chooses a bilinear group G of prime order p with a
generator g and a bilinear map e : G × G⟶ GT.

It also defines a hash function H1 : 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G

mapping each attribute (described as a binary string) to a
random group element, and a hash function
H2: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Zp.

Afterward, it generates two random numbers α, β ∈ Zp.
-en, it secretly stores the master key MK � gα, β  and
publishes the public parameters:

PK � G, g, e(·, ·), H1(·), H2(·), h � g
β
, e(g, g)

α
 . (1)

(2) Registration and Key Generation Phase. In Figure 1,
Alice and Bob represent two users. Bob plays the role of the
data owner and Alice plays the role of the data receiver. In
the registration phase, both Alice and Bob behave in the
same way.

First, the Trusted Authority (TA) registers Alice and Bob
and associates a set of attributes to each of them (SA for Alice
and SB for Bob) and executes KeyGen(U,MK, Si).

KeyGen(U,MK, Si) is defined as follows:

(i) First, it generates the encryption key EKi � si where
si is picked randomly in Zp, and the decryption key
DKi � zi where zi is a random number in Zp.
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(ii) Afterward, it computes the user’s parameters as

follows: UPi �
UPi,u,1 � g1/H2(u‖si)

UPi,u,2 � H1(u)1/H2(u‖si)
 

∀u∈U
.

(iii) It also computes the Transformation Key (TKi).
First, it chooses a random number ri ∈ Zp and for
each j ∈ Si it picks ri,j ∈ Zp randomly. -en, it
computes

TKi �

Si

Di � g
(α+ri)/β·zi

∀j ∈ Si:
Di,j � g

ri/zi · H1(j)
ri,j/zi

Di,j
′ � g

ri,j/zi

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(iv) Finally, it outputs (EKi, DKi,UPi, TKi ).

TA sends (EKi, DKi) securely to the user i and sends
(UPi, TKi) publically to the ABE Service Provider.

(3) Encryption Phase. As shown in Figure 2, the en-
cryption phase consists of two steps. In the first step, Bob
uses its encryption key EKB and an l × n LSSS access
structure (M, ρ) and calls the function
Encrypt(PK,EKB, (M, ρ)).

Encrypt(PK, EKB, (M, ρ)) is defined as follows:

(i) First, it generates a random column vector
v � (s, y2, y3, . . . , yn) ∈ Zn

p to share the encryption
exponent s.

(ii) For each i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l{ }, it computes λi � Mi · v

where Mi is the ith row of M.
(iii) -en, it generates

preCT �

(M, ρ)

C � h
s

∀i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l{ } : C
pre
i � H2 ρ(i) ‖ sB( .λi

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
.

(2)

(iv) Finally, it outputs preCT.

Afterward, Bob sends preCT to the ABE Service
Provider.

In the second step, the ABE Service Provider executes the
function OutEncrypt(PK,UPB, preCT) after receiving
preCT.

OutEncrypt(PK,UPB, preCT) performs the following
instructions:

(i) For each i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l{ }, it computes

Ci � UPC
pre
i

B,ρ(i),1 � g
1/H2 ρ(i)‖sB( ) 

H2 ρ(i)‖sB( ).λi

� g
λi ,

Ci
′ � UPC

pre
i

B,ρ(i),2 � H1(ρ(i))
1/H2 ρ(i)‖sB( ) 

H2 ρ((i)‖sB( ).λi

� H1(ρ(i))
λi .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

(ii) -en, it outputs CT � (M, ρ), C, Ci, Ci
′ i∈ 1,2, ...,l{ } . Finally, the ABE Service Provider sends CT to the Cloud

Storage Provider (CSP).

Bob Alice
Registration ()

Registration ()

(EKB, DKB) (UPB, TKB)

(UPA, TKA)(EKA, DKA)

(EKB, DKB, UPB, TKB)
= KeyGen (U, MK, SB) 

(EKA, DKA, UPA, TKA)
= KeyGen (U, MK, SA) 

: Trusted Authority : ABE Service
Provider

Figure 1: Registration and key generation’s sequence diagram.
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(4) Decryption Phase. First, as shown in Figure 3, Alice
requests the transformed ciphertext transCT from the ABE
Service Provider. -e ABE Service Provider receives CT
from the CSP and executes the function
OutDecrypt(PK,CT,TKA).

OutDecrypt(PK, CT,TKA) is defined as follows:

(i) If Alice’s set of attributes SA does not satisfy the
access structure, then it outputs ⊥. Otherwise, let
I � i : ρ(i) ∈ SA  and wi ∈ Zp 

i∈I such that
i∈Iwi.Mi � (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0).

(ii) -en, it computes

A � 
i∈I

e DA,i, Ci 

e DA,i
′ , Ci
′ 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

wi

� 
i∈I

e grA/zA .H1(ρ(i))rA,i/zA , gλi 

e grA,i/zA , H1(ρ(i))λi 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

wi

� 
i∈I

e grA .H1(ρ(i))rA,i , g( 

e grA,i , H1(ρ(i))( 
 

wi.λi/zA

� 
i∈I

e(g, g)
rA.wi.λi/zA � e(g, g)

rA/zA ·
i∈I

wi.λi

� e(g, g)
rA.s/zA .

(4)

(iii) Finally, it outputs transCT generated as follows:

transCT �
e C, DA( 

A
�

e g
β.s

, g
α+rA( )/β.zA 

e(g, g)
rA.s/zA

�
e(g, g)α.e(g, g)rA

e(g, g)rA
 

s/zA

� e(g, g)
α.s/zA . (5)

-e ABE Service Provider sends transCT to Alice.
After receiving transCT, Alice decrypts it using its de-

cryption key DKA by calling the function Decrypt(PK,

transCT,DKA).

Decrypt(PK, transCT,DKA) executes the following
instructions:

(i) It computes

Key � transCTDKA � e(g, g)
α.s/zA 

zA
� e(g, g)

α.s
.

(6)

(ii) -en, it outputs the Key.

4.1.2. Security Analysis. Before starting our security proof,
we will create a modified version of Bethencourt et al.‘s CP-

Bob

preCT = Encrypt (PK, EKB, (M,ρ))

CT = OutEncrypt (PK, UPB, preCT)

preCT

CT

: ABE Service
Provider

: Cloud Storage
Provider

Figure 2: Encryption phase’s sequence diagram.
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ABE scheme [4] and prove that it achieves the same security
level of the original scheme in the random oracle. -en, we
will prove that our 1st CP-ABE-OED KEM is selectively
CPA-secure in the random oracle if the modified version of
Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme is selectively CPA-secure in the
random oracle. -us, our 1st CP-ABE-OED KEM is selec-
tively CPA-secure in the random oracle if Bethencourt
et al.‘s scheme is selectively CPA-secure in the random
oracle.

We create the modified Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme by
modifying the encryption phase as follows:

(i) Instead of using Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme to
build the access policy, we use the LSSS access
structure (M, ρ) in the same way as in our scheme
and generate the shares λi.

(ii) We choose a random number sB ∈ Zp and compute
for each row i of M: Ri � H2(ρ(i)||sB).λi (the hash
function H2 : 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Zp must be defined in the
public parameters).

(iii) -e generated ciphertext will be defined as follows:

(M, ρ),

C � M.e(g, g)
α.s

h
s
,

∀i � 1, . . . , l :

Ri � H2 ρ(i)||sB( .λi

Ci � g
λi ,

Ci
′ � H1(ρ(i))

λi .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

It is obvious that the modified Bethencourt et al.‘s
scheme achieves the same security level as the original
scheme in the random oracle. -at is because if we consider
H2(ρ(i)||sB) random, then Ri is random and the attacker
cannot compute λi from Ri without knowing H2(ρ(i)||sB).

-erefore, an attacker cannot distinguish between the dis-
tributions (H2(ρ(i)||sB).λi, gλi , H1(ρ(i))λi ) and (r, gλi , H1
(ρ(i))λi ), where r ∈ Zp is a random number.

Now, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Our 1st CP-ABE-OED KEM is selectively CPA-
secure in the random oracle if the modified Bethencourt et al.
scheme is selectively CPA-secure in the random oracle.

Suppose that we have an adversary A with non-negli-
gible advantage ε in the selective CPA-security game against
our construction. We show how to build a simulatorB that
can attack the modified Bethencourt et al. scheme in the
selective CPA-security model with advantage ε.

(1) Init. -e adversary gives the challenge access
structure (M∗, ρ∗) to the simulatorB.B sends (M∗, ρ∗) to
the challenger.

(2) Setup.-e simulatorB obtains the public parameters
from the challenger:

PK′ � G, g, e(·, ·), H1(·), H2(·), h � g
β′

, f � g
1/β′

, e(g, g)
α′

 .

(8)

-e random oracles H1(·) andH2(·) are programmed by
the challenger.

-en, B sends the public parameters

PK � G, g, e(·, ·), H1(·), H2(·), h � g
β′

, e(g, g)
α′

 , (9)

to the adversary A

(3) Phase I. -e adversary sends request queries of sets of
attributes S that do not satisfy the challenge access structure
(M∗, ρ∗) to B. -e simulator B calls the challenger’s key
generation oracle on S to obtain the key

Alice

Key = Dcrypt (PK, transCT, DKA)

transCT = OutDecrypt (PK, CT, TKA)

RequestTransCT ()
RequestCT ()

CT

transCT

: ABE Service
Provider

: Cloud Storage
Provider

Figure 3: Decryption phase’s sequence diagram.
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SK′ �

S

D′ � g
α′+r( )/β′

∀j ∈ Si:
Dj
′ � g

r
.H1(j)

rj

D
’′
j � g

rj

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (10)

-e simulator chooses a random value z ∈ Zp and sets
the decryption key as DK � z and the transformation key as

TK �

S

D � D′1/z

∀j ∈ Si:
Dj � D

′1/z

j

Dj
′ � D

’′1/z

j

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (11)

(4) Challenge. -e simulator sends two distinct random
messages m0 and m1 to the challenger. -e challenger flips a
coin π ∈ 0, 1{ } and creates

CT′ �

M
∗
, ρ∗( ,

C′ � mπ.e(g, g)
α′s′

,

C′ � h
s′

,

∀i � 1, . . . , l :

Ri � H2 ρ(i)||sB( .λi
′,

Ci
′ � g

λi
′
,

C
’′
i � H1(ρ(i))

λi
′
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

-en, the challenger sends CT’ to the simulator.
Later on, the simulator computes

UP∗ �

UPu,1 � Ci
′( 
1/Ri

UPu,2 � Ci
′( 
1/Ri

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
∀u∈U∩Y

UPu,1 � g1/tu

UPu,2 � x
1/tu
u

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭
∀u∈U∖Y

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (13)

where tu ∈ Zp and xu ∈ G are random numbers.
-en, B creates CT∗ as follows:

CT∗ �

M
∗
, ρ∗( ,

C � C′,

C
pre
i � Ri,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(14)

Finally, the simulator flips a coin b ∈ 0, 1{ } and computes
Key∗ � C’/mb and then sends CT∗, UP∗, and Key∗ to the
adversary.

(5) Phase 2. -e simulator continues to answer queries as
in Phase 1.

(6) Guess. -e adversary will eventually output a guess b′ of
b. -e adversary outputs 0 to guess that Key∗ is random, and
outputs 1 to guess that Key∗ � e(g, g)α

′s′ . -e simulator
outputs b if b′ � 1; otherwise it outputs b. -us, if the adversary
wins the selective CPA-security game with a non-negligible
advantage, then B can break the security of the modified
Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme with the same advantage.

4.2. 5e 2nd Proposed CP-ABE-OED Key Encapsulation
Mechanism

4.2.1. 5e Construction. In this scheme, we consider the
ABE Service Provider semi-trusted, which means that it
cannot collude with illegitimate users to reveal the plaintext.

We will only describe the modified methods that are
different from the previous scheme.

(1) KeyGen(U,MK, Si)

(i) First, it generates the encryption key EKi � si

where si is picked randomly in Zp, and the
decryption key DKi � zi where zi is a random
number in Zp.

(ii) Afterward, it computes the user’s parameters as

follows: UPi �
UPi,1 � g

1/si ,

∀u ∈ U: UPi,u,2 � H1(u)
1/si .

 

(iii) It also computes the Transformation Key (TKi).
First, it chooses a random number ri ∈ Zp

and for each j ∈ Si it picks ri,j ∈ Zp

randomly. -en, it computes TKi �

Si

Di � g
(α+ri)/β.zi

∀j ∈ Si:
Di,j � g

ri/zi .H1(j)
ri,j/zi

D
’
i,j � g

ri,j/zi

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(iv) Finally, it outputs (EKi, DKi,UPi, TKi ).

(2) Encrypt(PK, EKB, (M, ρ))

(i) It picks a random number s ∈ Zp and computes

preCT �

(M, ρ),

C � h
s
,

C
pre

� sB.s

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
. (15)

(ii) -en, it outputs preCT.

(3) OutEncrypt(PK,UPB, preCT)

(i) First, it chooses a random column vector
v � (Cpre, y2, y3, . . . , yn) ∈ Zn

p.
(ii) For each i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l{ }, it computes λi � Mi.v

where Mi is the ith row of M.
(iii) -en, for each i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l{ }, it computes

Ci � UPλi

B,1 � g
λi/sB

Ci
′ � UPλi

B,ρ(i),2 � H1(ρ(i))
λi/sB ,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(16)

(iv) -en, it outputs CT � (M, ρ), C,

Ci, Ci
′ i∈ 1,2, ...,l{ }}.

-e decryption phase will perform in the same way
as in the previous scheme; however, we will describe
it here to show the correctness of our scheme.

(4) OutDecrypt(PK, CT,TKA).

(i) If Alice’s set of attributes SA does not satisfy the
access structure, then it outputs ⊥. Otherwise,
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let I � i : ρ(i) ∈ SA  and wi ∈ Zp 
i∈I such that

i∈Iwi.Mi � (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0).
(ii) -en, it computes

A � 
i∈I

e DA,i, Ci 

e D’
A,i, Ci
′ 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

wi

� 
i∈I

e grA/zA .H1(ρ(i))rA,i/zA , gλi/sB 

e grA,i/zA , H1(ρ(i))λi/sB 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

wi

� 
i∈I

e grA .H1(ρ(i))rA,i , g( 

e grA,i , H1(ρ(i))( 
 

wi.λi/zA.sB

� 
i∈I

e(g, g)
rA.wi.λi/zA.sB � e(g, g)

rA/zA.sB.
i∈I

wi.λi

� e(g, g)
rA.sB.s/zA.sB � e(g, g)

rA.s/zA .

(17)

(iii) Finally, it outputs transCT generated as follows:

transCT �
e C, DA( 

A
�

e g
β.s

, g
α+rA( )/β.zA 

e(g, g)
rA.s/zA

�
e(g, g)α.e(g, g)rA

e(g, g)rA
 

s/zA

� e(g, g)
α.s/zA . (18)

(5) Decrypt(PK, transCT,DKA)

(i) It computes

Key � transCTDKA � e(g, g)
α.s/zA 

zA
� e(g, g)

α.s

(19)

(ii) -en, it outputs the Key.

4.2.2. Security Analysis. In this security proof, we will
consider two types of adversaries:

(i) Type-1 adversary: which refers to illegitimate users
trying to break our scheme

(ii) Type-2 adversary: which refers to a curious ABE
cloud provider trying to reveal sensitive information

For the Type-1 adversary, our scheme is viewed as
Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme [4] with outsourced decryption.

Now, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Our 2nd CP-ABE-OED KEM is selectively CPA-
secure in the random oracle against Type-1 adversaries if
Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme [4] is selectively CPA-secure in the
random oracle.

Suppose we have an adversary A with non-negligible
advantage ε in the selective CPA-security game against our
construction. We show how to build a simulatorB that can
attack Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme [4] in the selective CPA-
security model with advantage ε.

(1) Init. -e adversary gives the challenge access
structure (M∗, ρ∗) to the simulator B. B sends the chal-
lenge access structure to the challenger.

(2) Setup. -e simulator B obtains Bethencourt et al.‘s
[4] public parameters

PK’
� G, g, e(·, ·), H1(·), h � g

β′
, f � g

1/β′
, e(g, g)

α′
 .

(20)

and forwards them to the adversary A.
(3) Phase I. -e adversary sends request queries of sets of

attributes S that do not satisfy the challenge access structure
(M∗, ρ∗) toB. -e simulatorB calls Bethencourt et al.‘s [4]
key generation oracle on S to obtain the key

SK′ �

S

D′ � g
α′+r( )/β′

∀j ∈ Si:
Dj
′ � g

r
.H1(j)

rj

D
’′
j � g

rj

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (21)

-e simulator chooses a random value z ∈ Zp and sets
the decryption key as DK � z and the transformation key as

TK �

S

D � D′1/z

∀j ∈ Si:
Dj � D

’1/z
j

Dj
′ � D

’′1/z
j

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (22)

(4) Challenge. -e simulator sends two distinct random
messages m0 and m1 to the challenger. -e challenger flips a
coin π ∈ 0, 1{ } and creates

CT′ �

M
∗
, ρ∗( ,

C′ � mπ.Key’,

C′ � h
s′

,

∀i � 1, . . . , l :
Ci
′ � g

λi
′
,

Ci
′ � H1(ρ(i))

λi
′

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(23)
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-en, the challenger sends CT’ to the simulator.
Later on, the simulator computes

UP∗ �
UPu,1 � g1/tu

UPu,2 � H1(u)1/tu

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭
∀u∈U

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭. (24)

where tu ∈ Zp are random numbers.
Later on, the simulator constructs CT∗ as follows:

CT∗ �

M
∗
, ρ∗( ,

C
∗

� C′,

∀i � 1, . . . , l :
C
∗
i � Ci
′,

C′∗i � C
’′
i.

⎧⎨

⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(25)

Finally, the simulator flips a coin b ∈ 0, 1{ } and computes
Key∗ � C′/mb , then sends CT∗, UP∗, and Key∗ to the
adversary.

(5). Phase 2. -e simulator continues to answer queries
as in Phase 1.

(6).Guess.-e adversary will eventually output a guess b′
of b. -e adversary outputs 0 to guess that Key∗ is random,
and outputs 1 to guess thatKey∗ � e(g, g)α

′s′ . -e simulator
outputs b if b′ � 1; otherwise it outputs b. -us, if the ad-
versary wins the selective CPA-security game with a non-
negligible advantage, then B can break the security of
Bethencourt et al.‘s scheme with the same advantage.

-e Type-2 adversary is not allowed to collude with
unauthorized users. -us, he can request only the trans-
formation keys and not the decryption keys from the key
generation oracle.

Now, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3. Our 2nd CP-ABE-OED KEM is selectively CPA-
secure in the random oracle against Type-2 adversaries if our
2nd CP-ABE-OED KEM is selectively CPA-secure in the
random oracle against Type-1 adversaries.

It is obvious that Type-2 adversary cannot distinguish
between two pre-ciphertexts preCT∗0 and preCT∗1 where

preCT∗b �

M
∗
, ρ∗( ,

Key∗b ,

C
∗

� h
s
,

C
pre∗

� sB.s

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (26)

and Key∗b �
e(g, g)

α.s
, b � 0,

e(g, g)
R
, b � 1.

 where R ∈ Zp is a random
number.

-at is because Cpre∗ is random since sB is random, and
the adversary cannot retrieve s without knowing sB. -us,
Type-2 adversary has no advantage over Type-1 adversary
since the only additional information (Cpre∗ � sB · s) he has
compared to the Type-1 adversary is not useful. Hence,
-eorem 3 is proved.

5. Performance Results and Analysis

5.1. 5eoretical Results and Analysis. In this section, we
theoretically compare the user’s computation, communication,
and storage costs between our two schemes and the following
schemes:

(i) -e CPA-secure construction of [12].
(ii) -e CPA-secure construction of [21] based on [12]

using Pedersen Commitment as a commitment
scheme.

(iii) Zhou et al.‘s scheme [23].
(iv) Zhang et al.‘s scheme [26].
(v) Li et al.‘s scheme [27].

We normalized all the schemes based on the following
rules:

(i) -e transformation key is created by TA and not the
user.

(ii) We will consider all the schemes as Key En-
capsulation Mechanisms (KEMs), meaning that
we neglect the part where the message m is
encrypted (e.g., C � m · e(g, g)α.s) and leave only
the parts responsible for sharing the key
e(g, g)α.s.

Table 1: Notations used in the performance results and analysis section.

Notation Definition
|x| Number of elements in x

l Number of rows in the LSSS access structure or number of leaf nodes in the access tree
Nl An upper bound greater than l of all the access policies
S User’s set of attributes
U Universe of attributes
MeG Modular exponentiation in G

MeGT
Modular exponentiation in GT

MG Multiplication in G

MGT
Multiplication in GT

MZ Multiplication in Zp

HG Hashing in G

HZ Hashing in Zp

G Element in G

GT Element in GT

Zp Element in Zp

10 Security and Communication Networks
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(iii) We consider that each user has the ability to encrypt
and decrypt.

(iv) We ignored the access structure A and the set of
attributes S when computing the size of the ci-
phertexts and the keys since they are common el-
ements between all the schemes.

In Table 1, we define the notations used in this section.
In Table 2, we compare the number of operations exe-

cuted in each phase (registration phase, encryption phase,
and decryption phase) between our proposed schemes and
the reviewed schemes.

Obviously, the user is not involved in the computations
of the registration phase in all the schemes.

In [12, 21], the user-side encryption cost is very ex-
pensive, because the encryption in these schemes is not
outsourced. Based on the results in Table 3, which were
computed using a Type A curve of the JPBC Library [32] on a
Windows 8.1 Core i7 2GHz PC with 8GB of RAM, we have
the following:

(i) MG � 52MZ

(ii) MeG � 10357MZ

(iii) HG � 22193MZ

(iv) HZ � 84MZ

We mention that the hashes were computed using the
Element.setFromHash() method based on SHA-256.

If we convert the encryption costs of the reviewed
schemes, we get the following:

(i) 1.MeG + l.MZ + l.HZ � (10357 + 85.l).MZ for our
1st CP-ABE-OED KEM

(ii) 1.MeG + 1.MZ � 10358.MZ for our 2nd CP-ABE-
OED KEM

(iii) 3.MeG + 1.HG � 53264.MZ for [23]
(iv) 1.MeG + (1 + 3.Nl).MG + l.MZ � (10409 +

156.Nl + l).MZ for [26]
(v) 3.MeG + l.MG + 1.HZ � (52.l + 31155).MZ for [27]

We observe that, for access policies smaller than 425 leaf
nodes, the user-side encryption in [27] is more efficient than
[23].

If Nl � l, which is the smallest value Nl can take, the
user-side encryption in [26] will be more efficient than [27]
(respectively, [23]) for access policies with less than 200 leaf
nodes (respectively, 270 leaf nodes). If Nl � 5.l, [27] (re-
spectively, [23]) will achieve better efficiency than [26] for all
the access policies bigger than 30 leaf nodes (respectively, 50
leaf nodes). Overall, we can say that [26] is more efficient
than [23, 27] for small access policies; however, [23, 27] are
more efficient for large access policies.

Our 1st CP-ABE-OED KEM achieves a higher user-side
encryption efficiency than [26] for all the access policy sizes.
It also achieves higher efficiency than [23] for access policies
with less than 500 leaf nodes, and higher efficiency than [27]
for access policies with less than 630 leaf nodes.

Obviously, our 2nd CP-ABE-OED KEM is more efficient
than all the schemes for all the access policy sizes.

-e decryption phase costs are almost the same (one
modular exponentiation) in all the schemes since they all use
the same key blinding technique used in [12]. In [21], the
user performs 2 more modular exponentiations to reveal the
commitment.

Table 4 shows the communication costs generated in the
registration phase, the encryption phase, and the decryption
phase between our proposed schemes and the reviewed
schemes. In [12, 21, 23, 26], TA sends TK and DK to the user
in the registration phase, which costs (2 + 2.|S|) elements in
G and (2 + |S|) elements in Zp for [26], (1 + 2.|S|) elements
in G and one element in Zp for [23], and (2 + |S|) elements
in G and one Zp element for [12, 21]. In [27], TA sends the
encryption transformation key ETK and DK to the user,
which costs two Zp elements and |U| elements in G.
However, in our proposed schemes, only two elements in Zp

(EK and DK) are communicated between TA and the user.
-e reason is that TK in our proposed schemes is transferred
by TA directly to the ABE Service Provider.

In the encryption phase, the user in [26] receives two
Intermediate Ciphertexts (ITs) from the ABE Service
Provider offline, each of them containing (1 + 3.Nl) ele-
ments in G and (1 + 3.Nl) elements in Zp, and sends the
ciphertext CT to CSP, which costs (1 + 3.l) elements in G

and 2.l elements in Zp. -is makes [26] the most expensive
scheme for the users in terms of communication cost
produced in the encryption phase. In [12, 21], the user
communicates CT to CSP; this costs (1 + 2.l) elements in G

for [12] and an additional element in G for [21] generated by
the commitment element cm. -e user in [27] sends the
partially encrypted ciphertext preCT and the outsourcing
parameters to the ABE service provider. -is costs (2 + l)

elements in G and (l + 1) elements in Zp, which makes [27]
slightly more efficient than [12, 21]. In our 1st CP-ABE-OED
KEM, the user sends preCT to the ABE Service Provider,
which costs him one G element and l elements in Zp. In [23],
the user sends preCT that costs only 3 elements in G and one
element in Zp to the ABE Service Provider. In our 2nd CP-
ABE-OED KEM, the transfer of preCT to the ABE Service
Provider costs only one G element and one Zp element,
which makes it the most efficient scheme in terms of user’s
communication cost in the encryption phase.

In the decryption phase, the user receives the trans-
formed ciphertext transCT from the ABE Service Provider in
all the schemes, which costs two GT elements in [23] and

Table 3: Running times (in milliseconds) of the main operations using JPBC Library [32] on a Windows 8.1 Core i7 2GHz PC with 8 Go of
RAM.

MeG MeGT
MG MGT

MZ HG HZ

14.5 ms 0.924ms 0.073ms 0.0072ms 0.0014ms 31.07ms 0.118ms

12 Security and Communication Networks
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only one GT element in the other schemes. In addition, the
user should first communicate his TK to the ABE Service
Provider, which costs (2 + 2.|S|) elements in G and (1 + |S|)

elements in Zp for [26], (1 + 2.|S|) elements in G for [23],
and (2 + |S|) elements in G for [12, 21, 27]. In [21], the user
also receives the commitment from CSP, which costs one G

element. In our proposed schemes, the user does not need to
send or receive anything from CSP or the ABE Service
Provider except transCT; TK is already sent by TA to the
ABE Service Provider in the Registration Phase. -us, our
proposed schemes are the most efficient schemes in terms of

user’s communication cost produced in the decryption
phase.

Table 5 compares the user’s storage cost for each scheme.
In general, [26] is the scheme that requires the biggest user-
side storage space to store TK, DK, and two Intermediate
Ciphertextx (ITs). -e user in [27] stores |U| elements in G

and one Zp element for the encryption transformation key
ETK, and one Zp element for the decryption key DK. -us,
for large universe applications, [27] is considered the most
storage space consuming scheme for users. In [12, 21, 23],
the user stores TK and DK. DK costs one Zp element in all
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the schemes and TK costs (1 + 2.|S|) elements in G for [23]
and (2 + |S|) elements in G for [12, 21]. In our proposed
schemes, the user stores the encryption key EK and the
decryption key DK; each of them costs only one Zp element.
-erefore, our proposed schemes are the most lightweight
schemes in terms of user-side storage.

5.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. In this section, we
will experimentally compare the running times of the user-
side encryption and decryption of our 1st outsourced CP-
ABE scheme (CP-ABE-OED1), our 2nd outsourced CP-ABE
scheme (CP-ABE-OED2), the original CP-ABE scheme [4],
ZHCP-ABE [23], and LiCP-ABE [27]. -e implementations
of the studied schemes were developed in Java using the
JPBC Library [32] and the hashes were computed using
setFromHash method of the Element class based on SHA-
256.

We run 200 experiments for each N � 5, 10, 15,{

20, 25, . . . , 1000} on a Windows 8.1 Core i7 2GHz PC with
8GB of RAM where the access policy is defined as follows
(A1 AND A2 AND A3 . . . AND AN) and the user’s set of
attributes is A1, A2, A3, . . . , AN . -is approach simulates
the worst-case scenario where the decryption phase depends
on all the access policy’s components. For each N, we repeat
the experiment 10 times and calculate the average running
time in milliseconds to smooth any experimental variability.

In Figure 4, the x-axis represents the size of the access
policy and the y-axis represents the Log10 of the user-side
encryption running time in milliseconds.

-e experimental results confirmed our theoretical re-
sults. Besides, the theoretical results showed that CP-ABE-
OED1 is more efficient than ZHCP-ABE [23] (respectively,
LiCP-ABE [27]) for access policies with less than 500 leaf
nodes (respectively, for access policies with less than 630 leaf
nodes). However, the experimental results showed that CP-
ABE-OED1 is more efficient than ZHCP-ABE [23] and
LiCP-ABE [27] for all the access policy sizes up to 1000.

We observe that the difference in running time between
CP-ABE-OED1 and CP-ABE-OED2 is linearly increasing
with a relatively small slope, and this is due to the number of
multiplications and hashing operations performed in CP-
ABE-OED1 that is linear to the size of the access policy.

In Figure 5, the x-axis represents the size of the user’s set
of attributes and the y-axis represents the Log2 of the user-
side decryption running time in milliseconds.

As expected, the running times of the user-side de-
cryption in all the studied outsourced CP-ABE schemes are
constant and equivalent; that is because they all used the
same decryption outsourcing technique firstly proposed by
[12]. -e user needs only about 2ms (since Log2(t) � 1
according to Figure 5) to decrypt a ciphertext regardless the
size of the access policy or the length of her set of attributes.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two efficient CP-ABE Key En-
capsulation Mechanisms that can be provided as services in
the cloud, minimizing the user-side computation,

communication, and storage costs. -e first scheme is
suitable for applications where the ABE Service Provider is
untrusted, whereas the second scheme, which is more ef-
ficient, requires the ABE Service Provider to be at least semi-
trusted. Both schemes are proved to be selectively CPA-
secure in the random oracle. However, our systems support
only one TA that is responsible for the registration of all the
users. Hence, our systems will face a bottleneck problem if
TA does not use a very powerful device or if the registration
requests are very frequent. -erefore, in the future, it will be
interesting to extend our schemes to use a multi-authority
architecture to handle this problem. Converting our schemes
to support a multi-authority architecture might also improve
the security of the systems by preventing the key-escrow
problem produced when attackers compromise the TA’s
master key. In a multi-authority approach, compromising
some authorities’ master keys by attackers will not break the
system.
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(e extensive data collection performed by the Internet of(ings (IoT) devices can put users at risk of data leakage. Consequently,
IoT vendors are legally obliged to provide privacy policies to declare the scope and purpose of the data collection. However,
complex and lengthy privacy policies are unfriendly to users, and the lack of a machine-readable format makes it difficult to check
policy compliance automatically. To solve these problems, we first put forward a purpose-aware rule to formalize the purpose-
driven data collection or use statement. (en, a novel approach to identify the rule from natural language privacy policies is
proposed. To address the issue of diversity of purpose expression, we present the concepts of explicit and implicit purpose, which
enable using the syntactic and semantic analyses to extract purposes in different sentences. Finally, the domain adaptionmethod is
applied to the semantic role labeling (SRL) model to improve the efficiency of purpose extraction. (e experiments that are
conducted on the manually annotated dataset demonstrate that this approach can extract purpose-aware rules from the privacy
policies with a high recall rate of 91%. (e implicit purpose extraction of the adapted model significantly improves the F1-score
by 11%.

1. Introduction

IoT applications cover all aspects of people’s lives, such as
smart homes, wearable devices for health management, and
traffic monitoring. While enjoying the convenience brought
by IoTapplications, users also bear a greater risk of personal
information leakage than general applications. (e data
collected by IoT applications comes not only from smart-
phones but also from various smart devices that are closer to
users’ daily lives, so the data is more sensitive [1]. (e
collection and use of data should be more strictly in com-
pliance with regulations. Furthermore, because of the po-
tentially unobtrusive nature of IoTdata collection, users may
not be aware of what information is collected and why it is
collected [2, 3]. To solve the above issues, data protection
laws and regulations, such as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), require that before collecting and using
data, IoT application providers must inform users of the

privacy policies and obtain their consent to this statement
[4]. A privacy policy describes the data practices of an
application [5], especially what data is collected and how it is
used. However, the tedious and complicated writings of the
privacy policy hinder users from reading and understanding
these policies [6, 7]. As a legal agreement, the natural lan-
guage privacy policy lacks a machine-readable form to
handle automated compliance verification, that is, whether
the privacy policy provides all the information for legal
requirements and the implementation complies with the
privacy statements [8, 9].

(ere are various analysis tools to extract key infor-
mation from the privacy policies to help users quickly access
the policies of interest. A common practice for these tools is
to classify and label the statements in the privacy policy into
categories such as first-party collection and third-party
sharing [10–12]. (e result of rough classification is that
users still need to read the statements to obtain the details,
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such as the intention of the data collection. To overcome this
problem, some tools introduce manual labor with specific
domain knowledge to annotate the fine-grained information
in the privacy policy [13], one of which requires a mean of 72
minutes per policy [5].(is solution suffers from inefficiency
and is time-consuming. In terms of compliance, recent
works have begun to extract structured data collections or
usage statements from privacy policies to analyze data vi-
olations [14, 15]. (ese studies are focused on the use of
undeclared data and rarely consider whether the data are
used for the eligible purpose stated in policy privacy. (e
purpose is the key concept in data protection regulations
[16].(eGDPR clearly spells out the purpose limitation; that
is, “personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit, and
legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner
that is incompatible with those purposes.” Consequently, the
expression and extraction of the purpose statement in the
privacy policy are essential for data compliance [17].
However, the purpose expression is various and can be a
noun or a verb phrase in natural language documents. It is
not like the action element, which is naturally a verb, nor
organization entities, such as “Google,” “Facebook,” or data
objects, such as “name” and “e-mail addresses,” which are
types of named entities. (erefore, the extraction of purpose
not only can rely on just lexical and syntactic analysis like
extracting actions, entities, and data objects but also requires
semantic analysis.

To overcome the above issues, we propose an approach
for expressing and automatically extracting purpose-aware
rules from the privacy policy, which is called PurExt. First,
data collection and use statement in the privacy policy is
formalized as a purpose-aware rule, which is a tuple of four
elements as actor, action, data object, and purpose. (e rule
indicates that some data objects are collected or used (action)
by a certain actor for a certain purpose. (en, through the
investigation of the privacy policies, this study defines two
types of purpose expressions, explicit purpose and implicit
purpose, and implements the automated extraction of rule
elements by combining syntactic and semantic analyses.
Finally, the effectiveness of PurExt is verified on privacy
policy datasets that were collected from IoT apps and
manually annotated. (is method can be applied in the
following ways. First, this approach can be utilized to mine
access control policies (ACPs) from security specifications
because purpose-aware rules are nearly a draft of the ACPs.
Second, PurExt can help privacy policy analysis tools to
enhance the ability of fine-grained information extraction.
(ird, the extraction results of PurExt can be the basis and
starting point for conducting data purpose compliance
research.

(e major contributions of this work are as follows:

(i) A purpose-aware rule is proposed to formalize and
express the data collection and use statement in
privacy policies. (e elements of the rule are driven
by the data collection and use purpose, which is the
core concept of privacy protection.

(ii) (e automated rule extraction of natural language
privacy policies is proposed. Explicit and implicit

purposes are defined to specify the purpose ex-
pression and are identified by combining SRL with
syntactic analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study to extract purpose-centric rules
from privacy policies. Experiments on datasets from
the real IoT-related apps have proved the effec-
tiveness of the algorithm.

(iii) Domain adaption is utilized to improve the effi-
ciency of SRL in the field of privacy policies. (e
experiments show that the F1-score of the implicit
purpose extraction by the domain-adapted SRL
model increases 11%.

(e rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the related work in the field of privacy policy analysis in IoT,
policy extraction with NLP, and SRL tools is briefly intro-
duced. And we elaborate on the core concept of PurExt in
Section 3. After that, a detailed description of PurExt is
presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results of our
extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed approach.
(e last section concludes the paper and points out the
future research direction.

2. Related Work

2.1. Privacy Policy Analysis in IoT. By being aware of the
user-unfriendly problem with respect to the privacy policy
and its importance for a compliance evaluation, several
studies on privacy policy analysis have emerged in recent
years. Parvaneh et al. [18] utilized classification and graph-
based methods to make privacy policies that are structured
and categorized to help users understand them better. Onu
et al. [19] defined a taxonomy framework, which uses a tree-
like hierarchical form to model privacy policies within IoT
environments. A framework called Polisis [20] was proposed
to divide a privacy policy into fragments and assign the
fragments with a set of labels that describes its data practices.
Subahi and (eodorakopoulos [21] proposed eight criteria
for the IoT privacy policy and implemented a test bed for
ensuring the compliance of the IoT data disclosure to the
corresponding privacy policy. To verify whether an appli-
cation behaves according to its privacy policy, Zimmeck
et al. [22] proposed using an automated analysis system that
is based on machine learning and static analysis to identify
potential privacy requirement inconsistencies. By consid-
ering the potential contradictions in a single privacy policy,
Benjamin et al. presented an automated analysis tool called
PolicyLint [14], to extract the structured data collection and
sharing statements and identify contradictions among them.
Furthermore, he proposed POLICHECK [23], which is an
entity-sensitive flow-to-policy consistency model that is
based on the results extracted from PolicyLint. Several works
[24, 25] had modeled the identification of the data practice
statements in privacy policies as a classification problem.(e
classification results that are obtained in this manner are
some coarse-grained labels, which are not conducive to the
compliance analysis of specific terms, which includes
whether the processing of specific data adheres to the de-
clared intention. Bhatia and Breaux [11, 26] presented a
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semantic frame-based representation for data practice that
can be used to identify incompleteness in a data action
context. (is work introduces semantic roles into the
analysis of privacy policy. However, they use an inefficient
way of manual annotation instead of the automatic semantic
role labeling tool.

2.2. Policy Extraction with NLP. (e earliest attempt to
extract the data access information from the natural lan-
guage security specifications is to automatically extract the
ACPs with NLP. Xiao et al. [27] proposed the first work to
extract ACPs from natural language software documents
and produce the formal specifications, called Text2Policy.
(e sentences describing the ACPs were first separated from
other unrelated texts by performing matching with four
predefined patterns. (en, by using the annotated portions
of the matched pattern, they identified the subject, action,
and resource elements from the sentence. (e major
drawback of this approach is that ACP sentences other than
the predefined patterns cannot be discerned. It has been
confirmed that only 34.4% of the ACP sentences were found
bymatching the four patterns [28]. Nevertheless, this work is
still enlightening, resulting in many follow-up studies.
Slankas and Williams [29] proposed the concept of access
control relation extraction (ACRE), which is a method of
incorporating machine learning and NLP to extract ACP
elements. (ey used classification algorithms to determine
whether these sentences are related to the access control. A
bootstrapping process was adopted to extract the ACP in-
stance from a small set of seeded dependency graph patterns.
Subsequently, an extended ACRE was proposed [28]. Unlike
the previous approach, the votes for the K-nearest neighbor
(KNN), naive Bayes, and simple vector machine were
replaced by the KNN classification algorithm in the sentence
identification phase. Narouei et al. [30] introduced four
different types of features to improve the effect of dis-
tinguishing the ACP sentences from other sentences. Sub-
sequently, they tried to use semantic role labeling to identify
ACP elements [31], but the identification effects of this
method on different data sets are quite different. All the
above methods can be used for policy extraction. However,
their extracted objects are the elements of ACPs, such as
roles, resources, and attributes and barely involve data
collection and use purpose, which is an important concept in
the privacy policy.

2.3. SRL Tools. SRL is a shallow semantic parsing task, in
which the goal is to identify the arguments of the verb
predicate in a sentence and assign semantic labels to those
arguments [32]. SRL starts with the action predicate of a
sentence to determine other sentence constituents that
correspond to who did what to whom, when, where, and
why. (is information is useful for identifying the key
concepts of the data collection and usage statements from a
sentence. To evaluate the effects of different SRL tools in
extracting the structured data collection and usage state-
ments, the PurExt algorithm is implemented based on four
SRL tools. EasySRL [33], which is written in Java, provides a

semantic role labeler and combinatory categorial grammar
parser. Mate-tools [34] provide a pipeline of modules that
perform the lemmatization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging,
dependency parsing, and SRL of a sentence. (e tools are
language-independent and have high accuracy. Semantic/
syntactic extraction using a neural network architecture
(SENNA) [35] is a SRL program that is trained on a
PropBank corpus, which also offers other common NLP
tasks such as POS tagging, chunking, and named entity
recognition (NER). Unlike other SRL systems, SENNA as-
signs semantic roles to sentence constituents without the
help of a syntax tree, thus resulting in better efficiency.
SwiRL [36] is a SRL system for English that is constructed on
top of the full syntactic analysis of the text. SwiRL has a user-
friendly feature; that is, the model can be retrained through
the application programming interface (API) that is pro-
vided by the system, which enables the user to add domain-
specific knowledge.

3. Purpose-Aware Rule

In this chapter, we define the purpose-aware rule based on
the meaning of purpose in the privacy policy, which specifies
the objects to be extracted. And the purpose expression in
natural language is analyzed to clarify the extractionmethod.

3.1. Purpose in Privacy Policy. Purpose is the key concept in
privacy policy, which explains the reason for data collection
and use. It determines whether the user will agree to the data
collection and use behavior of an application. Although the
purpose is shown as a few words or phrases in the privacy
policy, the connotation of purpose is a constraint on what
data is collected and how it is used.

Example 1. We illustrate the meaning of purpose using the
privacy policy from Xiaomi Wear App. A statement of “to
facilitate the registration of your smart wearables in the app,
we may collect the information related to your Mi Account,
identifier of smart wearables, identifier of your phone (IMEI
number encrypted via Hash algorithm), phone model, OS
version, and Bluetooth information of smart wearables” in
the privacy policy indicates that the data such as account,
identifier of device, and OS version is only allowed to be
collected for the purpose of the registration of smart
wearables, as shown in Figure 1.

From the example, we can see that a purpose is specific to
the related data objects, the action performed on the data,
and the actor that performs the action. Driven by this in-
sight, a data collection and use statement is formalized as a
purpose-aware rule, which can be regarded as a collection of
actors, actions, and data objects driven by a purpose.

Definition 1 (purpose-aware rule). A purpose-aware rule is
defined as a tuple:

rule � actor, action, data object, purpose , (1)

where actor is the entity that performs the action on a data
object, action is the operation performed on the data objects,
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data object is the data related to the purpose, and purpose is
the intention of data collection and usage.

Example 2. (e statement in Example 1 can be formalized as
a purpose-aware rule like r1({we}, {collect}, {Mi Account,
identifier of smart wearables, identifier of your phone (IMEI
number encrypted via Hash algorithm), phone model, OS
version, Bluetooth information of smart wearables}, the
registration of your smart wearables in the app).

A benefit of the rule is the direct or internal connection
between its elements and the concepts of data access control
at the implementation layer. Although the rule elements
extracted from the privacy policies are mostly abstract, the
high-level user-oriented rule can be refined into low-level
operational policies via hierarchical and deductive methods
[37, 38]. For example, the data object “personal information”
that most frequently appears in the privacy policy can be
refined and mapped into fields such as “name” and “age” in
the database. On the contrary, it is also possible to judge
whether the underlying data practice complies with the data
use statement in the privacy policy through induction of
elements.

3.2. Purpose Expression in Natural Language. Concerning
the expression of the rule elements in natural language, actor
and data object are usually nouns and regarded as a type of
named entity [14], and action is present as a verb. Conse-
quently, they can be identified and extracted from the
natural language sentences based on these lexical features.
However, the appearance of purpose in sentences is
ambiguous.

Because the purpose is to explain the reason for the data
collection and use behaviors, it is usually acted as the se-
mantic role of the purpose attach with some keywords, such
as “in order to” and “for,” to modify the verbs of collection
and use action in the sentence; for example, “we use pur-
chase records in order to analyze user preferences.” A sta-
tistic shows that 78% of the usage actions in the privacy
policy are modified by the purpose semantic role [26].
According to our observations on a large number of privacy
policies, this is also the most common way in which the
purpose appears in the privacy policy document. Meanwhile,
we found another appearance of purpose like “the purpose of
collecting purchase records is preference analysis.” In this

case, the predicate of the sentence is no longer a collection or
use (CoU) verb, so the purpose cannot be attached to the
predicate as a semantic role but can only appear indepen-
dently.(rough analyzing the structure and key constituents
of the two kinds of sentences, two patterns of purpose ex-
pression in natural language privacy policies are concluded
as follows:

3.2.1. Explicit sentence. (e backbone of this kind of sen-
tence is to state the purpose straightforwardly. (e pattern is
Pnoun +Vlink/Vcontain + Purpose, where Pnoun is the noun
representing purpose, Vlink is the linking verb such as “is”
and “are,” and Vcontain is the verb representing the meaning
of containing.

Example 3. “(e purpose of collecting your location data
and speed is to analyze your train statistics” and “the reason
of using your name and e-mail address includes website
account registration” are explicit sentences.

Implicit sentence: the backbone of this kind of sentence
is to state the data collection or use behavior, and the
collection or use action is modified by the purpose semantic
role. (e pattern is

sbj + VCoU + Data + Purpose, (2)

where VCoU is the verb representing collection and use
actions, sbj is the subject of the VCoU, and Data represents
the collected and used data objects.

Example 4. “1e app will collect your heart rate and pulse to
make suggestions for future workout” is an implicit sentence.

(e two patterns only represent different manifestations
of the purpose in the natural language sentences, but the
semantics of the purpose will not differ depending on its
manifestation. (e definition and feature of the two patterns
also determine the extraction methods for the two purposes
of them. (e purpose in the implicit sentence can be readily
identified using semantic role labeling, while the purpose in
the explicit sentence can be extracted based on the syntactic
features of the pattern. To distinguish the source of the
extracted purpose, the purpose extracted from an explicit
sentence is called the explicit purpose, and the purpose from
an implicit sentence is called the implicit purpose.

Actor
Action Data object

Purpose 1

Account
Identifier of device

OS version
Bluetooth information

Collect

We

Xiaomi

Rule 1

Use

Number of steps
Heart rate

Exercise time 

 registration of
smart wearables

Figure 1: An example of the purpose constraint.
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4. PurExt

In order to identify the purpose-aware rules from the privacy
policies, we propose an automated rule extraction frame-
work, PurExt. An overall view of the proposed approach is
shown in Figure 2. Details of each step are described in the
following sections.

4.1. Preprocessing. (is study used the open-source library,
spaCy [39], to perform a series of essential natural language
preprocessing on sentences. SpaCy is a fast NLP toolkit that
is implemented in Python. (e tokenization, POS tagging,
and NER of a sentence can be easily and serially completed
by constructing a pipeline task. (e tokenization splits the
text into individual words, which allows us to obtain the
smallest unit of processing. (e POS tag that is assigned to
the token provides the lexical information that is needed for
NER and dependency parsing. As an important preliminary
task of relationship extraction, the goal of NER is to identify
phrases that represent real-world objects, such as the name,
geographic location, organization, and date, and label them
with corresponding named entity tags. PurExt applies a
domain-adapted NER model to label the entities concerning
the field of the privacy policy. For example, “name” and
“age” are annotated as the named entity type of Data Object,
and “we” and “advertisers” are annotated as the named
entity type of Entity. (e NER model has the ability to
identify Data Object and Entity that are specific to privacy
policies by retraining spaCy’s NER engine with 500 anno-
tated sentences from the privacy policies.

4.2. Sentence Classification. (e goal of sentence classifica-
tion is to divide the sentences into explicit sentences, implicit
sentences, and other sentences. Both explicit sentences and
implicit sentences are related to the data collection or use
statement, as well as the target of the rule extraction, so we
call them CoU sentences for brevity. Other sentences de-
scribe the information such as terms of service, data re-
tention, policy updates, or contact information. Because they
have nothing to do with the data collection or use statement,
they are not processed.

As described in Algorithm 1 SentenceClassification (),
the first step of sentence classification is to build a depen-
dency tree for each sentence. (e parsed dependency tree
sketches the lexical structure of a sentence by constructing a
dependency relationship between words.

Sentence classification starts from the root node of the
dependency tree. Explicit sentences have two methods of
stating the purpose. (1) (e predicate of the sentence in-
dicates the relationship of existence, which is usually a
linking verb (denoted as Vlink), meaning “what is the pur-
pose.” (2) (e predicate indicates the containment rela-
tionship, which is usually a verb that represents the meaning
of containing (denoted as Vcontain), such as “include” and
“contain,” which conveys “what does the purpose include.”
(erefore, if the predicate of the sentence satisfies one of the
conditions, the sentence has the potential to be an explicit
sentence. However, if the predicate describes the data

collection or use behaviors (for brevity, these verbs are called
CoU verbs, which are listed in Table 1), the sentence is a
potential implicit sentence.(ose that do not meet the above
two conditions are classified as other sentences and will not
be analyzed. Candidate sentences that are filtered by the
predicate are identified as explicit sentences in two ways.
First, the subject of its predicate is the purpose noun (called
Pnoun for brevity, which is listed in Table 1), that is, a noun
that refers to the purpose. Second, the Pnoun is modified by
a complement that describes the data collection or use
statement. (is constraint aims to avoid the wrong purpose
affiliation. (e additional condition of the implicit sentence
is to contain at least one Data Object. (rough sentence
classification, the processing range is narrowed, and the
location of the elements that is to be extracted is roughly
located.

4.3. Rule Extraction. (e goal of this step is to extract the
actor, action, data object, and purpose from the sentences to
form the data security rules. Because of the different ex-
pressions of the purpose, the element extraction of explicit
sentences is based on the syntactic analysis, whereas the
extraction of explicit sentences is mainly based on the se-
mantic analysis.

4.3.1. Element Extraction of Explicit Sentences. According to
the definition of the explicit sentence, the subject of the
predicate, that is, Pnoun, is modified by the data collection
or use statement, which indicates the affiliation of the
purpose. (erefore, the extraction of the action and data
object begins by parsing the prepositional complement of
the Pnoun. PurExt traverses down the branch to identify the
node matching CoU verbs as an action element and extracts
all the nodes that are annotated as data objects. (e purpose
expression in explicit sentences is derived into verbs and
nouns. (e first one is usually used as a complement to
modify the predicate, while the other appears in the form of
an object. (e verbal purpose expression is associated with
the predicate by the “xcomp” dependency label, which
means that it is the open clause complement of the predicate.
PurExt parses this branch and forms a purpose phrase. As
for the purpose expression in the noun form, PurExt will
parse the branch, linking to the predicate with a “dobj”
(direct object) dependency tag or a “pobj” (object of a
preposition) tag, beginning with a preposition. (is is be-
cause there is a case where the purpose phrase and predicate
are connected by a preposition; for example, “the purpose of
collecting your personal information is for legal obligations.”
Actor elements are usually not involved in explicit sentences.

Example 5. (e two explicit sentences in Example 3 have the
purpose of verb form and noun form, respectively. (e
dependency trees of the sentences are shown in Figure 3.
And the two sentences can be extracted as r1({}, {collect},
{your location data, speed}, analyze your train statistics), and
r2({}, {use}, {your name, e-mail address}, website account
registration).
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Input: a sentence S to be classified.
Output: a sentence category label in (E, I, O), where E for explicit sentence, I for implicit sentence, and O for other sentences.
(1) Construct a dependency tree structure T of S

(2) Let p be the root of T

(3) if p is a Vlink or Vcontain then
(4) if the subject s of p is a Pnoun then
(5) if s is modified by a complement containing at least one CoU verb then
(6) return E.
(7) else
(8) return O

(9) end if
(10) else
(11) return O

(12) end if
(13) else if p is CoU verb then
(14) if the object of p contains at least one Data Object then
(15) return I

(16) else
(17) return O

(18) end if
(19) else
(20) return O

(21) end if

ALGORITHM 1: SentenceClassification ().

nsubj
xcomp

punct

prep aux dobj

pcomp

dobj

cc conj

Be

Purpose Analyze .

Of
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4.3.2. Element Extraction of Implicit Sentences. (e purpose
phrase is not the main component in implicit sentences.
As the role of modifying other ingredients, it has various
forms. Semantic analysis can cross the different syntactic
structures of a sentence to present its semantic infor-
mation. For example, although the grammatical con-
struction of “A car hit Bob” and “Bob was hit by a car” are
different, the semantic information for them is the same
and can be unified as hit (car, Bob). (erefore, PurExt
adopts SRL [40], a shallow semantic parsing, to infer the
purpose of the data collection or use statements in implicit
sentences. (e SRL detects the semantic arguments that
are related to the verbs in a sentence, to assign semantic
roles that are defined by the PropBank project to the
constituents of the sentence. (e meaning of common
semantic roles is shown as follows:

V: verb.
A0: agent of the verb.
A1: patient.
AM-MOD: modal.
AM-PNC: purpose.

(e connotation of a data security rule is that an actor
performs collection or use actions on data objects for a
certain purpose. Reasonably, the actor corresponds to the
“A0″ role of the CoU verbs, the data objects match the “A1″
role, and the purpose is the “AM-PNC” role. Hence, through
this mapping, four elements of a rule can be extracted with
the help of SRL. To improve the accuracy of the extraction,
the constraint of the named entity type is also attached. In
addition to being marked as “A0,” the actor element needs to
be marked as Entity by NER. Similarly, data objects should
be annotated as the “A1″ role, as well as the entity type of
Data Object.

Example 6. (e sentence in Example 4 is annotated as “[(e
app A0 ] [will AM-MOD] [collect V] [your heart rate and
pulse A1] [to make suggestions for future workout AM-
PNC]” by the SRL tool. And the rule extracted from the
sentence is r({the app}, {collect}, {your heart rate, pulse},
make suggestions for future workout).

4.4. Domain Adaption. (e success of the extraction pri-
marily depends on the accurate annotation of the SRL. By
considering the labeling effect and user-friendliness, we
choose SwiRL to implement PurExt. SwiRL is a SRL tool that
is trained on the PropBank corpus, which is a collection of
annotated sentences from the Wall Street Journal. (e terms
and expressions in financial magazines are different from
those in privacy policies. (erefore, the model that migrates
into this problem domain is prone to mislabeling. For ex-
ample, the purpose phrase that should be labeled as “AM-
PNC” is incorrectly assigned to the “A2” role, which leads to
false negative results. (is is also confirmed by the exper-
iment in Section 5.3.

To mitigate this problem, this study tried to adapt the
SRL tool SwiRL to the privacy policy domain; that is, we use

a small number of domain-specific datasets to retrain SwiRl,
such that it can obtain more accurate annotation results in
the target domain. For the preparation, 400 purpose-related
sentences of privacy policies are collected from real apps and
manually marked with the semantic roles.(e experiment in
Section 5.4 proved that the effect of implicit purpose ex-
traction, which uses SRL annotation, improves significantly
after the domain adaption.

5. Experiments

In this section, we present three evaluations conducted to
assess the effectiveness of our proposed approach. In our
evaluations, we specifically focus on the following questions:

RQ1: how effectively does PurExt extract the explicit
purpose and implicit purpose?
RQ2: is there any improvement in PurExt with domain
adaption applied?
RQ3: how effectively does PurExt extract the other three
elements, that is, actor, action, and data object?

5.1. Dataset. Because of the lack of a public dataset anno-
tated with the purpose statement, we collected and anno-
tated a dataset from the privacy policies of real APPs, which
mainly belong to the Wear OS, healthcare, and other IoT-
related APP categories in Google Play Store. First, the
privacy policy HTML files of each app were downloaded
with a crawler program developed by authors. (en, a tool
named HtmlToPlaintext [41] was used to convert these
HTML files into plaintext policy documents. Finally, a
doctoral student and a master student with background
knowledge selected 1,000 sentences from these documents
and annotated the phrase in each sentence with the element
labels that they related to.

(ere are 750 CoU sentences, which consist of 584
implicit sentences with purpose statement, 46 without
purpose, and 120 explicit sentences. In order to align the
distribution of the dataset with the real privacy policy,
there are 250 sentences describing another nine types of
data practice [5], such as third-party sharing/collection,
data retention, data security, and policy change. To
perform and verify the domain adaptation experiment,
about 68 percent of the 584 implicit sentences were used
for training and 32 percent for testing. SwiRL model was
retrained on the dataset composed of the 400 implicit
sentences and its original training corpus. Apart from the
400 sentences, the remaining 600 sentences constitute the
test dataset. Table 2 summarizes the number of different
sentences along with their annotated elements in the test
dataset.

5.2. Evaluation Criteria. To assess the effectiveness of the
element extraction, the experimental results were measured
with respect to the precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score
(F1) [42], which are defined as follows: To compute these
values, the experimental results are divided into four
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categories. True positive (TP) means extracting the element
correctly. False positive (FP) represents a case in which an
unrelated constituent is identified as an element. False
negative (FN) is the prediction that a true element in a
sentence is not recognized. Finally, true negative (TN) is a
situation in which the approach correctly identifies a con-
stituent to be unrelated:

P �
TP

TP + FP
,

R �
TP

TP + FN
,

F1 � 2∗
P∗R

P + R
.

(3)

5.3. Effect of Purpose Extraction

5.3.1. Experiment Setup. We separately counted the TP, FP,
and FN values for the explicit and implicit purposes, to show
the extraction effect of PurExt for the two types of purposes.
To determine how different SRL tools affect implicit purpose
extraction, PurExt is implemented based on the semantic
annotations from four different SRL systems. (e four SRL
systems are EasySRL, Mate-tools, SENNA, and SwiRL,
which were introduced in Section 2.3. Because explicit
purpose extraction does not use SRL, the explicit purpose
extraction results of the four SRL tools are the same.

5.3.2. Experiment Results. (e result of the explicit purpose
extraction is shown in Table 3. (e position of the explicit
purpose in the sentence is relatively fixed; thus, the precision
of the extraction based on the syntactic structure is high.
However, the recall rate for explicit purposes is compara-
tively lower. We analyzed the FNs in the results and found
that the sentences, which were not detected by PurExt, do
not have a clause modification of the subject that describes
the data usage behavior, which is one of the criteria for an
explicit sentence. For example, consider “the purpose is to
process your payment.” (e privacy policy document is rich
in context; hence, the subordination of the purpose may
appear in the title or elsewhere. (is method represents
sentence-level NLP, which will misjudge the sentences that
are separated from their dependency.

Table 4 shows that the purpose identified from the
sentences with four SRL tools did not reach half of the total.
By digging into the annotations of the four SRL tools, we
observed a phenomenon that several purpose phrases, which
should be marked as the AM-PNC role, are assigned as the
A2 role. As mentioned in Section 4.4, these tools are trained

on another domain corpus, such as PropBank and Frame-
Net. Because of the difference in word usage and expression
habits, they do not perform well in assigning semantic labels
for the privacy policy documents.

5.4. Effect of Domain Adaption

5.4.1. Experiment Setup. Domain adaption is introduced to
improve the recall rate of implicit purpose extraction via
SRL. Considering the trainability of the tools and the effect
that is shown in the first experiment, SwiRL, which is user-
friendly and provides a retraining API, was chosen as the
target. (e training dataset is described in Section 4.4. (is
section demonstrates the overall effect of PurExt that is
achieved with the domain-adapted SwiRL and a separate
result of the implicit purpose extraction, which can directly
reflect the effect of the domain adaption.

5.4.2. Experiment Results. Table 5 shows that retraining
with a small amount of domain-specific data significantly
improves the effect of SRL on implicit purpose extraction.
In detail, the recall rate and F1-score increase by almost
13% and 11%, respectively. In the future, we will continue
to explore the effect of the training dataset size on the
retrained model. (e overall extraction results of PurExt
that are realized by the domain-adapted SwiRL are shown
in Table 6. (e precision of each element extraction is over
90%, and the precision of the rule reaches 97%. In terms of
the recall rate, except for the purpose, which is 69%, the
other elements are all over 85%. (e F1-score for the rule
reaches 91%.

5.5. Effect of Other Elements Extraction

5.5.1. Experiment Setup. To determine how effectively
PurExt extracts the elements of the actors, actions, and data
objects, PurExt is compared with a recent work PolicyLint
[14] that is consistent with the targets that were extracted
from the privacy policies in this investigation. PolicyLint is a
privacy policy analysis tool that identifies potential con-
tradictions that may arise inside the same privacy policy. It
provides a sentence-level NLP method to capture sharing
and collection statements in privacy policies as a four-tuple
(actor, action, data object, entity), where entity corresponds
to the object of data sharing. We run PolicyLint on the
privacy policy dataset and compare its extraction results, just
the three-tuple (actor, action, data object), with the results of
our approach to evaluate the efficiency of PurExt on the
extraction of actor, action, and data object.

Table 1: Word lists.

Type Word
CoU
verbs

Access, check, collect, disclose, gather, keep, know, obtain, process, provide, receive, request, retain, save, share, store, transfer,
update, use, utilize

Pnoun Purpose, reason, intention, goal, motivation, way
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5.5.2. Experiment Results. Table 7 demonstrates the per-
formance of PolicyLint and PurExt to extract three elements.
As demonstrated, PurExt performs better than PolicyLint in
all aspects. On the one hand, the advantage of PurExt is that
it benefits from the combination of syntactic and semantic
analyses compared to PolicyLint, which only uses the for-
mer. On the other hand, PolicyLint uses 82 templates that
were learned from 560 example sentences to match the
sentences to be extracted; thus, it passes over the sentences
that do not follow the patterns.

6. Conclusions

Because IoT devices collect a considerable amount of per-
sonal and sensitive information, the privacy issues for IoT
are a major concern for the users and laws. Privacy policy is
an important way for IoT vendors to obtain users’ trust and
to adhere to legal requirements. (erefore, how to make the
privacy policy better serve users and regulatory compliance
has aroused our interest. (is study explores the expression
and automated extraction of the purpose-centric data usage

Table 2: Test dataset statistics.

#sentence #actor #action #data object #purpose

CoU sentences
Explicit 120 0 112 107 120
Implicit 184 125 184 362 184
Other 46 45 46 205 0

Unrelated sentences 250 0 0 0 0

Table 3: Effect of explicit purpose extraction.

P (%) R (%) F1 (%)
Explicit purpose 100.00 82.50% 90.41%

Table 4: Effect of implicit purpose extraction.

Implicit purpose
P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

EasySRL 100.00 29.89 46.03
Mate-tools 97.75 47.28 63.74
SENNA 98.91 49.46 65.94
SwiRL 97.75 47.28 63.74

Table 5: Effect of domain adaption on implicit purpose extraction.

Implicit purpose
P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

SwiRL 97.78 47.57 64.00
SwiRL_DA 99.12 60.54 75.17

Table 6: (e overall effect of PurExt.

P (%) R (%) F1 (%)
Actor 92.45 85.47 88.82
Action 96.18 95.06 95.61
Data 97.90 89.91 93.74
Purpose 99.53 69.08 81.55
Rule 97.07 86.35 91.39

Table 7: Effect of other elements extraction.

Actor Action Data
P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%)

PolicyLint 74.86 77.91 76.35 90.50 69.53 78.64 95.04 57.50 71.65
PurExt 92.45 85.47 88.82 94.32 92.70 93.51 97.48 88.71 92.89
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purposes in privacy policies. More precisely, we propose a
purpose-aware rule to formalize the data access statements
and combine syntactic and semantic analyses to realize the
automated extraction of rules from the natural language
privacy policies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to extract the structural purpose-centric statement
from privacy policies. (e experimental results on real
datasets show that this approach can achieve a 91% recall
rate and 97% precision.

Because PurExt performs sentence-level extraction, a
separate description of the data objects and purposes in
different sentences will lead to incomplete rules. When
considering the future directions of research, the entire
document should be analyzed to obtain more context. In
terms of the promotion, we will proceed to apply the
extracted purpose-aware rules for the research of compli-
ance verification.
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Currently, online organizational resources and assets are potential targets of several types of attack, the most common being
flooding attacks. We consider the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) as the most dangerous type of flooding attack that could
target those resources. *e DDoS attack consumes network available resources such as bandwidth, processing power, and
memory, thereby limiting or withholding accessibility to users. *e Flash Crowd (FC) is quite similar to the DDoS attack whereby
many legitimate users concurrently access a particular service, the number of which results in the denial of service. Researchers
have proposed many different models to eliminate the risk of DDoS attacks, but only few efforts have been made to differentiate it
from FC flooding as FC flooding also causes the denial of service and usually misleads the detection of the DDoS attacks. In this
paper, an adaptive agent-based model, known as an Adaptive Protection of Flooding Attacks (APFA) model, is proposed to
protect the Network Application Layer (NAL) against DDoS flooding attacks and FC flooding traffics. *e APFA model, with the
aid of an adaptive analyst agent, distinguishes between DDoS and FC abnormal traffics. It then separates DDoS botnet from
Demons and Zombies to apply suitable attack handling methodology. *ere are three parameters on which the agent relies,
normal traffic intensity, traffic attack behavior, and IP address history log, to decide on the operation of two traffic filters. We test
and evaluate the APFA model via a simulation system using CIDDS as a standard dataset. *e model successfully adapts to the
simulated attack scenarios’ changes and determines 303,024 request conditions for the tested 135,583 IP addresses. It achieves an
accuracy of 0.9964, a precision of 0.9962, and a sensitivity of 0.9996, and outperforms three tested similar models. In addition, the
APFA model contributes to identifying and handling the actual trigger of DDoS attack and differentiates it from FC flooding,
which is rarely implemented in one model.

1. Introduction

A Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS) is the most
common type of flooding attack, which floods computer
networks. Complex network environments consist of a

variety of servers, including web, Internet of *ings (IoT),
cloud, fog, etc., that are exposed to huge requests that slow
down networks and interrupt services [1]. *ese attacks
occur for different reasons such as financial, personal, po-
litical, ransom, and cyberwar at different security levels and
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cause various attack impacts [2]. Accordingly, DDoS attacks
affected nearly 2,500 organizations with 75,000 computer
systems and over 100 countries with four million computers
in 2010 and 2011 [3]. In the first quarter of 2016, a 602Gbps
DDoS attack was launched against the BBC website and
crashed the website for several hours [4]. Basically, before
the attack, the attackers (known as Demons) hack personal
computer users who access the web and take over these
computers. Subsequently, attackers exploit these computers
by planting harmful codes or other strategies to gain control
of the computers [5].*e number of these hacked computers
(known as Zombies) can reach into thousands. Such a
number of Zombies’ creates a “botnet,” which is a network of
private computers that has been planted with malicious
software and manipulated as a group without the owners’
knowledge, e.g., to send spam. *e severity of attacks de-
pends on the size and scale of a botnet. A bigger botnet is
usually associated with increasingly severe and catastrophic
attacks.

*ere are two main types of DDoS attacks. *e first type
targets the Network Application Layer (NAL) such as HTTP
flood, DNS flood, and FTP [6, 7]. In this type, the attacker
issues vindictive or noxious bundles/packets aimed at the
unfortunate casualty to cause disarray concerning the
convention or any application that keeps running on it (e.g.,
vulnerability or defencelessness attack) [5]. *e second type
targets the Network and Transport layers such as UDP flood,
TCP flood, and ICMP flood [8]. In all of these attacks, the
attacker targets to (i) exhaust system assets, transfer speed,
or the handling limit of switching to upset the network of an
authentic client and (ii) exhaust the servers’ assets such as
memory, CPU, I/O, transmission capacity, and HDD/da-
tabase transmission capacity to interfere with the admin-
istrations of legitimate clients. *is study focuses on attacks
targeting the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) of the
NAL.

A kind of abnormal network traffic is the Flash Crowd
(FC) that causes a refusal of administration for an Internet
administration’s real clients [9]. *e FC closely resembles
the DDoS attack, whereby enormous legitimate clients si-
multaneously access a specific processing asset (e.g., a
website). For instance, important news created worldwide,
the distribution of the Olympic timetable, or organizations
like Apple, Sony, and Samsung initiating a novel item brings
about an unexpected flood in authentic traffic [10]. *ese
outcomes of the ill-timed and undue conveyance of reactions
by the web administration require prompt action. As DDoS
attacks and FC traffic contrast in only a couple of metrics,
distinguishing them is a major hurdle [11]. Researchers have
suggested and actualized various cybersecurity models to
defend network systems and applications from DDoS and
FC attacks. However, the harmful streams disguised in
authentic traffic are a scourge for these security prototypes.
Many of these models cannot distinguish between real and
pernicious streams with respect to negatives generations and
false-positives.

An agent is a programming component or an integration
of programming and equipment entities that can be exe-
cuted in parallel in its clients’ interest. It includes numerous

helpful functions, such as learning capability, cooperation,
responsiveness, and effectiveness [3]. *e agent is deployed
in this area either in the attacker or defense teams [12, 13].
For instance, in Kotenko et al. [14], an agent or agents are
employed with an assailant system to produce and control a
vast number of deceitful DDoS botnet traffic. *e agent is
used to oversee or handle versatile decision-making forms in
the protection against DDoS attacks. *e enormous hurdle
in creating and strengthening the defense components of
DDoS is to distinguish between the DDoS attack and an FC,
in which a real action may oftentimes show up as malev-
olent. Cybersecurity research that focuses on distinguishing
between DDoS and FC attacks has progressed over the years.
Various artificial intelligence methods, such as fuzzy logic,
genetic algorithm, K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) calculation,
Bayesian networks, neural networks, software agent tech-
nology, and Support Vector Machines (SVM), are discussed
in the literature.

We are inspired to design an agent-based defense model
that has the ability to protect against DDoS and FC targeting
the NAL. We consolidate the agent with the protective or
defensive archetype. We assume that it is important to
develop an effective method that detects DDoS attacks and
expunge malicious traffics at the application layer level
before they cause harm to the web servers and applications.
We propose an Adaptive Protection of Flooding Attacks
(APFA) model to protect the NAL against DDoS and FC.
Four modules form the APFA model: (i) Abnormal Traffic
Detection Module (ATDM), (ii) DDoS Attack Detection
Module (DADM), (iii) Adaptive Traffic Control Module
(ATCM), and (iv) Kalman and Bloom Filters Module
(KBFM). *e ATCM represents our main contribution,
which integrates an adaptive agent with the belief-desire-
intention (BDI) architecture to identify, classify, and control
traffics of network systems. *e test results of the APFA
model show that the adaptive agent does not just give an
upper hand by enhancing procedure value or capacity but
coordinates the process of the innovative modules and
improves the overall performance of the simulated network
system.

We organize this paper into six sections having the first
section as an introduction to the research work. In Section 2,
we review the related work. Section 3 presents the research
methods and materials. Section 4 illustrates the main
components of the APFA model. Section 4 describes the
simulation environment and testing platforms. In Section 6,
we discuss the results and review the contributions and
limitations of this work. Finally, Section 7 presents the
conclusion and highlights a key point for future work.

2. Related Work

Several well-established studies have focused on the defense
against DDoS attacks and control FC traffics that targeted
the NAL. In this section, we review the details of the most
effective and related well-established works that have been
presented and discussed in the literature.

Shiaeles et al. [15] accomplished a DDoS attack recog-
nition with enhanced time constraints using a
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nonasymptotic fuzzy evaluator. *e evaluator is imple-
mented on average packet inter-arrival durations. *e
complication is divided into two units: recognition of the
actual DDoS attack and identification of the IP addresses of
the victims. *e former task is accomplished by employing
stringent, real-time boundaries for DDoS attack discovery.
*e latter goal is achieved using comparatively lenient
constraints, which identify the IP addresses of the victims
promptly, thereby starting embedded anti-attack functions
on the affected hosts employing the arriving time of the
packet as the primary statistic of DDoS attack detection.

Kaur et al. [16] use the “survival of the fittest” principle in
which whenmany clients try to get scarce assets; the stronger
clients overcome the weaker ones. Consequently, to replace
clients with low fitness, a chain of repetitions or successive
approximations is implemented using a fitness or suitability
function. In this instance, GAs could be used with infor-
mation captured from inbound streams of packets and in
selecting optimum metrics to detect and distinguish attacks
from normal packets. Katkar et al. [17] recommend using a
network intrusion detection system model that uses sig-
natures to identify DDoS attacks on HTTP servers by using
shared handling and a naive Bayesian classifier. *ey use
observational outcomes to validate the efficiency of the
model. *e naive Bayes classifies attacks that are slow and
have 97.82% precision, and regular behavior is detected with
a precision of 96.46%.

Barrionuevo et al. [18] propose an approach and an
analysis of its practicability on three known attacks of service
denial: Fraggle, Land, and Smurf. *ey solve the execution
problem using the HPC techniques in the GPU to quicken
the procedure and produce the outcomes. *ey evaluate the
approach via several indices. *e proposed approach ach-
ieves 40% to 70% accuracy and 60% to 83% sensitivity. *e
F-measure, which is employed to estimate the framework’s
execution, is 0.5 to 0.83. Sreeram and Vuppala [19] propose a
Bio-Inspired Anomaly-based application layer DDoS attack
(App-DDOS Attack) to defend against DDoS attack by using
the CIDDS dataset. Furthermore, the proposed model aims
to achieve fast and early detection. As shown in the results,
the proposed model achieves an excellent result in defending
against DDoS attacks with 99.64% accuracy. However, the
proposed model lacks the ability to deal with the legitimate
traffics that stream with pernicious DDoS traffics, but it has
the ability to detect only limited types of flooding attacks.

A multilevel DDoS mitigation framework (MLDMF) is
recommended for all levels of the IoT systems architecture
[20] that is built upon the edge-, fog-, and cloud-computing
levels. IoT gateways are utilized at the edge-computing level
to manage and secure IoT nodes based on the SDN. An IoT
management control unit (IMCU) is employed at the fog-
computing level, which consists of SDN controllers and
software to detect and neutralize DDoS attacks. On the other
hand, the cloud-computing level analyzes the network
traffics using big data and AI to protect against DDoS attacks
by establishing an intelligent attack identification and
mitigation structure. *e simulation outcomes of the three
computing level architecture of the IoT show that the edge-
computing level’s quick response capability, fog-computing

level’s state recognition feature, cloud-computing level’s
computing capability, and SDN’s network programmability
could solve the DDoS problem in IoT.

Verma and Ranga [21] present the measurable exami-
nation of the marked stream-dependent CIDDS dataset
utilizing K-NN grouping and K-Means bundling calcula-
tion. Some noticeable assessment parameters are utilized to
assess IDS, including accuracy, recognition rate, and false-
positive rate. In another work of Verma and Ranga [22], they
lead an itemized investigation of the CIDDS dataset and
report the discoveries. *ey utilize a wide scope of familiar
AI procedures to examine the multifaceted nature of the
dataset. *e assessment measurements that they use include
recognition rate, precision, false-positive rate, kappa in-
sights, and root mean squared deviation to appraise
implemented AI approaches.

Mohamed et al. [23] come up with an identification
framework of HTTP DDoS attacks in a Cloud domain that
depends on Information-*eoretic Entropy and Random
Forest collection learning calculation. *ey utilize a time-
sensitive sliding window calculation to appraise the measure
of randomness of the network header attributes of the
approaching system traffic. At the point when the evaluated
entropy surpasses its typical range, the preprocessing and the
characterization exercises are activated. To evaluate the
suggested methodology, they carry out different tests on the
CIDDS-001 open dataset. *e recommended methodology
accomplishes acceptable outcomes with a precision of
99.54% and FPR of 0.46%. Moreover, the framework has
been proposed to protect the cloud environment against
DDoS attacks. However, the proposed framework is inef-
ficient in handling FC, and it can only detect limited types of
flooding attacks.

An agent-based methodology and programming con-
dition (which is based on the OMNeT++ INET framework)
is designed by Kotenko et al. [24] to model shared protection
techniques for installation on the web to neutralize network
attacks. *is method is characterized by various agent
groups that collaborate to neutralize malicious traffics and as
a protection mechanism against attacks. Similarly, Juneja
et al. [25] suggest a multi-agent architecture to identify,
protect, and track the origin of a DDoS attack. While this
approach is able to locate the source of a DDoS attack, a
number of agents are needed to produce the best results.

Kesavamoorthy and Soundar [26] develop a technique,
which uses a self-contained multi-agent system for detecting
and protecting against DDoS attacks. In this technique,
agents use particle swarm enhancement/optimization to
attain an excellent correspondence or interaction. DDoS
attacks are recognized when many connected agents are
deployed to communicate new attacks to the coordinator
agent. *e cloud-based system protects against many types
of DDoS attacks with an accuracy of 98%. Amulti-agent-based
distribution system identifies and prevents DDoS attacks
within the ISP boundaries and is presented in the work of
Singh et al. [27]. *e agents and their coordinating partners
implement the task of preventing the attacks in all ISPs.
*ese agents work together by checking the incoming
traffics on the edge router and using an entropy threshold-
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based technique to detect the existence of DDoS attacks. If
an attack occurs, the coordinator agent communicates this
information with the neighboring ISPs to create a distrib-
uted protection environment. *e authors adopt certain
metrics to assess the performance of the defense system.
However, the system’s efficiency is evaluated against the
system’s performance in the absence of suitable metrics.

Lin et al. [28] suggest two versatile sampling calculations
to gather security-associated information using agent tech-
nology. *e agent has adaptive mechanisms to enhance ac-
quisition productivity, guarantee to gather precision, and
reduce the measure of gathered information. *e aim of these
mechanisms is to limit the impact of information capturing on
the regular activities of a network. *e outcomes demonstrate
the benefits of the versatile security-associated information
gatherer with respect to the productivity and flexibility of
adaptive agents.

Generally, we can ascribe a DDoS attack as a scalable
network security issue. While researchers have developed
many detection and defensive mechanisms against DDoS
attacks, success has been limited in implementing the
mechanisms across a range of computing networks. *e use
of the artificial intelligence approach is limited to identifying
whether clients’ requests are valid or malicious based on the
requests’ attributes. However, the above discussions clearly
enlighten the software agent’s suitability as a technology that
could be used in our proposed model to make the system
more flexible and adaptable in dealing with the various cases
of DDoS and FC targeting network traffics.

3. Materials and Methods

*is section discusses the research materials and methods of
this work, starting with a review of the adaptive agent ar-
chitecture and mechanisms related to this work, followed by
a description of the CIDDS testing dataset and its attributes.
Subsequently, we explain the threats model design and the
evaluation methods.

3.1. Adaptive Agent. An agent is a mix of equipment or
programming elements that is responsive, for the benefit of
its clients, in an autonomous manner. It has numerous
helpful attributes like adaptivity, autonomy, connectivity,
learning, reactivity, and proactivity. An adaptive agent
provides applicability in vast domains, for example, portable
processing, data recovery and processing, smart commu-
nication, media communications, and electronic commerce
[29]. *ese agents interact in a multi-agent framework and
are directed in different manners to serve particular clients
or perform specific tasks. *e qualities that spurred the
utilization of the agent technology in this work include its
self-governance, adaptation to failures, dynamic setup, au-
tonomous decisions, situatedness, and scalability [25]. *e
agent may now and again endeavor to adjust to be more
adept to its new or dynamic condition or to manage new or
evolving objectives [30]. Contemplations of agent alteration
or acclimatization incorporate what calculation can be
utilized to alter the agent behavior? What is the utmost

measure of progress anticipated in the agent framework?
How is the framework going to stop development from
going beyond control? And how to recognize andmanage an
alteration whose impact is not ideal? Versatile identification
is the learning capacity to recognize any alteration in chance
markings or configurations in an environment or system to
be more adept to its condition [31]. Figure 1 demonstrates
the deployment of adaptive mechanisms in agents based on
the agent’s dynamics and the related system.

*e motivation behind the adaptation behavior can be a
response to changes, evaluation of situations, or dealing with
uncertainty. Adaptive procedures can be time-differing
when receptive or responsive to a disturbance with a con-
tinuous interior shift of the choice procedure through re-
peated choice, successive choice, or audited rules [29, 32].
*e reactive or responsive adaptive type is considered the
most effective in this domain because it portrays the limit of
the protection prototype (e.g., time) to respond against the
DDoS attack. For instance, Cheng et al. [33] propose a DDoS
attack recognition model that utilizes responsive adaptation
in an agent to recognize and control attack streams. *e
agent utilizes the responsive adaptation to screen the con-
duct of approaching streams of information and afterward
control the traffic movement.

3.2. 7e Testing Dataset and Parameters. Coburg Intrusion
Detection Data Sets (CIDDS) is a marked stream-dependent
dataset [6, 34]. It is created essentially for the assessment of
IDS and IPS. *e dataset comprises OpenStack and External
Servers traffics. We ignore Attack ID and Attack Descrip-
tion’s features in this study because they just offer extra
insights into the executed attacks without significantly
contributing to the analysis. We collect about 153,026 oc-
currences from the outer servers and 172,839 occurrences
from the OpenStack Server information for examination.
*e dataset classes’ occurrences are labeled or marked as
expected, assailant, unfortunate casualty, suspicious, and
obscure classes. Table 1 gives a representation of CIDDS
dataset features.

Basically, the CIDDS dataset is chosen because it is the
most recent dataset, produced in 2017; available online for
free; and can simulate real-time processing due to its du-
ration attribute. It also has the attributes of both DDoS
attack and FC flooding traffics and the other existing datasets
such as KDD, DARPA, and CAIDA, which lack the above
attributes. Many methods have been used in defending
against DDoS and FC. Each one of them used specific pa-
rameters that are suitable for the simulated systems. Table 2
presents the used parameters in building the simulated study
of this work.

3.3.7e7reatsModel Design. *is study is mostly involved
with three sorts of flooding attacks or attacks, in which each
is more clandestine than the previous one. (i) *e assailants
put forth countless HTTP solicitations to expand the
framework asset and make the framework useless for the
legitimate-client, which we refer to as the DDoS targeting
application layer [2]. (ii)*e assailants assume responsibility
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for some PCmachines through the web, leaving these PCs in
a defenseless and helpless situation [5]. *e assailants at that
point begin misusing the shortcomings of these PCs by
planting noxious codes or other hacking procedures to deal

with the machines; they are called “Zombies.” It is very
simple to accomplish and certainly difficult to detect because
the irregular traffic is utilized into a gathering of targets and
behaves increasingly like an authentic visiting. (iii) A kind of
system traffic is FC that could initiate a stop of adminis-
tration for an Internet administration’s legitimate-clients.
*e FC is closely similar to the DDoS attack, in which a
specific figure of traffic requests legitimate service. For ex-
ample, a site is accessed by a huge number of legitimate-
clients at the same time. Breaking news produced far and
wide, for example, the distribution of the Olympic calendar
or organizations like Apple, Samsung, and so on, launching
another product brings about an unexpected flood in a
legitimate-increase in legitimate-traffics [11]. All those types
of DDoS attacks are generated from the CIDDS dataset
because it has the required attributes and attack scenarios.

3.4. EvaluationMetrics. In this analytical study, our system’s
performance is evaluated using eminent metrics, such as
accuracy, precision, and sensitivity.*ose measurements are
assessed from the components of the confusion matrix.
True-Positive (TP), True-Negative (TN), False-Positive (FP),
and False-Negative (FN) are the components of a confusion
matrix, where TN is the number of actual nonoccurrences of
an attack. TP is the number of actual occurrences of an
attack. FP is the number of inaccurately identified attack
occurrences. *us, FN is the number of inaccurately iden-
tified nonoccurrences as attack cases. Accuracy or exactness
is characterized as the proportion of all effectively delegated
occurrences (TP, TN) to every one of the cases (TP, TN, FP,
and FN). Precision or preciseness (positive predictive
quality) is the proportion of TP to a sum of TP and FP.
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Figure 1: *e models of adaptive agent.

Table 1: *e CIDDS dataset attributes [34].

No. Feature name Feature description
1 Src IP IP address of the source node
2 Src port Port of the source node
3 Dest IP IP address of the destination node
4 Dest port Port of the destination node
5 Proto Protocol
6 Data are first seen Start time flow is first seen
7 Duration Flow period
8 Bytes Conveyed bytes
9 Packets Conveyed packets
10 Flags TCP flags
11 Attack description Additional information about the attack
12 Attack type Type of attack
13 Attack ID Unique attack ID
14 Class Category or label of the instance

Table 2: *e testing parameters.

No. Abbreviation Parameters Value
1 Window size *e size of dataset segmentation 7
2 Period *e duration of the dataset 7
3 SSM Special sequence matrix 130
4 MCP Model-checking period 24
5 MST Model similarity threshold Dynamic
6 P0 Normal traffic intensity —
7 P1 Current traffic intensity —
8 P2 Traffic behavior —
9 P3 IP history log —
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Sensitivity is the proportion of TP to a sum of TP and FN.
Accuracy is calculated using

Accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
. (1)

While precision is calculated using

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (2)

and, sensitivity is calculated using

Sensitivity �
TP

TP + FN
. (3)

4. The Adaptive Protection of Flooding
Attacks Model

*is work proposes the Adaptive Protection of Flooding
Attacks (APFA) model, an engineered or structural ex-
pansion to protect web applications and servers against
DDoS and FC attacks. It is targeted at huge-scale online
organizations, including nonbusiness entryway websites.
*e APFA consists of four accompanying units or modules:
Abnormal Traffic Detection Module (ATDM), DDoS Attack
Detection Module (DADM), Adaptive Traffic Control
Module (ATCM), and the Kalman Bloom Filters Module
(KBFM), as shown in Figure 2. *e role of each module is
described in the following subsections. *e base work of the
model is the AL-DDoS model, which is taken from [35, 36].
*erefore, some of the model’s basic parts are not detailed in
this paper.

4.1. 7e Abnormal Traffic Detection Module. *e Abnormal
Traffic Detection Module (ATDM) is the first part of the
APFA model. *is module’s major aim is to monitor and
analyze the traffic to detect sudden changes in HTTP GET
requests. It does not take any action if no anomalies are
detected in the traffic. If it detects abnormal traffic from the
incoming HTTP traffic, an “attention” signal is sent to the
next module, which is the DADM, for further analyses, as
shown in Figure 2. Several steps are taken before sending an
attention signal starting with the measurement of the in-
coming traffic. *is can be done in many different ways, but
the APFA model measures traffic intensity by using an Auto
Regression (AR) mechanism [35]. In regression, previous
values affect future values. *erefore, the AR mechanism
uses previously observed traffic to predict the change of
traffic intensity in the future. Initially, the HTTP GET traffic
stream is monitored. A time-series y1, y2, . . . , yt  is formed
by the traffic intensity, which is studied in constant time
intervals. *e traffic intensity is calculated by the total
number of packages received in a time interval [36]. If major
changes are detected, it can potentially be a DDoS attack.*e
AR predicts the current traffic intensity by using

yt � 

p

k�1
a

k
t xt−k + et. (4)

*e variable yt predicts xt, which is the observed value
at time t. *e variable ak

t is a “constant model parameter,”
which means that it remains constant with time, and et is the
observed error [36]. Secondly, at a certain time t, the dif-
ference between the observed xt and the predicted yt gives
the residual error xt [35].

dt � yt − xt


. (5)

From the residual error at time t, a standard deviation,
σ2d, is calculated:

σ2d �


t
i�t−p dt − avg d

t
t−p  

2
 

p

(6)

Subsequently, a threshold is calculated as in equation (7),
which determines abnormal traffic. If dt is greater than kσ2d,
then, abnormal traffic is detected, and an attention signal is
sent to the DDoS attack detection module. Otherwise, no
abnormal traffic is detected, and the ATDM sends a “dis-
miss” signal to DADM, which inactivates itself, as shown in
Figure 2. *e constant k adjusts the sensitivity of the
threshold and is set to a specific value.

dt > kσ2d. (7)

4.2. 7e DDOS Attack Detection Module. *e DDOS Attack
Detection Module (DADM) is the second part of the APFA
model. It uses a trading strategy for dependably deciding a
packet’s source on the web. *is strategy is well-known in
many DDoS protection models to distinguish the legitimate
origins of attacking packets existing in a network server [37]. It
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Figure 2: *e APFA model.
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contains an adaptable stream-dependent labeling plan that uses
the attendant switch’s load to alter stamps or labels [24]. Based
on this strategy, the DADM uses Special Sequence Matrix
(SSM), which denotes zero as a normal request and one as an
anomaly request to give notable attributes for origin tracing the
IP bundles to furnish better tracing ability [19]. Appraisals of
embedded overload avoidance instruments enable this module
to provide an appropriate trace-back outcome, notwith-
standing when there is a substantial burden on the server.
Aside from tracking DDoS attacking packets, DADM assists in
enhancing the filtering or sifting of attacking traffic.

At the point when attention signals are sent from the
ATDM, the DADM starts tracing the source of each IP
address that sends the anomaly traffic. It then measures the
mean occurrences of the associated Real-time Frequency
Vector (RFV) of the traffic. *e RFV holds the variation
range of daily traffic for a particular server. In enormous
traffics, the mean occurrence of the RFVs can be seen as the
likelihood of every needed website page. Indeed, it is es-
sential to find the value of RFV for significant traffic to
deliver the progress of traffic occurrences. For the traffic
model, M1, we register RFVs possibilities:

p vi(  �


|V|
i�1 Sij


|V|
i�1 Sij 

|V|
j�1 Sij

. (8)

For a subsequent traffic model, M2, we can determine
their support values using equation (9),

P vi⟶ vj|vi  �
Sij


|V|
i�1 Sij

. (9)

*e certainty of the M1 according to M2 is obtained
using equation (10). *is indicates the likelihood of the
upcoming traffic models, M1, M2, . . . from vi⟶ vj:

P vi⟶ vj  �
Sij


|V|
i�1 Sij 

|V|
j�1 Sij

. (10)

*e DADM contrasts the present prototype and the
prototypes of typical traffic in the traffic model set if the
present model’s likelihood is more than an assumed
threshold. *is unusual traffic is seen as a DDoS attack
model, or if the likelihood of the present prototype is lesser
than an assumed threshold, this irregular traffic is viewed as
a normal model [19]. In the training phase, the agent sets
some of its beliefs with thresholds. *ese thresholds are used
to reason and estimate the incoming traffic types between
normal, abnormal, FC. or DDoS. as explained in Section 4.3.
In addition, to distinguish the attack traffic from the typical
or normal traffic for every peculiarity or anomaly traffic, the
estimations of entropy on every model (M1, M2, . . .) are
determined to portray the appropriation of the approaching
origins and the targeted URLs. For the purpose of the in-
vestigation, S is the RFV of source IP addresses; T is the URLs
of needed website pages, numeral one as the “HTTP re-
quests,” numeral two as the “normal.” According to the
meanings of each DDoS attacks and FC, the entropy En (S)

or En (T) is determined by equation (11):

En(S)2

En(T)2
>

En(S)1

En(S)1
>

En(S)1

En(S)3
>

En(S)4

En(S)4
. (11)

Hypothetically, as appearing in equation (11), normal
traffic, for the most part, has the smallest proportion of
entropy quality and hence, differentiates the normal traffic
from the DDoS attacks. At this point, the traffic is not in-
vestigated to check for the possibility of FC.

4.3. 7e Adaptive Traffic Control Module. *is work con-
tributes an agent-based Adaptive Traffic Control Module
(ATCM), which has a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent
architecture. With the BDI architecture, the adaptive agent
facilitates the task selection decisions based on mapping
desires with states of beliefs. *ese beliefs help the agent
make decisions on the course of actions required to complete
the tasks. *e tasks involve monitoring the behavior of the
incoming traffics data and controlling the flow of the traffic.
*e ATCM agent has a reactive component with which it
adapts the traffic through implementing three functions:
anomaly traffic identification ati function, anomaly traffic
diagnosis atd function, and anomaly traffic handling ath

function. *ese functions process according to the values of
preexisting parameters or beliefs, including traffic attack
behavior, normal traffic intensity, and history log of IP
address. *e belief constituents include information about
traffics in the normal case as well as in the abnormal case.
Desires, also referred to as goals, are reflective of what the
agents intend to achieve. *e agent can create desires or
goals explicitly or generate them during runtime. However,
in the ATCM agent, the desires are predetermined by the
corresponding tasks, which are explained in the following
paragraphs. Lastly, intentions are interwoven with plans,
which are sequences of actions structured toward achieving
the goals if there is a means of achieving them. *e BDI
architecture of the ATCM agent reasoning cycle is as follows:

Step 1: observe the network traffic conditions and
update beliefs
Step 2: deliberate some defense desires to pursue based
on the updated beliefs

(i) Determine the available defense alternative desires
(ii) Filter out unrelated or unachievable desires

Step 3: generate intentions of carrying out tasks to
satisfy the selected desires
Step 4: execute actions to complete the corresponding
task

In addition, with these components of BDI, the agents
goals are differentiated from plans. *ere may be several
plans prepared for achieving a goal so that if one plan fails,
the agent considers other plans according to the reasoning
cycle. In a case wherein there are multiple plans to achieve
the goal, there is a cost-based selection function so that a less
time-consuming plan is selected. Figure 3 shows the ar-
chitecture of the proposed ATCM and the related adaptive
functions.
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Let the beliefs set, B, represent the network traffic pa-
rameters, which are: normal intensity, b0; traffic intensity, b1;
traffic behavior, b2; and IP history log, b3. *e agent’s beliefs
trigger the desires set, D, to react based on the traffic
conditions. *ree functions: ati, atd, and ath, filter the
desires, D, and translate the D to intentions, I. *e I include
the options of filters, i0; block, i1; and lock, i2 traffic actions.
*ey are defined as follows:

(i) i0 temporarily filters the traffic signals by random
dropping of network requests. i0 is invoked when
FC is detected

(ii) i1 temporarily blocks the DDoS zombie network
requests. i1 is triggered when DDoS zombie IP
addresses are detected

(iii) i2 permanently locks the DDoS demon network
requests. i2 is invoked when DDoS demon IP ad-
dresses are detected

Based on Figure 3, when the anomaly traffic with the
source IP address reaches the agent of the DADM, the

ATCM agent controls the incoming traffic according to the
three predefined intentions. In the first step of an agent cycle,
the ati function checks the current traffic intensity with the
b1. In case the current traffic intensity is more than b1, it
means there is an attack traffic state. In case the current
traffic intensity is less than b1, it means a normal traffic state,
and the traffic is allowed to pass to the web service. Sub-
sequently, in the second step of the agent cycle, and after it
determines that the incoming traffic is a potential attack,
then the second function, which is the atd and based on b2
classifies the type of traffic into DDoS or FC according to
equation (12).

r �
n  xy(  −  x(   y( 

�����
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���������������
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2

  −  y( 
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At this point, any traffic that cannot be confirmed to be
DDoS is labeled as FC. In the case of FC, the agent invokes
the execution of random Kalman filter, rkf function, i.e., in
the KBFM to block some of the traffic in a random manner
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Figure 3: *e architecture of the ATCM Agent.
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temporarily. In the case of DDoS, the exclusive decision is
sent to the agent’s last function, which is ath for further
analysis. *e ath based on b3, separates the DDoS traffic into
Demons and Zombies. *en, the Demons’ IP addresses are
sent to the specific bloom filter for the sbf function to block
the Demons permanently. Finally, the Demons’ IP addresses
are saved in the buffer IP address for future processing.
Consequently, the Zombies’ IP addresses are sent to the
specific Kalman filter for the skf function to block the
Zombies temporarily. All the filter functions are described in
the KBFM.

4.4. Kalman and Bloom Filter Module. *e Kalman and
Bloom Filter Module (KBFM) comprise Kalman and Bloom
filters. *ese filters are sequentially associated with network
traffics. In the following segments, we clarify the significance
and utilization of these filters.

4.4.1. Kalman Filter. *e Kalman filter includes expressions
that permit assessing the procedure state via productive and
recursive computation such that the average of the squared
error is limited [38]. In our suggested prototype, the Kalman
filter is controlled by the agent.*e agent sends signals to the
Kalman filter for actuation or shut-off depending on the
prearranged metrics and measure of approaching traffics by
invoking one of the two functions. *e first function is the
random Kalman filter, rkf, function that performs imper-
manent blocks to random IP addresses. *e second function
is the specific Kalman filter, skf, function that performs
impermanent blocks to the Zombies’ IP addresses.

4.4.2. Bloom Filter. In 1970, Burton Howard Bloom created
a filter named after him, called the Bloom filter, which can be
described as a probabilistic data structure that is space-
efficient. *is filter can be utilized to test and decide whether
a component is a member of a set. *ere is a plausibility of
false-positive matches but not false-negatives. Eventually, a
query can return as just “certainly not in set” or “potentially
in set” in which components can be included to the set but
not expelled when all things are considered as continuous
events. *e likelihood of false-positives becomes bigger
when the number of components in the set increases [39]. In
our suggested prototype, the bloom filter is controlled by the
agent. It signals the bloom filter for initiation or shut-off
depending on the predetermined metrics and measure of
approaching traffics by invoking specific bloom filter, sbf

function. *is function performs permanent locking of the
Demons’ IP addresses.

5. Simulation Environment

*is segment discusses the implementation of the simulator,
the tests performed, and the execution measurements that
are utilized in evaluating the APFA model. *e simulator
includes implementing the AL-DDoS model of Zhou et al.
[36] as a base model. It also includes attack visualization and
analysis modules to monitor the performance of the attack

traffics and the protection models. *e simulation illustrates
the impact of the DDoS and FC on the application layer with
and without the AL-DDoS and APFA models.

5.1. Simulator Description. We build the simulation process
design based on the attributes of the CIDDS dataset, and the
AL-DDoS and APFA models. We use the CIDDS dataset to
generate a large number of HTTP requests, including
normal and abnormal HTTP requests. We divide the dataset
into four weeks and model it with predetermined settings,
which we describe in the following section. We design the
APFA model in an almost similar design to the AL-DDoS
model, except that we add the ATCM agent and some related
changes.

Figure 4 shows the complete simulator design, which
starts with a connection of the dataset to the simulator and
dividing the data into training and testing sets. Traffic data
from the training set is fed to the ATDM to determine the
simulator thresholds by monitoring and analyzing the in-
coming traffics during the training phase (Steps 1–4 as
shown by the ellipses). *ese thresholds are also received by
other modules and the ATCM to form the agent’s initial
beliefs. In the subsequent testing phase, the ATDM dis-
tinguishes between the normal and the abnormal traffic, and
passes the attention or dismiss the signal to the DADM. If an
attention signal is received, the DADM traces the source of
IP addresses that send the anomaly traffics (Step 5). Con-
sequently, it sends these IP addresses in the form of SSMs to
the ATCM agent for further analysis. While this study
contributes the ATCM agent as discussed in the previous
section, the BDI architecture of the ATCM agent controls
the execution of three plans (Step 6) [40].

*ese plans identify traffic conditions (Step 6.1), classify
the traffic type (Step 6.2), and control the traffic flow (Step
6.3). *ese could be selected sequentially or arbitrarily based
on the traffic conditions and changes in the agent’s beliefs.
Finally, the filtering operation that satisfies the analysis of the
traffic conditions is invoked (Step 7). Figure 5 shows the
sequence of the interactions between the four modules of the
APFA model of the simulator.

In this diagram, the rectangles show the modules, and
the squares represent the procedures of each module,
whereas the arrows show the direction of processing and the
interaction in a time frame as follows:

(i) User: exports the CIDDS dataset through a GUI
(ii) ATDM: monitors and analyzes the incoming traffics

to set thresholds

o sends attention signal to the DADM in the case
of abnormal traffics
o sends dismiss signal to the DADM in the case of
normal traffics

(iii) DADM: traces traffic sources in the case of ab-
normal traffic based on the received signal

o Attention: traces the source of abnormal traffics
and saves the IP addresses

Security and Communication Networks 9
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o Dismiss: stops the tracing process

(iv) ATCM: controls traffic flow in the case of abnormal
traffics by invoking

o ati: identifies traffic conditions
o atd: classifies the traffic type
o ath: controls the traffic flow

(v) KBFM: filters traffic flow in the case of abnormal
traffics by invoking

o rkf: temporarily filters the traffic according to
random IP addresses and specific thresholds
o skf: temporarily filters the traffic according to
specific IP addresses and specific thresholds
o sbf: permanently filters the traffic according to
specific IP addresses and specific thresholds

(vi) Results: displays the information of the data anal-
ysis, processing cycles, and the simulation results
through a GUI.

We specifically develop the simulator for this work by
using C#, which is available on Visual Studio 2013 and
Windows 7. For the implementation and testing of the
simulator, the hardware used includes a 2.40GHz Intel (R)
Core (TM) i7-5500U processor and 16GB RAM.

5.2. Dataset Setting. *e original Coburg Intrusion Detec-
tion Data Sets (CIDDS) is a flow-based benchmark data
segmented into five different groups of traffics, which are
(normal, suspicious, unknown, attacker, and victim). *e
CIDDS dataset is used in the simulation to generate a large
number of HTTP requests which include normal and ab-
normal HTTP requests. We neglect the Attack ID and
Description features because they just give extra information
about executed attacks [6]. *is dataset was also used in
similar recent studies, and the settings of the dataset in our
work follow the work of Sreeram and Vuppala [19] and
Mohamed et al. [23]. Figure 6 shows the CIDDS dataset
network environment.

*e performance of the IDS and IPS against flooding
types of attack is specifically evaluated using the CIDDS
dataset. Figure 7 shows the segmentation of the original
dataset into four weeks and seven days. *e week 1 folder
contains 9,412 IP addresses and sends 172,838 requests; the
week 2 folder consists of 8,357 IP addresses and sends
159,373 requests. *e week 3 folder holds 2,605 IP addresses
and sends 70,533 requests, and the week 4 folder contains
15,369 IP addresses and sends 303,024 requests. We compile
these weeks in a file and reorganize the data instances ac-
cordingly. We then segment the CIDDS dataset into 60%
training and 40% testing sets, as shown in Figure 7. Hence,
the training and testing ratio of the CIDDS dataset is seg-
mented according to the related work for which the com-
parison is made with them.

5.3. Simulation Setting. *e advantages of using the CIDDS
dataset in this study are that it is current and customizable.
*e simulation program is written with the C# programming

language in a virtual environment to regenerate customized
datasets that are used in this work. However, the original
CIDDS dataset does not include FC labels. Subsequently, we
set the ground truth of DDoS and FC traffics to train for the
thresholds and methods in the simulation based on the actual
data of the CIDDS dataset and statistical analysis of the data
using equations (4) and (5). *e analysis of the training phase
results shows the average frequency of incoming requests.*e
high request frequency signifies the possibility of DDoS or FC
traffic. Moreover, any traffic that cannot be confirmed to be
DDoS and have DDoS characteristics are labeled as FC.
Figure 8 shows an example of the statistical analysis, which
identifies an average frequency of 37000 requests from the
clock time of 4 : 20 to 19 : 20 on day 1 of week 1.

We set the simulation parameters during the training
phase for both AL-DDoS and APFA models. *e training
set almost represents 60%, and the testing set represents the
other 40% of the original dataset. It includes the Support,
Confidence, and Possibility results when the window pa-
rameter is set to be 130. Correspondingly, the support,
confidence, and possibility represent the values of the up
triangle, diagonal, and down triangle.

We perform different tests to choose an optimal value for
all the testing parameters. Figure 9 shows an example of the
CIDDS dataset that generates web traffic, with original der-
ivations and 2-step Kalman calibration. *e results show the
detection of noticeable deviation for the abnormal traffics.

*e default M traffic model here represents the traffics of
the three weeks, and it has been calculated as discussed before.
Table 3 shows the support, confidence, possibility, entropy,
and minimum and maximum values of the M model. *e
system is implemented based on these parameters, in which
the period is set to 7, and the SSM is fixed to be 130.

During the training phase, the agent architecture in-
cludes three cases, anomaly traffics, DDoS traffics, and FC
traffics, along with the agent’s reaction setting for the three
cases. *e conditions of the anomaly traffic are classified
based on the traffic behavior into irregular, t0; discrete, t2;
and continuous, t2, as shown in Table 4. *is classification
helps to identify the traffic types during the testing phase.

Based on Table 4 and as described in Section 4.3, the ati

has the elementary objective of identifying whether the
incoming traffic is normal or abnormal. In a scenario where
7.6428 is a threshold value for traffic intensity according to
the ATDM analysis, the current incoming traffic value is
updated in b1, then it is compared with b0. If the b1 value is
lesser than that of b0 (i.e., 7.6428), then the case is recognized
as regular traffic. If the b1’ value is higher than b0, then the
next stage of calling the atd is triggered to determine the
traffic condition. For FC traffic, with a traffic intensity of
7.6428, we follow the same steps as the first case. Abnormal
traffics are diagnosed by the atd according to b2. In this
scenario, based on the correlation coefficient, the traffic
behaves as a discrete flow, b2⟶ t1 and atd: b2⟶ i0. As a
result, the agent instructs the KBFM to invoke the rkf with
2745 capacity, temporarily filtering out 2745 IP addresses.
When the volume of the DDoS traffics, which are detected in
this stage, is 10838 IP addresses, each IP address sends a
random number of requests. *is traffic model is sent to the
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ATCM agent to identify, classify, and control the traffic
according to the agent functions. When incoming traffic is
10838 and has a continuous flow, b2⟶ t2, then, the atd:
b2⟶ i1∧ i2 is considered as a DDoS attack. *is case
implies invoking ath, which handles the Zombies, r1 and
Demons, and r2 requests, ath: r1⟶ i1∧ r2⟶ i2. *e
agent instructs the KBFM to invoke the skf in which ath:
r1⟶ skf and the sbf in which ath: r2⟶ sbf with the
corresponding SSM information, which temporarily locks
the r1 and permanently blocks the r2.

6. Results and Discussion

*e test results evaluate the performance of the APFA model.
*en, the performance of the model is compared with three
similar models of Sreeram and Vuppala [19], Mohamed et al.

[23], and Zhou et al. [36]. We perform two tests on the CIDDS
dataset to evaluate the APFA model in which the CIDDS
dataset generates normal and anomaly traffics.We perform the
first test for the AL-DDoS model, which only detects normal
and DDoS traffics. We conduct the second test for the APFA
model, which detects normal, DDoS, and FC traffics. *e data
of week 4 (after the modification, it becomes 40% of the dataset
as explained in Section 5.2) are used for testing themodel.*ey
contain a discrete and random series of incoming requests,
including DDoS and FC targeting the NAL. Table 5 shows the
daily frequency of the incoming requests of week 4.*e traffics
of week 4 are divided into seven days, starting with traffic day 1
with 38,919 requests and ending with day 7 with 33,228 re-
quests. We observe from the table that day 7 has visibly lower
requests than the daily average incoming requests, which are
43,289, and day 4 has visibly greater requests than the daily
average of incoming requests.
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Figure 8: *e average frequency of incoming requests of the
training phase.
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6.1. Results of the AL-DDoS Model. *e performance of the
AL-DDoS base model is calculated according to the window
size, period, and SSM parameters for every execution of
external traffic data. *e AL-DDoS model performance is
evaluated based on correctly classifying traffic instances into
normal, and DDoS attack traffics only. *e volume of attack
traffics detected by the AL-DDoS model is 26,8496 requests
triggered by 13,583 IP addresses. Subsequently, the results
show that the AL-DDoS model detects DDoS attacks and
blocks the IP addresses with an accuracy of 99.13%, precision
of 99.14%, and sensitivity of 99.99%. However, the AL-DDoS
model lacks handling FC and Zombies traffics and considers
all DDoS traffic as Demons.

6.2. Results of the APFAModel. *e results of the APFA also
present information about the number of anomaly requests of

the same week 4 from the dataset. *e data are first passed
through the ati function in the identify traffic conditions
phase of the ATCM agent. *e ati detects a total number of
34,528 requests as normal and 268,496 as abnormal according
to the traffic intensity parameters with a total cost of 15,369
cycles. *en, the attack requests are classified by the atd

function, in the classify traffic type phase, into 264,551 re-
quests as DDoS and 3,945 requests as FC, with a total cost of
13,583 cycles. *e ath function, in the control traffic flow
phase, controls the traffic according to the DDoS types of
175,624 Demons and 88,927 Zombies, with a total cost of
10,838 cycles. *en, the KBFM implements the required
blocking and locking of the requests. Table 6 shows the input,
processing, and output of each function in the ATCM agent.

Figure 10 shows the classification results of the daily attack
requests of week 4 by DDoS and FC. *e average daily DDoS

Table 4: Agent parameters setting.

Traffic conditions Traffic Behavior
Anomaly 13,583 t0
FC 2,745 t2
DDoS 10,838 t2

Table 5: *e average incoming requests in the testing phase.

Day Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7
Frequency 38,919 47,328 44,921 56,991 39,835 41,802 33,228
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Figure 9: A sample of web traffics from original derivations and 2-step Kalman.

Table 3: Values of the M traffic model.

Support Confidence Possibility Entropy Min Max
M 0.0000 0.0021 0.050 7.6428 0.00000 244,557.99
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requests are 37,793, which is almost 96% of the average daily
abnormal requests, while the average daily FC requests is 563,
which is almost 2% of the average daily abnormal requests.

Figure 11 shows the number of Demons and Zombies
requests by the DDoS traffic. *e average daily requests of
Demons is 25,103, which is almost 66% of the DDoS re-
quests, while the average daily requests of Zombies is 12,703,
which is almost 44% of the DDoS requests.

In general, the results show that the APFA model is able
to detect and distinguish the DDoS and FC traffics. It then
recognizes Demon and Zombie requests of the DDoS traffic.
*e phase that is responsible for identifying the possibility of
abnormal traffic achieves the results of 99.11% accuracy,
99.14% precision, and 99.99% sensitivity. *e phase that is
responsible for classifying DDoS and FC traffics achieves the
results of 99.92% accuracy, 99.85% precision, and 99.96%
sensitivity. *e phase that is responsible for controlling
Demons and Zombies traffics achieves the results of 99.91%
accuracy, 99.89% precision, and 99.93% sensitivity. Ulti-
mately, the APFA model achieves an overall accuracy of
99.64%, precision of 99.62%, and sensitivity of 99.96%.
Table 7 shows the performance results of the APFA model.

Figure 12 shows the daily performance results of the
APFA model. As observed from the figure, the APFA
model’s performance improves day by day due to the sys-
tem’s ability to progress its adaptive behavior with time.

6.3.Analysis andDiscussion. In the deep view of the Internet
network, there are many components that participate in
making up the web application framework. *e HTTP re-
quests sent from web clients are processed by a web server
and forwarded to the application server based on many

configuration parameters like URL path prefix. *ese re-
quests are directed to one of the web applications hosted by
the application server. A DDoS attack is a malicious event
that targets web servers without the need for internal system
access. Consequently, the attack is not easily detected in its
early stage.*e attack entails the involvement of a huge army
of Zombies to cause conceivable damage to the network.
Critical attacks include concentrating a huge number of
nodes as a single target to inflict devastating damage to users
and completely overwhelm the network. Another type of
flooding traffics, which is FC, is depicted as network traffic
that is quite similar to DDoS traffic, but it comes from valid
users when a huge number of them access a particular
website simultaneously.

*e benchmarking works of Sreeram and Vuppala [19],
Mohamed et al. [23], and Zhou et al. [36] only deal with two
types of traffics, which are normal traffic and attack traffic.
*e AL-DDoS base model of Zhou et al. [25] only detects
anomaly traffic requests, determines the source of each IP
address, saves these IP addresses in a bloom filter, and locks

Table 6: *e results of the agent run cycle during week 4.

No. Run phase Cost Input req. Output

1 Identify normal/abnormal 15,369 303,024
Normal Abnormal

IP Req. IP Req.
1,786 34,528 13,583 268,496

2 Classify DDoS/FC 13,583 268,496
DDoS FC

IP Req. IP Req.
10,838 264,551 2,745 3,945

3 Control demons/zombies 10,838 264,551
Demons Zombies

IP Req. IP Req.
7,186 175,624 3,670 88,927
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Figure 11: *e daily traffics of Demons and Zombies.

Table 7: *e performance results of the APFA model.

Evaluation metrics
Run phase Accuracy % Precision % Sensitivity %
Identify normal/
abnormal 99.11 99.14 99.99

Classify DDoS/FC 99.92 99.85 99.96
Control demons/
zombies 99.91 99.89 99.93

Overall results 99.64 99.62 99.96
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all the anomaly traffic requests. However, among those IP
addresses, there are many cases of FC and Zombies’ requests
that belong to legitimate users yet are confined to permanent
lock. Subsequently, this work proposes an Adaptive Pro-
tection of Flooding Attacks (APFA) model that identifies
abnormal traffic requests and then further classifies the
abnormal traffic requests to DDoS and FC. It then further
classifies the DDoS to Demons and Zombies and applies
control procedures to temporarily block FC and Zombies’ IP
addresses and permanently lock Demons IP addresses.
Figure 13 shows the hierarchy of the APFA model control to
the NAL against flooding traffics.

Researchers have proposed, developed, and imple-
mented numerous techniques to safeguard the NAL against
DDoS and FC attacks. However, hidden malicious traffic
behind valid traffic and the FC continue to plague these
defense models. Many of these models are unable to

differentiate between valid and invalid malicious traffics
positively. In this paper, we proposed the APFA model, the
performance of which is evaluated by comparing it with
three benchmark models. *e three models are tested for
similar properties and in similar conditions, and there is no
bias to declare. *e comparison results are summarized in
Table 8, which show that the APFA model outperforms the
other three models.

Eventually, defense methods are continuously evolving
to improve and protect networks and computer infra-
structures. *e APFA model, like any other model, repre-
sents another attempt to provide variable effectiveness
against DDoS attacks and FC flooding. *ree sources of
limitations need to be highlighted according to the scope of
this work. Firstly, this work does not consider the processing
time in the evaluation in which the adaptation and decision-
making capabilities of the agent might slow down the
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Figure 13: *e hierarchical traffic control of the APFA model.

Table 8: *e performance comparison with the benchmark models.

Model Technique Dataset
Traffic type

Accuracy %
FC DDoS Zombies Demons

Sreeram and Vuppala [19] Bat algorithm CIDDS — ✓ — — 94.80
Mohamed et al. [23] Random forest CIDDS — ✓ — — 99.54
Zhou et al. [36] Statistical CIDDS ✓ ✓ — — 99.13
APFA model Adaptive agent and statistical CIDDS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 99.64
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performance of the model compared with the other tested
models. Secondly, the model is only tested using the CIDDS
dataset, which could be another constraint on the evaluation.
Finally, the testing of the model does not cover the low-rate
cases of DDoS attacks that are difficult to discover with
existing solutions. Nevertheless, such DDoS attacks have no
harmful impact on real-world network systems.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Progressively, there are assortments of administrations and
applications that utilize cyberspace, including web appli-
cations, cloud-computing applications, and Internet of
things applications. DDoS attack and FC flooding could be
a legitimate annoyance for the cybersecurity of network
systems. *e advancement of innovative communication
technology of the current computer applications has
brought along the danger of these sorts of threats. Sub-
sequently, various investigations have focused on these
threats to embed variable protection prototypes. *e
proposed mainstream models lack the ability to deal with
illegitimate DDoS traffics, which are accompanied by FC
traffics. *ey permanently lock all DDoS traffic and treat
legitimate traffic of FC and Zombies as Demons. Conse-
quently, this paper proposes an Adaptive Protection of
Flooding Attacks (APFA) model, which attempts to protect
the NAL against DDoS attack and FC flooding and solve the
problem of permanently locking the traffics of legitimate
users. *e APFA model consists of the Abnormal Traffic
Detection Module (ATDM) and DDoS Attack Detection
Module (DADM) that are adopted from the AL-DDoS
model of Zhou et al. (2014). It further includes a new
Adaptive Traffic Control Module (ATCM) and Kalman and
Bloom Filters Module (KBFM). Our main contribution is
the ATCM module, which integrates an adaptive agent to
recognize and isolate normal from abnormal traffic and
hinders all ill-conceived traffics. *e APFA model is
implemented and tested using the CIDDS dataset to
produce standard scenarios targeting web servers. *e test
results show that the APFA model outperforms three
similar models and achieves an accuracy of 0.9964, a
precision of 0.9962, and a sensitivity of 0.9996. Two points
of improvement can be further investigated, which are the
effect of cost function on agent adaptive behavior and
enabling the DADM to detect low rate and FC-like DDoS
attack patterns. In addition, putting and testing the APFA
model online could furnish greater confidence in its ca-
pability to perform in real-time.
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*e collection of fine-grained consumptions of users in the smart grid enables energy suppliers and grid operators to propose new
services (e.g., consumption forecasts and demand-response protocols) allowing to improve the efficiency and reliability of the grid.
*ese services require the knowledge of aggregate consumption of users. However, an aggregate can be vulnerable to rei-
dentification attacks which allow revealing the users’ individual consumption. Revealing an aggregate data is a key privacy
concern. *is paper focuses on publishing an aggregate of time-series data such as fine-grained consumptions, without indirectly
disclosing individual consumptions. We propose novel algorithms which guarantee differential privacy, based on the discrete
Fourier transform and the discrete wavelet transform. Experimental results using real data from the Irish Commission for
Regulation of Utilities (CRU) demonstrate that our algorithms achieve better utility than previously proposed algorithms.

1. Introduction

A smart city is a designation given to a city that incorporates
information and communication technologies to enhance
the quality and performance of urban services such as en-
ergy, transportation, and utilities in order to reduce resource
consumption, wastage, and overall costs. *e overarching
aim of a smart city is to enhance the quality of living for its
citizens through smart technology [1–3].

*e smart grid is an important part of the smart city.
Indeed, the smart grid allows greater penetration of highly
variable renewable energy sources such as solar and wind
power in the smart city.

*e smart grid modernizes the traditional electricity grid
by establishing a communication infrastructure in parallel to
the energy delivery network. *is infrastructure is used by
the grid operators and suppliers to remotely collect fine-
grained consumptions from household smart meters and to
provide new energy services such as consumption forecasts
or demand-response. *ese services are suitable for im-
proving the efficiency and reliability of the grid, saving
energy and, more generally, for optimizing energy usage. In

particular, forecasting enables the supplier to predict future
consumptions based on past aggregate data in order to
improve the grid and retail operations and enhance energy
trading [4], while demand-response (DR) aims to shift the
users’ consumption from peak to off-peak periods in order
to avoid consumption peaks in the smart city.

However, aggregates are vulnerable to reidentification
attacks, such as set difference attacks [5] in which two ag-
gregates that differ by a single consumer allow learning this
individual consumption. Since the individual consumption
data collected by smart meters reflect the use of all electric
appliances by inhabitants in a household over time and
enable to deduce the behaviors, activities, age, or preferences
of the inhabitants [6–11], revealing an aggregate is a key
privacy concern.

Differential privacy (DP) [12] allows publishing an ag-
gregate data while guaranteeing that an attacker does not
learn any individual inputs from the aggregate. However, the
noise added by DP often leads to a loss of utility. Moreover,
publishing time-series data such as users’ consumption,
which are correlated, by using DP, results in more noise
added than publishing a single aggregate for the same
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privacy guarantee. *us, disclosing time-series data leads to
more loss of utility. Utility can be improved by increasing the
size of the aggregate. Eibl and Engel [13] showed that for
real-world smart metering, the aggregation group size must
be of the order of thousands of smart meters in order to have
reasonable utility. *is paper shows how to obtain good
utility with a group size smaller than 600. We obtain a mean
relative error lower than 10% between the original data and
the published one, which is considered practically suitable by
energy experts for consumption forecasts.

*e Laplace mechanism [14] is a popular mechanism to
enable DP, by adding independent and identically distrib-
uted (IID) Laplace noise to each component of the time-
series. However, adding IID noise for correlated time-series
is not appropriate. In fact, an adversary can use refinement
methods, such as filtering, to sanitize the IID noise and
improve the probability of disclosing individual data
[15, 16].

*is paper focuses on disclosing an aggregate of users’
consumption data without learning individual data and
proposes methods with improved utility. We summarize our
contributions as follows:

(i) We revisit the Fourier perturbation algorithm
(FPA) [17] in order to correct somemistakes leading
to poor users’ privacy protection. We show that, in
order to ensure the desired budget of privacy ϵ, a
factor

���
2T

√
must be added to the noise, where T is

the size of the time-series. However, this reduces the
utility of FPA.

(ii) We propose the “clamping Fourier perturbation
algorithm (CFPA)” using the clamping mechanism
proposed in [18], for reducing the sensitivity, and
thus the noise introduced in FPA. *is new algo-
rithm is an improvement of the Fourier perturba-
tion algorithm (FPA). Experimental results show a
utility improvement by a factor more than 6.

(iii) We also propose the “clamping wavelet perturba-
tion algorithm” (CWPA), a similar adaptation of
wavelet perturbation algorithm (WPA) [19], with a
utility improvement by a factor 2.

(iv) We compare FPA, CFPA, WPA, and CWPA by
analyzing their relative errors on a real dataset, and
we explain why CFPA obtains the best utility.

*e remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of the literature, while
Section 3 presents preliminaries. Section 4 correctly com-
putes the sensitivity of DFT in order to make FPA ϵ-dif-
ferentially private. Section 5 details our privacy-preserving
publication techniques using clamping mechanism, DFT,
and DWT. Section 6 reports our experimental results.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

Table 1 lists the acronyms used in this paper.

2. Related Work

Demand-response protocols [20–23], and secure aggrega-
tion protocols [24–30] aim to protect the privacy of users

while supporting energy services such as demand-response,
smart metering, billing, or forecasting.

In this paper, we investigate tools enabling forecasting
and demand-response. In particular, we are interested in
publishing an aggregate of individual consumptions, while
preserving privacy.

Differential privacy (DP), introduced by Dwork in 2006,
guarantees that the publication of an aggregate does not
indirectly reveal the individual data [12]. Moreover, DP
guarantees that two aggregates that differ by a single con-
sumer are almost indistinguishable. DP has evolved over-
time [31] and was adopted by organizations such as the US
Census Bureau [32], Google [33], Apple [34], and Microsoft
[35]. *e Laplace mechanism [14] is a popular mechanism
that allows guaranteeing DP by adding a noise drawn from
the Laplace distribution L(·) to the aggregate.

*e Laplace mechanism takes as input two parameters:
the privacy budget ϵ and the sensitivity of the function to
publish (in our case, the sum of users’ consumption).
Smaller values of ϵ lead to a better protection, but add a
bigger noise to the aggregate.

Utility can be improved by increasing the size of the
aggregate in order that the effect of noise is small enough
that the result can be utilized. Eibl and Engel [13] showed
that for real-world smart metering, the aggregation group
size must be of the order of thousand smart meters in order
to have reasonable utility. *is paper shows how to obtain
good utility with a group size smaller than a thousand.

DP is typically applied to static data, i.e., to a single
query. In this paper, we consider time-series consumption,
which is equivalent to multiple queries on correlated data.
Applying the Laplacemechanism independently to each data
point of the time-series is not appropriate. Indeed, an ad-
versary can use refinement methods, such as filtering, to
sanitize the Laplace noise and improve the probability
disclosing individual data [15, 16]. *us, the data points of
the time-series are correlated.*e composition theorem [14]
states that the privacy budget ϵ of T correlated queries adds
up, i.e., setting the privacy budget for a single query to
εq � 0.5, the privacy budget of T � 48 single queries (cor-
responding to a day profile with a time interval of 30min) is
ε � 0.5 × 48 � 24. In order to guarantee a global privacy
budget of ε, one solution is to set the privacy budget of each
query to ε/T. Of course, this leads to more noise in the
aggregate and a loss of utility.

One method to guarantee DP for correlated time-series
data publishing consists in transforming the original cor-
related time-series into another representation while

Table 1: List of acronyms.

Acronym Meaning
CFPA Clamping Fourier perturbation algorithm
CWPA Clamping wavelet perturbation algorithm
DFT Discrete Fourier transform
DP Differential privacy
DWT Discrete wavelet transform
FPA Fourier perturbation algorithm
MRE Mean relative estimation error
WPA Wavelet perturbation algorithm
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maintaining its major characteristics before adding the
Laplace noise. Rastogi and Nath [17] proposed the Fourier
perturbation algorithm (FPA) that combines discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) with DP to support time-series of
count queries while not disclosing any individual data and
ensuring good utility. We note that the sensitivity of count
queries is 1, and the global sensitivity is T for a time-series of
length T. Ács et al. [36] proposed an optimization of the FPA
allowing to release histograms, where the global sensitivity is
1. *ey show through experimental evaluation that their
scheme improves the utility of the initial FPA by a factor 10.
Lyu et al. [19] applied FPA to time-series consumptions and
proposed wavelet perturbation algorithm (WPA) by
replacing DFT by discrete wavelet transform (DWT). *e
authors show through experimental results that WPA en-
sures better utility than FPA.

We apply these approaches to time-series of con-
sumption data and refine them by reducing the sensitivity of
the queries in order to reduce the relative error of the final
result.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. System and 1reat Model. *e entities involved in this
paper are as follows:

(i) Trustworthy homes, which smart meter (SM) en-
ables to collect their true individual time-series
consumption.

(ii) A honest aggregator, which collects users’ indi-
vidual consumption, and which publishes an ag-
gregate time-series consumption of users to a
forecaster in a privacy-preserving way for the
forecaster not to be able to deduce any individual
consumption of users.

(iii) A forecaster, which predicts future consumptions
based on the aggregate consumption received in
order to improve the grid and retail operations and
enhance energy trading.*e forecaster is considered
honest-but-curious as it provides appropriate
forecasts, but it may attempt to infer the users’
individual consumption from the aggregate in order
to deduce the behaviors, activities, age, or prefer-
ences of the inhabitants.

Figure 1 depicts the system model. In a real scenario, the
aggregator can be an energy distributor, and the forecaster
can be a municipality that seeks to find out the total con-
sumption of the inhabitants of the municipality.

Considering the case where the aggregator and the
forecaster belong to two entities of the same energy provider,
the publication of aggregate users’ consumption to fore-
casters in a privacy-preserving way reduces the risk of
disclosing users’ individual consumption. Moreover, this
avoids the need for forecasters to ask for explicit consent
from customers in accordance with the GDPR [37] to
process their personal data.

Let N be the number of smart meters (SMs) in a district.
Let Xj � (x

j
1, x

j
2, . . . , x

j

T) be the time-series of energy

consumptions collected by SM j, where x
j
t is the con-

sumption at time slot t (t � 1, . . . , T) collected by SM j

(j � 1, . . . , N), with T being the time period considered.
Each time-series consumption Xj is sent to an aggregator
who computes the following aggregate:

S � S1, . . . , ST(  � 

N

j�1
x

j
1, 

N

j�1
x

j
2, . . . , 

N

j�1
x

j

T
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (1)

To reveal S to a forecaster without indirectly disclosing
individual consumptions Xj (j � 1, . . . , N), the aggregator
can use differential privacy (DP).

3.2. Differential Privacy. Differential privacy is a framework
introduced by Dwork allowing quantifying the privacy
guarantees of a request on a database [38]. *is request can
be the publication of a database, or a more precise one, such
as “what is the sum of energy consumptions of users in this
database?”.

A request on databases is said to be differentially private
if this request makes two similar databases indistinguishable
from looking only at the output of the request. Differential
privacy relies on a parameter, noted ε, called the privacy
budget. *e formal definition of a differentially private al-
gorithm is given as follows.

Definition 1 (ε−differentially private). A request
A: D⟶S is ε−differentially private if and only if for all
databases D1,D2 ∈D differing by at most one record, and for
all subsets O⊂S,

Pr A D1(  ∈ O( ≤ exp(ε)Pr A D2(  ∈ O( . (2)

*is definition can be applied not only to requests on
databases but also to any function, by considering the do-
main of the function as a database format.

Dwork also proposes the Laplace mechanism, which
allows making any (vectors of) real-valued function ε-dif-
ferentially private [38]. *is mechanism relies on the notion
of sensitivity of a function, which represents how a single
record of the database can influence the output of the
function.

Definition 2 (sensitivity). Let f: D⟶ Rd be a function;
the sensitivity of f is

Δ1(f) � max
D1 ,D2∈D s.t. d D1 ,D2( )≤ 1

f D1(  − f D2( 
����

����1. (3)

*is sensitivity is also called L1-sensitivity due to the
L1−norm used in its definition and is denoted by Δ1(f).
Similarly, the L2-sensitivity used later and denoted by ε is
computed using the L2−norm (the L1−norm and the L2
norm of a vector S � (s1, . . . , sT) are respectively equal to
‖S‖1 � 

T
j�1 |sj| and ‖S‖2 �

������


T
j�1 s2j


).

*e Laplace mechanism consists of adding a random
value to the original result of the query, where the random
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value follows the Laplace distribution, where the parameter
depends on the chosen ϵ and on the sensitivity of the
function, as follows.

Theorem 1 (Laplacian mechanism). For all functions
f: D⟶ Rd, the algorithm A(D) � f(D) +(L1(Δ1
(f)/ε), . . . ,Ld(Δ1(f)/ε)) is ϵ−differentially private, where
L(·) is the distribution of Laplace and Δ1(f) is the sensitivity
of f.

DP introduces noise in order to guarantee privacy. *is
noise can decrease the utility of the function. We quantify
this loss usingmean relative estimation error (MRE), defined
as follows.

Definition 3 (mean relative estimation error). *e mean
relative estimation error (MRE) between two vectors a and b

of size T is 1/T · 
T
j�1 |aj − bj|/aj + 12 (we add 1 to the

denominator in order to avoid dividing by zero. *is def-
inition is also used in [27]).

Consider the aggregate S � (S1, . . . , ST) defined in (1).
Let M be the maximum consumption in the domain. One
naive solution to publish S without revealing any individual
consumption is to use the Laplace mechanism to add in-
dependent Laplace noise to each component of S and to
release the results: S � (S1 + L(M · T/ε), . . . , ST+

L(M · T/ε)), where the sensitivity of the sum of time-series
consumption is M · T. However, this simple approach leads
to excessive noise rendering the aggregate useless [13].

Example 1. Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, show the
aggregated consumption of 250 homes from December 30th,
2009, to January 5th, 2010, taken from the CER dataset [39],
and its noisy version using the naively applied Laplace
mechanism, with ε � 1 per day. Figure 2(a) shows two
consumption peaks at 12 am and 6 pm which respectively
correspond to lunch and dinner time. We also observe that
in the night (from 12 pm to 6 am) the consumption de-
creases. Figure 2(b) shows that the noisy version is com-
pletely different from the original aggregate (Figure 2(a)). In
this example, the MRE between the aggregate consumption
and the noisy version is 141%, which is not usable.

Moreover, the noisy version has inconsistent values such as
negative consumptions.

Rastogi and Nath [17] introduce the Fourier perturba-
tion algorithm (FPA) and show that is an effective tool for
reducing the noise introduced by the Laplace mechanism for
time-series. Section 3.3 presents the FPA. However, there are
some mistakes in this version relying on the estimation of
the FPA sensitivity. *ese mistakes are presented in Section
4, along with the corrected FPA.

Table 2 lists the symbols used in the rest of the paper.

3.3. Fourier Perturbation Algorithm. *e Fourier perturba-
tion algorithm (FPA) presented in [17, 19, 36] takes as input
a time-series S � (S1, . . . , ST) and an integer k≪T and
returns the noisy time-series S � (S1, . . . , ST), as shown in
Algorithm 1.

Rastogi and Nath [17] show that FPA is ε−differentially
private. However, there are some mistakes in their proof of
*eorem 4.1 of [17] which justified that FPA is ε-differen-
tially private. *ese mistakes rely on the estimation of the
FPA sensitivity and are presented in Section 4.

3.4. Wavelet Perturbation Algorithm. By replacing the DFT
with the discrete Haar wavelet transform (DWT), Lyu et al.
[19] proposed the wavelet perturbation algorithm (WPA)
and showed that WPA guarantees better utility than DFT.
Algorithm 2 describes WPA.

Figure 3 shows the same aggregated consumption presented
in Example 1 and its noisy version using WPA (Algorithm 2)
with Haar wavelet, ε � 1 per day and k � 5. In Figure 3, the
MRE is however higher than 10% (18%). In the noisy aggregate,
the first peak of the morning is masked and the peak of the
evening is truncated, as well as the trough of the night.

Theorem 2. Wavelet perturbation algorithm (WPA) is
ε-differentially private.

Proof. DWT is orthonormal [40], i.e., W has the same L2
norm as S, that is, Δ2(W) � Δ2(S). Furthermore,
Δ2(Wk)≤Δ2(S) (because T − k DWT coefficients of W are
set to 0). With the inequality of norm, Δ1(Wk)≤

�
k

√
Δ2(Wk).

*en, Δ1(Wk)≤
�
k

√
Δ2(S)≤M ·

���
kT

√
. *us, the noise

Aggregator

Homes Smart meters
(SMs)

Forecaster

......

Figure 1: System model.
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Table 2: List of symbols.

Notation Description
N Number of smart meters (SMs) in the district
M Maximum consumption in the dataset
T Time period during the collection of time-series consumption

Xj � (x
j
1, x

j
2, . . . , x

j

T)
Time-series of energy consumptions collected by SM j, where x

j
t is the consumption at time slot t (t � 1, . . . , T)

collected by SM j (j � 1, . . . , N)
S � (S1, . . . , ST) Sum of users’ time-series consumptions to be published, where St � 

N
j�1 x

j
t for t � 1, . . . , T

ε Budget of privacy
S Noisy version of S

k

Number of the first DFT or DWT coefficients conserved in the Fourier perturbation algorithm (FPA), wavelet
perturbation algorithm (WPA), clamping Fourier perturbation algorithm (CFPA), and clamping wavelet

perturbation algorithm (CWPA)
Δ1 L1-sensitivity
Δ2 L2-sensitivity
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Figure 2: Aggregated time-series consumption of 250 homes from December 30th, 2009, to January 5th, 2010, taken from the CER dataset
[39], and its noisy version using the naively applied Laplace mechanism, with ε � 1 per day. (a) Aggregated consumption. (b) Noisy version
using the naive solution.

Inputs: S � (S1, . . . , ST), k, the maximum consumption M of the domain, and the privacy budget ϵ.
(1) Compute the discrete Fourier transform of S: F � DFT(S).
(2) Keep only the first k coefficients of F, denoted by Fk.
(3) Generate the noisy version of Fk, denoted by F

kby adding a Laplace noise L(M
���
Tk

√
/ε) to each coefficient in Fk.

(4) Pad F
k to a T-dimensional vector, denoted by PADT(F

k
) by appending T − k zeroes.

(5) Apply the inverse DFT to PADT(F
k
) to obtain a noisy version of S denoted by S.

ALGORITHM 1: Fourier perbutation algorithm [17].

Inputs: S � (S1, . . . , ST), k, the maximum consumption M of the domain, and the privacy budget: ε
(1) Compute the DWT coefficients of S :W � DWT(S).
(2) Keep only the first k coefficients of W, denoted by Wk.
(3) Generate the noisy version of Wk, denoted by W

k by adding a Laplace noise L(M
���
Tk

√
/ε) to each coefficient in Wk.

(4) Pad W
k to a T-dimensional vector, denoted by PADT( W

k
) by appending T − k zeroes.

(5) Apply the inverse DWT to PADT( W
k
) to obtain a noisy version of S denoted by S.

ALGORITHM 2: Wavelet perbutation algorithm [19].
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introduced in Step 3 is justified and WPA guarantees
ε−differential privacy. □

4. Correctly Estimating the Sensitivity of FPA

In [17], authors show that FPA, as described in Section 3,
guarantees ε−differential privacy. *e authors estimated the
sensitivity of DFT to be M

���
Tk

√
, while it should be MT

��
2k

√
,

with T being the size of the time-series and M being the
maximum consumption in the domain. *us, for a given
privacy budget ε, the utility of FPA is worse than presented
in [17].

*is section correctly computes the sensitivity of DFT,
which allows to make render FPA ε−differential private.
Before that we recall the definition of DFT.

4.1. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Let S � (S1, . . . , ST)

be a time-series. DFT takes S as input and returns a time-
series of T complex numbers F � (F1, . . . , FT) such that

Fk �
1
��
T

√ 

T

j�1
Sje

− 2πi(j− 1)(k− 1)/T for k � 1, . . . , T, (4)

where i2 � −1. *e inverse of the DFT is computed as
follows:

Sk �
1
��
T

√ 

T

j�1
Fje

− 2πi(j− 1)(k− 1)/T
, for k � 1, . . . , T. (5)

*is version of the DFT is normalized, that is,
‖DFT(S)‖2 � ‖S‖2.

DFTcan be defined in other ways, for instance, the 1/
��
T

√
,

present in both the DFT and the inverse definitions above,
can be replaced by a factor 1 in the DFT and 1/T in the
inverse DFT. In that case, the DFT is not normalized.

In [17, 19, 36], the authors use the latter version of DFT,
which is not normalized. However, the sensitivity computation
relies on the equality ‖DFT(S)‖2 � ‖S‖2, while it should be
‖DFT(S)‖2 �

��
T

√
· ‖S‖2. *us, the correct total privacy budget

is
��
T

√
· ε instead of ε. *is is the first mistake in this approach

and can be resolved by using the normalized DFT.
Another error lies in the fact that the Laplacian mech-

anism is only applied to the real part of the Fourier coef-
ficients, which are complex numbers. *is mistake can be
resolved by applying the Laplace mechanism to both real and
imaginary parts of the Fourier coefficients.

*e following section computes the sensitivity of the
DFT, and thus of FPA, and takes into account those two
errors.

4.2. Sensitivity of the DFT. Let DFTk be the function which
takes a time-series S � (S1, . . . , ST) as input and returns the
first k DFT coefficients of S. *is function can be seen as a
DFTk: RT⟶ R2k, the function which returns the real and
imaginary parts of the first k Fourier coefficients. *is
function is a real-valued function, we can thus use the
Laplace mechanism on it. First, we need to compute the
L1-sensitivity of DFTk.

Lemma 1. Let DFTk be defined as follows:

DFTk
: R

T⟶ R
2

 
k

S⟼DFTk
(S) � a1, b1( , . . . , ak, bk( ( .

(6)

We denote cj � aj + ibj the j-th coefficient of DFT(S),
with i2 � −1 and j � 1, . . . , k. aj and bj respectively repre-
sent the real and imaginary parts of cj.

*e L1-sensitivity of DFTk, ‖DFTk(S)‖1, is M ·
����
2Tk

√

when the DFT is normalized (respectively, MT ·
��
2k

√
when
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Aggregated consumption
Noisy version (WPA), MRE = 18.367%

Figure 3: Aggregated consumption of 250 homes from 30th December 2009 to 5th January 2010 of dataset from CER [39] and its noisy
version using WPA (Algorithm 2), with Haar wavelet, ε � 1 per day and k � 5.
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the DFT is not normalized), with M as the maximum value
in the dataset.

Proof. Let DFTk be defined as in Lemma 1.

DFTk
(S)

�����

�����1
� a1, b1, . . . , ak, bk( 

����
����1

� 
k

j�1
aj, bj 

�����

�����1
≤

�
2

√


k

j�1
aj, bj 

�����

�����2
(Minkowski inequality))

≤
�
2

√


k

j�1
cj





≤
�
2

√
c1, . . . , ck( 

����
����1

≤
�
2

√ �
k

√
c1, . . . , ck( 

����
����2(Minkowski inequality)

≤
��
2k

√
s1, . . . , sT( 

����
����2 asT Fourier coefficients have the sameL2 norm as S .

Then,

Δ1 DFTk
 ≤

��
2k

√
Δ2(S) � M

����
2Tk

√
.

(7)

□

*is result is true when the DFT is normalized (2) as in
our case. In [17, 19, 36], the L2 norm of Fourier coefficients
equals to

��
T

√
times the L2 norm of S (Parvesal’s theorem).

*is result is valid when the normalized DFT (2) is used as in
our case. When the DFT is not normalized, as is the case in
[17, 19, 36], the sensitivity of the first k DFT coefficients
should be Δ1(DFTk) �

��
T

√
× M

����
2Tk

√
� MT

��
2k

√
instead of

(M
���
Tk

√
). *us, using the normalized DFT, the function

then becomes
DFTk

: R
T⟶ R

2
 

k

S⟼ DFT(S) � a1, b1( , . . . , ak, bk( (  + y1,1, y1,2 , . . . , yk,1, yk,2  ,

(8)

which is ε−DP, with yj,ℓ � L(M
����
2Tk

√
/ε), for all

j � 1, . . . , k and ℓ � 1, 2.
For simplicity, in the following, we write

cj + L(M
����
2Tk

√
/ε) instead of (aj, bj) + (L(M����

2Tk
√

/ε),L(M
����
2Tk

√
/ε)), meaning that two independent

Laplace noises L(M
����
2Tk

√
/ε) are added to the real and

imaginary parts of cj.
Algorithm 3 shows the Fourier perturbation algorithm

(FPA) revisited.

4.3. Differences between the Initial, yet Incorrect, FPA, and the
Corrected FPA. For a budget of privacy ε, the differences
between the initial incorrect FPA and the corrected one can
be highlighted as follows:

(1) *e DFTused in the initial incorrect FPA [17] is not
normalized, while it is normalized in the corrected
FPA. *us, a factor

���
2T

√
is missing in the Laplace

noise in Algorithm 1.
(2) In the initial incorrect FPA [17], Laplace noises are

only added to the real part of the DFT coefficients,

while they should be added to the real and imaginary
parts of the DFT coefficients as in the corrected FPA
(Algorithm 3). *us, k imaginary coefficients are not
noised in Algorithm 1.

Figure 4 shows the same aggregated consumption pre-
sented in Example 1 and its noisy version using the corrected
FPA (Algorithm 3) with ε � 1 per day and k � 5. Figure 4
shows that the corrected FPA obtains a large MRE (84%),
making it useless. *e noisy aggregate has negative con-
sumptions and does not contain the peaks present in the
original aggregate.

For the sake of simplicity, in the following sections, we
use FPA to talk about the corrected version.

5. Clamping Transform
Perturbation Algorithm

*e intuition behind our approach, “Clamping transform
perturbation algorithm,” lies in the perturbation error,
caused by the Laplace mechanism, which depends on the
sensitivity of the sum of consumptions. As such, by reducing
the sensitivity, we expect to reduce the perturbation error.

To estimate the sensitivity of consumptions, we split our
database of N users into two almost equal parts: D1 cor-
responding to the consumptions of the first half of users (a
training dataset) and D2 containing the second half of users’
consumptions (a validation dataset). Using D1, we compute
the distribution of users’ consumptions in the frequency
domain. We denote by M � (M1, . . . , Mk) the maximum
magnitude (by ignoring outliers) of the k first coefficients.

For example, using the Irish consumption database [39],
the distribution of the individual consumption of the first
half customers (from 1 to 1818) in the frequency domain is
given in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the maximum magnitudes
(rounded) of the 5 first coefficients are
M � (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5) � (9, 4, 3, 2, 2).
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*e database D2 is used for testing our methodology. Let
X � (X1, . . . , Xn) with Xj � (xi

1, . . . , xi
T) for all j � 1, . . . , n

be the users’ individual consumptions. To publish the sum of
consumptions S � (S1, . . . , ST) � (

n
j�1 x

j
1, . . . , 

n
j�1 x

j

T),
our methodology, which can be applied to either the Fourier
transform or to wavelet transforms, is described as follows:

(1) For all individual consumptions Xj (j � 1, . . . , n),
compute the corresponding magnitude in the

domain of the transform and keep the first k coef-
ficients denoted by Cj � (C

j
1, . . . , C

j

k).
(2) If the modulus of coefficient C

j

ℓ is greater than Mℓ
(1≤ ℓ ≤ k), replace C

j

ℓ with C
j

ℓ · Mℓ/|Cℓ| so that all
coefficients have a modulus smaller than Mℓ and
their phase, if the coefficient is complex, is
unchanged.

(3) Compute the sum of coefficients
C � (

n
j�1 C

j
1, . . . , 

n
j�1 C

j

k).
(4) Add a noise following the distribution of Laplace

L(·), depending on the sensitivity of the transform,
to each coefficient Cℓ(1≤ ℓ ≤ k) of C. *e result is
denoted by C. We note that the Laplace noise is
added to the real and imaginary parts of each co-
efficient when the DFT is used.

(5) Pad the vector C by n − k zeroes and compute the
inverse transform to obtain the noisy version of the
consumption S.

Section 5.1 presents an adaptation of this methodology
using the discrete Fourier transform.

5.1. Clamping Fourier Perturbation Algorithm. *is section
describes the clamping Fourier perturbation algorithm
(CFPA) detailed in Algorithm 4. *is algorithm allows an
aggregator to compute and publish an aggregate guaran-
teeing ε−differential privacy.

CFPA takes as inputs the individual time-series con-
sumptions of n consumers, the maximum magnitudes of
DFT coefficients of individual consumptions M (computed
over database D1), the number k of DFT coefficients to be
considered, and the privacy budget ε, and it returns the noisy
time-series sum of consumptions of n consumers.

Step 1, called clamping, computes the first k DFT co-
efficients of each individual time-series consumption. If the
magnitude of a coefficient F

j

ℓ is greater than the maximum
magnitude Mℓ, then this coefficient is clamped and replaced
by F

j

ℓ · Mℓ/|F
j

ℓ|, in which magnitude is |F
j

ℓ| · Mℓ/|F
j

ℓ| � Mℓ.
*us, for all individual consumptions Xj, the maximum
magnitude of the k first DFTcoefficients Fj � (F

j
1, . . . , F

j

k) is
M � (M1, . . . , Mk), i.e., the final values of the coefficients
have the same phase as the initial values, but their magni-
tudes are bounded by (M1, . . . , Mk).

After computing the first k DFT coefficients
Fj � (F

j
1, . . . , F

j

k) of each individual time-series consump-
tion of consumers (j � 1, . . . , n), Step 2 consists in com-
puting the sum (F1, . . . , Fk) � (

n
j�1 F

j
1, . . . , 

n
j�1 F

j

k) of

Inputs: S � (S1, . . . , ST), k, the maximum consumption M of the domain, and the privacy budget ε.
(1) Compute the normalized DFT coefficients of S :F � DFT(S).
(2) Keep only the first k coefficients of F, denoted by Fk.
(3) Generate the noisy version of Fk, denoted by F

k by adding a Laplace noise L(M
����
2Tk

√
/ε) to each coefficient in Fk.

(4) Pad F
k to a T-dimensional vector, denoted by PADT(F

k
) by appending T − k zeroes.

(5) Apply the inverse DFT to PADT(F
k
) to obtain a noisy version of S denoted by S.

ALGORITHM 3: Fourier perturbation algorithm (FPA) revisited.
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Figure 4: Aggregated consumption of 250 homes from 30th
December 2009 to 5th January 2010 of dataset from CER [39] and
its noisy version using the corrected FPA (Algorithm 3), with ε � 1
per day and k � 5.
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domain using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
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these coefficients using the Laplacian mechanism. *e result
is denoted by F

k
� (F1, . . . , Fk).

Finally, the noisy sum of consumptions is equal to the
inverse of the noisy DFT coefficients padded with T − k

zeros.

Theorem 3. Algorithm CFPA is ε-differentially private.

Proof. To prove that Algorithm 4 is ε-differentially private,
we need to prove that the sensitivity of the sum of DFT
coefficients of users’ individual consumptions F1 (resp.
F2, . . . , Fk) is

�
2

√
· M1 (resp.

�
2

√
· M2, . . . ,

�
2

√
· Mk). *is is

done in Lemma 2.
*en, as a Laplacian noise L(Mℓ

�
2

√
/ε/k) is added to

each component Fℓ (ℓ � 1, . . . , k), the resulting F1 (resp.
F2, . . . , Fk) is ε/k-differentially private. Finally, the com-
position theorem [14] guarantees that any computation on
the k components of (F1, . . . , Fk) is ε-differentially private;
thus, the inverse DFT of those coefficients is ε-DP. □

Lemma 2. Let Fj � (DFT(Xj)1, . . . ,DFT(Xj)k) �

(F
j
1, . . . , F

j

k) be the first k DFT coefficients of the individual
consumption of consumer j (j � 1, . . . , n), obtained after the
clamping mechanism. 1e sensitivity of the sum of each DFT
coefficient F

j

ℓ (ℓ � 1, . . . , k) of n consumers’ individual con-
sumptions is Mℓ ·

�
2

√
.

Proof. Let Fj � (DFT(Xj)1, . . . ,DFT(Xj)k) � (F
j
1, . . . ,F

j

k).
After the clamping, the magnitude of each DFTcoefficient F

j

ℓ
is smaller than Mℓ for ℓ � 1, . . . ,k, and the sensitivity of the
function fℓ: D

n⟶C≡R2 defined by fℓ: (X1, . . . ,Xn)⟼


n
j�1 F

j

ℓ ≡ (
n
j�1 a

j

ℓ ,
n
j�1 b

j

ℓ), with F
j

ℓ � a
j

ℓ + ib
j

ℓ being equal to

Δ1 fℓ(  � max
a

j

ℓ


, b

j

ℓ






n

j�1
a

j

ℓ , 
n

j�1
b

j

ℓ
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − 

n

j�2
a

j

ℓ , 
n

j�2
b

j

ℓ
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

����������

����������1

� max a
1
ℓ , b

1
ℓ 

�����

�����1

≤max
�
2

√
a
1
ℓ , b

1
ℓ 

�����

�����2
(Minkowski inequality)

� max
�
2

√
�����������

a
1
ℓ 

2
+ b

1
ℓ 

2


� max
�
2

√
F
1
ℓ




� Mℓ
�
2

√
.

(9)

□

*us, Lemma 2 proves *eorem 3, and algorithm CFPA
guarantees ε-differential privacy.

For example, Figure 6 shows the same aggregated con-
sumption presented in Example 1 and its noisy version using
CFPA (Algorithm 4) with ε � 1 per day and k � 5. Figure 6
shows that CFPA obtains a good utility with an MRE equal to
9.7%. *is good utility of CFPA can be explained by the fact
that Laplace noise added in CFPA depends on the amplitude
of each coefficient, while in FPA, the same noise L(M ·����
2Tk

√
/ε) is added to every DFT coefficients, where M is the

maximum consumption in the dataset.

5.2. Clamping Wavelet Perturbation Algorithm. *e
clamping wavelet perturbation algorithm (CWPA), as pre-
sented in Algorithm 5, is obtained by replacing DFT with
DWT in Algorithm 4. *e computation of DWT is based on
multiresolution analysis which determines the number of

Inputs:
(i) Consumptions: X � (X1, . . . , Xn) with Xi � (xi

1, . . . , xi
T) for all i � 1, . . . , n

(ii) k

(iii) *e maximum magnitudes of k first DFT coefficients: M � (M1, . . . , Mk) ∈ Rk
+

(iv) Privacy budget: ε
(1) Clamping: for each individual time-series consumption Xj,
(i) compute the k first DFT coefficients of Xj: Fj � (DFT(Xj)1, . . . ,DFT(Xj)k) � (F

j
1, . . . , F

j

k)

(ii) if |F
j

ℓ|>Mℓ, then replace F
j

ℓ with F
j

ℓ · Mℓ/|F
j

ℓ| for all ℓ � 1, . . . , k

(2) Laplacian mechanism: compute the sum of noisy consumptions of each DWTcoefficient: Fℓ � 
n
j�1 F

j

ℓ + L(Mℓ
�
2

√
/ε/k) for all

ℓ � 1, . . . , k. We denote F
k

� (F1, . . . , Fk). We note that the noise is added to the real and imaginary parts of the sum of
coefficients.

(3) Pad F
k with T − k zeros; the result is denoted by PADT(F

k
)

(4) Compute the inverse DFT of PADT(F
k
) to get the noisy sum of consumptions denoted by S � (S1, . . . , ST) of the initial sum

S � (
n
j�1 x

j
1, . . . , 

n
j�1 x

j

T).

ALGORITHM 4: Clamping Fourier perturbation algorithm (CFPA).
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approximation coefficients (scaling functions) and detail
coefficients (wavelet functions) [40]. DWT takes as input a
time-series of length a power of 2. If the input’s length is not
a power of 2, we can pad it with zeroes [41].

Algorithm 5 takes as inputs the maximummagnitudes of
the first k DWT coefficients which are obtained in the
training process on D1, by computing the distribution of
DWT coefficients of individual consumptions.

We note that there are multiple DWTs, such as Haar,
Daubechies, Symlets, and Coiflets. In this paper, we use Haar
and Daubechies wavelets as shown in Section 6, because they
give a low reconstruction error, as will be discussed in
Section 6.1.

Theorem 4. 1e clamping wavelet perturbation algorithm
(CWPA), Algorithm 5, is ε-differentially private.

Proof. *e proof is similar to the one for *eorem 3. We
need to prove that the sensitivity of the sum of DWT co-
efficients of users’ individual consumptions W1 (resp.
W2, . . . , Wk) is M1 (resp. M2, . . . , Mk). *is is done in
Lemma 3.

*en, as a Laplacian noise L(Mℓ/ε/k) is added to each
component Wℓ (ℓ � 1, . . . , k), the resulting W1 (resp.
W2, . . . , Wk) is ϵ/k-differentially private. Finally, the com-
position theorem [14] guarantees that any computation on
the k components ( W1, . . . , Wk) is ϵ-differentially private;
thus, the inverse DWT of those coefficients is ϵ-DP. □

Lemma 3. Let Wj � (DWT(Xj)1, . . . ,DWT(Xj)k) �

(W
j
1, . . . , W

j

k) be the first k DWTcoefficients of the individual
consumption of consumer j (j � 1, . . . , n), obtained after the
clamping mechanism. 1e sensitivity of the sum of each DWT
coefficient W

j

ℓ (ℓ � 1, . . . , k) of n consumers’ individual
consumptions is Mℓ.

Proof. Let Wj � (DWT(Xj)1, . . . ,DWT(Xj)k) � (W
j
1, . . . ,

W
j

k). After the clamping, the magnitude of each DWT

coefficient W
j

ℓ is smaller than Mℓ for ℓ � 1, . . . , k, and the
sensitivity of the function wℓ: D

n⟶ R defined by
wℓ: (X1, . . . , Xn)⟼ 

n
j�1 W

j

ℓ is equal to

Δ1 wℓ(  � max
W

j

ℓ






n

j�1
W

j

ℓ − 
n

j�2
W

j

ℓ





� max W
1
ℓ




� Mℓ.

(10)

□

For example, Figure 7 shows the same aggregated
consumption presented in Example 1 and its noisy version
using CWPA (Algorithm 5) with Haar wavelet, ε � 1 per day
and k � 5. However, Figure 3 shows that the MRE of CWPA
is still higher than 10%. We explain this result in Section 6.

6. Experimental Results

*is section compares FPA, CFPA, WPA, and CWPA and
explains through experimentations whyCFPA achieves a better
utility than other publication techniques. After presenting the
raw results, we explain them by decomposing themean relative
error into a perturbation error, caused by the clamping
mechanism and the Laplace mechanism, and a reconstruction
error, due to ignoring T − k coefficients of the transform. *e
analysis of the error is thus conducted in the next two Sub-
sections 6.1 and 6.2. Section 6.1 analyzes the reconstruction
error, while Section 6.2 analyzes the perturbation one.

Conditions: the experiments rely on data originating
from the Irish Commission for Energy Regulation
(CER) [39]. *is dataset contains real time-series
consumptions. *e achieved results are valid for this
very specific case, for Irish consumptions with an Irish
weather being never too hot or too cold. *e results
show that the approach is good, but will probably have
to be adapted for other datasets, i.e., by computing the
maximum magnitudes of the k first coefficients of the
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Figure 6: Aggregated consumption of 250 homes from 30th December 2009 to 5th January 2010 of dataset from CER [39] and its noisy
version using CFPA (Algorithm 4), with ε � 1 per day and k � 5.
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considered transform over a subpart of the dataset.
Consumption data from the CER were collected every
30 minutes from 2009 to 2010 with the participation of
more than 5, 000 Irish homes and businesses. *is
experiment only considers homes. We divided the
database in two parts:D1, corresponding to the first half
of consumers (1 to 1818), and D2, corresponding to the
second half (1819 to 3639). D1 is used to calibrate the
algorithms by computing the maximum magnitudes
M � (M1, . . . , Mk) of the first k coefficients in the
frequency domain, and D2 is used to test the publi-
cation techniques FPA, CFPA, WPA, and CWPA.
Notations: we note N as the number of homes or smart
meters considered in the district to compute the time-
series of the sum of consumptions. For each day (48 time
slots), we compute the sum of consumptions of 50
different districts of N random homes, and we execute
FPA, WPA, CFPA, and CWPA with privacy budget
ε ∈ 1; 3{ } for each day and k ∈ 5; 8; 12{ }. *e discrete
wavelet transforms used here are Haar transform (which

represents the same wavelet as Daubechies with order 1,
noted db1), Daubechies with order 2, and Daubechies
with order 3, respectively, noted db2 and db3.
Raw results and analysis: Figures 8 and 9 show the
distribution of the mean relative estimation error
(MRE) according to the number of homes in the district
(N from 50 to 450) and k from 5 to 12 for the budget of
privacy ε � 1 and ε � 3, respectively. *e boxes extend
from the lower to upper quartile values of the MRE,
with a line at the median and a triangle representing the
mean. *e whiskers extend from the box to show the
range of the MRE. In order to make consumption
forecasts, an MRE lower than 10% is required in
practice by experts in the energy sector. In this section,
an MRE of less than 10% is therefore considered useful.

In Figures 8 and 9, the first column corresponds to the
comparison between the FPA and the CFPA. *e other
columns correspond to the comparison between the WPA
and the CWPA using Haar wavelet with 2 approximation
coefficients, Daubechies 2 (db2) with 5 approximation co-
efficients, and Daubechies 3 (db3) with 10 approximation
coefficients, respectively.

Figures 8 and 9 show that CFPA has a better utility than
FPA. For example, for ε � 1 (Figure 8), when k � 5 and the
number of homes N � 350, the MRE of CFPA is 12%, while
the MRE of FPA is 75%. In that configuration, the MRE of
CFPA is 6.25 times lower than that of FPA. Similarly, the
CWPA obtains a better utility than the WPA. For example,
for k � 5 and the number of homes N � 350, the MRE of
CWPA using Haar wavelet is 15%, while the MRE of the
WPA is 30%. In that configuration, the MRE of CWPA is 2
times lower than that of WPA.

Generally, the larger the size of the district N, the smaller
the MRE is. Similarly, the larger the budget of privacy ε, the
smaller the MRE is; Figure 9 (ε � 3) shows a better utility
than Figure 8 (ε � 1). However, Figures 8 and 9 show that
WPA and CWPA using db3 are not useful for k � 5 because,
as shown in Section 6.1, the reconstruction error is high
(between 70% and 80%).

Figures 8 and 9 show that for larger k, the MRE of WPA
and CWPA using db3 is smaller. Moreover, in Figure 9, for

Inputs:
(i) Consumptions: X � (X1, . . . , Xn) with Xj � (x

j
1, . . . , x

j

T) for all j � 1, . . . , n

(ii) k

(iii) *e maximum magnitudes of k first DWT coefficients: M � (M1, . . . , Mk) ∈ Rk
+

(iv) Privacy budget: ε
(1) Clamping: for each individual time-series consumption Xj,
(i) compute the first k DWT coefficients of Xj: Wj � (DWT(Xj)1, . . . ,DWT(Xj)k) � (W

j
1, . . . , W

j

k)

(ii) if |W
j

ℓ|>Mℓ, then replace W
j

ℓ with W
j

ℓ · Mℓ/|Wi
j| for ℓ � 1, . . . , k

(2) Laplacian Mechanism: compute the sum of noisy consumptions of each DWTcoefficient: Wℓ � 
n
j�1 W

j

ℓ + L(Mℓ/ε/k) for all
ℓ � 1, . . . , k. We denote W

k
� ( W1, . . . , Wk)

(3) Pad W
k with T − k zeroes; the result is denoted by PADT( W

k
)

(4) Compute the inverse DWTof PADT( W
k
) to get the noisy sum of consumptions denoted by S � (S1, . . . , ST) of the initial sum

S � (
n
j�1 x

j
1, . . . , 

n
j�1 x

j

T)

ALGORITHM 5: Clamping wavelet perturbation algorithm (CWPA).
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Figure 7: Aggregated consumption of 250 homes from 30th
December 2009 to 5th January 2010 of dataset from CER [39] and
its noisy version using CWPA (Algorithm 5), with Haar wavelet,
ε � 1 per day and k � 5.
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Figure 8: Mean relative estimation error (MRE) of FPA vs CFPA vs WPA vs CWPA, using DFTand DWTwith Haar, Daubechies 2 (db2),
and Daubechies 3 (db3) wavelets, according to k, and the number of smart meters (N) in the district, with ε � 1.
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Figure 9: Mean relative estimation error (MRE) of FPA vs CWPA vs WPA vs CWPA with Haar, Daubechies 2 (db2), and Daubechies 3
(db3) wavelets, according to k, and the number of smart meters (N) in the district, with ε � 3.
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k � 12 and when the number of homes is higher than 250
and ε � 3, CWPA using db3 has the median of MRE smaller
than 11%.*e CWPA using Haar wavelet obtains the second
best utility, with the median of MRE smaller than 10% when
N is greater than 250, while the CFPA gets the best utility,
with the median of MRE decreasing to 5% when N � 550
and k � 8.

However, the utility of FPA and WPA decreases when k

increases. *is is caused by the perturbation error; indeed,
the greater the k, the greater the Laplacian noise added to
each coefficient is. *is noise is attenuated by the clamping
as shown by the CFPA. Indeed, when k goes from 5 to 8, the
reconstruction error decreases and the clamping also de-
creases the perturbation error leading to the total error
reduction. However, when k goes from 8 to 12, although the
reconstruction error decreases, clamping does not reduce
the perturbation error sufficiently. *is explains why the
MRE of CFPA is a little bigger when k � 12 compared to
k � 8.

In Figures 8 and 9, we notice that the median of MRE of
WPA and CWPA converge to a threshold and never goes
below it. For example, for ε � 3 and k � 5, the median of
MRE of WPA and CWPA using db2 converges to 23%. *is
is caused by the reconstruction error.

6.1. Reconstruction Error. *e reconstruction error is due to
considering only the k first transform coefficients, thus
removing the precision brought by coefficients
(k + 1, k + 2, . . .). To measure this error, a first solution
consists in computing the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the coefficients as a first assessment of the impact
of the transform coefficients and, then, to get confirmation
through some experimental reconstruction error measure-
ments. Intuitively, if the CDF of some coefficients k is close
to 1, it means that the coefficients after k (k + 1, k + 2, . . .)
have less impact on the reconstruction, and thus, when set to
zero, lead to a smaller reconstruction error.

*e CDF is computed for a district of 50 homes of several
transformations: discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) usingHaar, and Daubechies 2 and
Daubechies 3 wavelets. *e closer to 1 the cumulative
distribution function at k is, the smaller the reconstruction
error is. Figure 10 compares the cumulative distribution
function of DFTandDWTwith different wavelet transforms.
*is figure shows that DFT has a higher cumulative dis-
tribution than DWT for the considered range value of k

(k≤ 10).
In order to analyze this error more precisely, we define

formally the reconstruction error below, and we then
compute it experimentally.

Definition 4 (reconstruction error). Let S � (S1, S2, . . . , ST)

be a sum of time-series consumptions and
C � (C1, C2, . . . , CT) be the coefficients in the frequency
domain of this time-series. We denote
PADT(Ck) � (C1, . . . , Ck, 0, . . . , 0) as the first k coefficients
padded with zeros and S � (S1,

S2, . . . , ST) as the inverse of
PADT(Ck) (in the time domain). *e reconstruction error

(RE) of PADT(Ck) is equal to the mean relative estimation
error between S and S given by (we add 1 to the denominator
in order to avoid the division by zero)

RE PADT
C

k
   �

1
T

· 
T

j�1

Sj − Sj





Sj + 1
. (11)

Figure 11 shows the reconstruction error for DFT and
DWT with different wavelet transforms for a district of 50
and 450 homes. *is figure shows that the DFT obtains the
smallest relative error (lower than 10% when k is greater
than 5) followed by Haar and Daubechies. We note that the
reconstruction error of Daubechies 2 is higher than 23%
when k � 5, which leads to a total error higher than 23% and
justifies the relative error obtained in Figures 8 and 9.

Moreover, when k � 5, the reconstruction error of Dau-
bechies 3 is higher than 70%, which justifies why its total error
is higher than 70% when k � 5, according to Figures 8 and 9.

According to the database from the Irish Commission
for Energy Regulation (CER) [39], the discrete Fourier
transform gets the smaller reconstruction error, followed
respectively by Haar (which is the same as Daubechies 1) and
Daubechies 2 and Daubechies 3 wavelets.

6.2. Perturbation Error. *e perturbation error is caused by
the Laplace mechanism, applied on the first k transform
coefficients. *e higher the transform coefficients, the lower
the impact of this perturbation in terms of relative error, and
thus the lower the perturbation error.

We note that the amplitude of the Laplace noise in-
troduced by the Laplace mechanism is different for CFPA
and CWPA; it is

�
2

√
times greater for CFPA than for CWPA.

Indeed, for all ℓ � 1, . . . , k, the parameter for the Laplace
noise is L(Mℓ

�
2

√
/ε/k) for CFPA and L(Mℓ/ε/k) for

CWPA. Moreover, in the CFPA, 2k coefficients (the real and
imaginary parts of the k DFT coefficients) are noisy while
only k coefficients are noisy in the CWPA.
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Figure 10: Comparison of cumulative distribution function of
DFT and DWT with Haar, and Daubechies 2 and 3 wavelets for a
district of 50 homes.
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For a district of 50 homes, we compute the distribution
of the magnitude of DFT and DWT with Haar amd Dau-
bechies 2 and 3 wavelets, and we compare their coefficient
distribution median in Figure 12.

Figure 12 shows that the coefficient values vary
according to the values of k and the considered transforms.
For instance, when k is in the interval [7, 10], Daubechies 3
obtains the highest magnitudes of coefficients, followed by
Daubechies 2 and DFT.

In clamping perturbation algorithms (CFPA, CWPA),
the clamping mechanism allows to add a noise proportional
to the modulus of the coefficients of the considered trans-
form (DFT, DWT). *is reduces the impact of noise
compared to perturbation algorithms (FPA, WPA); how-
ever, at the price of a perturbation error induced by the
clamping of the coefficients. Formally, the perturbation error
of clamping perturbation algorithms (CFPA, CWPA) is
defined as follows:

Definition 5. Perturbation error for clamping perturbation
algorithms (CFPA, CWPA).

Let X1, . . . , XN be the individual time-series of energy
consumptions of N homes, with Xi � (xi

1, . . . , xi
T) for

i � 1, . . . , N. *e sum of time-series consumptions is noted
as S � (S1, . . . , ST) � (

N
i�1 xi

1, . . . , 
N
i�1 xi

T). For all
i � 1, . . . N, we note C

i
� (ci

1, . . . , ci
k, ci

k+1, . . . , ci
T) as the

result of the considered transform of the time-series con-
sumption Xi whose first k coefficients (ci

1, . . . , ci
k) have been

clamped. We note M � (M1, . . . , Mk) as the maximum
magnitude of the first k coefficients of the considered
transform. Let C � (

N
i�1 ci

1 + L(δ1/ε/k), . . . ,


N
i�1 ci

k + L(δk/ε/k), 
N
i�1 ci

k+1, . . . , 
N
i�1 ci

T) be the sum of
coefficients of the considered transform by perturbing only
the first k coefficients, with δj � Mj

�
2

√
(respectively

δj � Mj) for CFPA (respectively for CWPA), for
j � 1, . . . , k.

Let S � (S1, . . . , ST) be the inverse transform of C. *e
perturbation error of C equals to the mean relative esti-
mation error (MRE) between S and S, given by(we add 1 to
the denominator in order to avoid the division by zero). For
CWPA, the Laplace noise L(Mj

�
2

√
/ε/k) must be replaced

by L(Mj/ε/k) for j � 1, . . . , k and the DFT by the DWT,

PE(C) �
1
T



T

ℓ�1

Sℓ − Sℓ




Sℓ + 1
. (12)

*e perturbation error depends on the following pa-
rameters, k, Mj, ε, and N for j � 1, . . . , k. k, Mj

(j � 1, . . . , k) and ε are parameters of the Laplace distri-
bution, so they have a direct impact on the amplitude of the
added noise. Let ε and Mj be fixed; the bigger the k, the
smaller the Laplace distribution parameter δk/ε/k is, and
thus, the bigger the noise added on the k first coefficients is.
*is makes the perturbation error more significant. *e
choice of Mj is important to define the clamping threshold
and it directly impacts the perturbation of the Laplace
mechanism.*e greater the Mj, the bigger the Laplace noise
is, and thus, the more the perturbation error is. *e smaller
the Mj (close to zero), the less the Laplace noise is, but the
more the coefficients are clamped, and thus, the more the
perturbation error is. *e number of homes N indirectly
plays a role in the perturbation error; the larger the N, the
more diluted the added noise is. *is leads to decrease the
perturbation error.

Figure 13 (respectively, Figure 14) shows the distribution
of the perturbation error of the clamping perturbation al-
gorithms (CFPA and CWPA) according to k, N, with ε � 1
(respectively, ε � 3).
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Figure 11: Comparison of reconstruction error of DFTandDWTwith Haar amdDaubechies 2 and Daubechies 3 wavelets for a district of 50
and 450 homes. (a) N� 50. (b) N� 450.
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Figure 13: Distribution of perturbation error according to clamping perturbation algorithms CFPA and CWPA, with Haar, Daubechies 2,
and Daubechies 3, and according to k and the number of homes N, for a fixed privacy budget, ε � 1. Note that the scales in (a)–(d) are
different. (a) N� 50. (b)N� 250. (c) N� 450. (d). N� 550.
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Figures 13 and 14 show that the perturbation error of
CFPA is higher than that of CWPA. *is result is explained
by

(1) *e number of coefficients to be noised in CFPA is
twice as many as the number of coefficients to be
noised in CWPA. Indeed, in CFPA, the DFT coef-
ficients are complex numbers, so both real and
imaginary parts must be noised.

(2) *e absolute value of the noise added in the CFPA is�
2

√
times greater than that in the CWPA.

In addition, the greater the N, the more the added noise
is diluted in the aggregate, causing the perturbation error to
decrease. E.g., for ε � 1 (Figure 13), when k � 5, the median
of the perturbation error of CFPA (respectively, CWPA with

Haar) goes from 70% to 7% (respectively from 32% to 4%)
when N goes from 50 to 550. Likewise, for ε � 3 (Figure 14),
when k � 5, the median of perturbation error of CFPA
(respectively, CWPA with Haar) goes from 25% to 2.7%
(respectively from 11% to 2.1%) when N goes from 50 to
550. We notice that, the greater the N, the smaller the
difference of the perturbation error between CFPA and
CWPA is. *is result is also true when ε increases. *is can
be explained by the decrease of the noise introduced on the
coefficients of the transforms.

Figures 13 and 14 show that the perturbation error
increases when k increases. *e larger the k, the smaller the
budget ε/k allocated to each coefficient is. *is leads to a
noise increase on each coefficient and thus on the pertur-
bation error.
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Figure 14: Distribution of perturbation error according to clamping perturbation algorithms CFPA and CWPA, with Haar, Daubechies 2,
and Daubechies 3, and according to k and the number of homes N, for a fixed privacy budget, ε � 3. Note that the scales in 14(a)–14(d) are
different. (a) N� 50 (b) N� 250. (c) N� 450. (d). N� 550.
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6.3. Summary of the Experimental Results. *e combination
of the reconstruction error (Figure 11) and the perturbation
error (Figures 13 and 14) enables to determine which
transform is appropriate according to the number of homes
N and the budget of privacy ε, for getting a total error as
small as possible.

Lemma 4. 1e mean relative error (MRE) of CFPA (re-
spectively, CWPA) is lower than or equal to the sum of the
reconstruction error and the perturbation error of CFPA
(respectively, CWPA).

Proof. *e proof of the above lemma deferred to the
appendix. □

Section 6.1 shows that the reconstruction error of DFT is
lower than that of the considered DWT. For example, when
N � 450 and k � 5, the median of the reconstruction error is
6% for DFT, while it is 13% for the Haar and Daubechies 2
transforms.

However, Section 6.2 shows that algorithms based on
DFT (e.g., CFPA) have a higher perturbation error than
those based on DWT (e.g., CWPA).

According to Lemma 4, the total error (MRE) is less than
or equal to the sum of reconstruction error and perturbation
error. *us, if the reconstruction error or perturbation error
is greater than 10%, there is a high probability that the final
error will not be less than this threshold.

As the reconstruction error of the DWT is greater than
9%, there is a high probability that the final error of CWPA
will not be less than this threshold, even if the Laplace noise
decreases, i.e., when the number of homes N or the privacy
budget ε increases. However, as the reconstruction error of
the DFT is small (the median is between 2% and 3% when
k � 7, 8, 9), then the total error of the CFPA may be lower
than that of the CWPA when the impact of Laplace noise
decreases. For example, the median of the perturbation error
of CFPA is between 3% and 5% when k � 7, 8, 9, N � 550,
and ε � 3. *is analysis explains why, for ε � 1, the CWPA
obtains a better utility than the CFPA when the number of
homes N is less than 250. For example, when N � 50 and
k � 5, the median of the perturbation error (respectively, the

reconstruction error) of CFPA is 70% (respectively, 10%)
against 32% (respectively, 18%) for CWPA using Haar.*us,
the median of MRE of CFPA is between 70% and 80%
against 32% and 50% for CWPA.

When N is higher than 250, CFPA gets a better utility
than CWPA. For example, when N � 450 and k � 5, the
median of the perturbation error (respectively, the recon-
struction error) of CFPA is 8.5% (respectively, 6.5%) against
4.5% (respectively, 16%) for CWPA using Haar. *us, the
median of MRE of CFPA is between 8.5% and 15% against
16% and 20.5% for CWPA.

In this use case, by comparing the different techniques
for publishing time-series consumption, it appears that
clamping perturbation algorithms (CFPA, CWPA) get a
better utility than unbounded algorithms (FPA, WPA),
which shows that the clamping mechanism reduces the total
error. Furthermore, when the number of homes is greater
than 250, CFPA obtains the best utility, with a mean relative
error of less than 10% when ε � 3. When the budget of
privacy ϵ � 1, the mean relative error of CFPA is less than
10% for N � 450 homes.

*e CWPA gets the best utility when the number of
homes N is smaller than 150 and the budget of privacy ε is 1.
*is is justified by its low perturbation error.

Table 3 summarizes the publishing algorithm with the
smallest MRE according to the budget of privacy ε and the
number of homes in the district (N). Based on the dataset
from the Irish Commission for Energy Regulation (CER)
[39], Table 3 shows that the clamping Fourier perturbation
algorithm (CFPA) achieves a lower MRE than the clamping
wavelet perturbation algorithm (CWPA) for N> 150.
Hence, CFPA gets a better utility than CWPA for N> 150.

7. Conclusion

*e large deployment of smart meters provides users and
suppliers with the capacity to optimize the energy con-
sumption through forecasting and demand-response ser-
vices. *is paper proposes an original and efficient approach
to mitigate privacy leakages of users’ consumptions. *is
approach uses differential privacy and time-series trans-
formations for supporting high privacy guarantees and
utility.*e clamping Fourier perturbation algorithm (CFPA)

Table 3: Publishing algorithm with the smallest MRE according to the budget of privacy ε and the number of homes in the district (N).

Number of homes (N) Budget of privacy, ε Best algorithm Coefficients, k Median of MRE (%)

50 1 CWPA-Haar, db2 5 35
3 CWPA-Haar 21

150 1 CWPA-Haar 5 19
3 CFPA 11

250 1 CFPA 5 16
3 8

350 1 CFPA 5 12
3 8 7

450 1 CFPA 5 10
3 8 6

550 1 CFPA 5 9
3 8 5
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we propose achieves an error 6 times lower than the Fourier
perturbation algorithm (FPA). Similarly, the clamping wavelet
perturbation algorithm (CWPA) achieves an error 2 times
lower than the wavelet perturbation algorithm (WPA).*anks
to our algorithm, the publication of aggregate time-series
consumptions is now possible while guaranteeing that the
aggregate does not reveal any individual consumptions and
while achieving better utility than existing algorithms. *ese
privacy-preserving aggregate time-series consumptions can
then be used as a building block, enabling services such as
forecasting and demand-response, which are suitable for im-
proving the efficiency and reliability of the electric grid.

In the future, we plan to investigate how to decentralize our
clamping transform perturbation algorithm in order to resist to
malicious aggregators. We plan to examine how to combine
secure multiparty computation (SMC) with differential privacy
(DP). SMC enables parties to compute a joint function without
learning any individual inputs. SMC combined with DP could
allow homes to compute and publish their aggregated con-
sumptions without relying on an aggregator. However, SMC
incurs a communication cost, which might have an impact on
the running time performance.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 4

Lemma Appendix (Lemma 4). 1e mean relative error
(MRE) of CFPA (respectively, CWPA) is lower than or equal
to the sum of the reconstruction error and the perturbation
error of CFPA (respectively, CWPA).

Proof. Let S � (S1, . . . , ST) be the aggregate consumption to
be published by using CFPA or CWPA. Let C � (c1, . . . , cT)

be the coefficients of the considered transform of S. For
simplicity, we consider that we use the CFPA5; we have
S � IDFT(c1, . . . , cT), where IDFTmeans the inverse of the
DFT transform. We note cj as the clamped coefficient of cj

for j � 1, . . . , k. Let S � IDFT(c1 + L(M1
�
2

√
/ε/k), . . . , ck +

L(Mk

�
2

√
/ε/k), 0, . . . , 0) be the result of the aggregate

consumption, where M � (M1, . . . , Mk) is the maximum
magnitude of the first k DFTcoefficients. Let dj � cj − cj for
j � 1, . . . , k:

S � IDFT c1 + L
M1

�
2

√

ε/k
 , . . . , ck + L

Mk

�
2

√

ε/k
 , 0, . . . , 0 

� IDFT d1 + c1 + L
M1

�
2

√

ε/k
 , . . . , dk + ck + L

Mk

�
2

√

ε/k
 , 0, . . . , 0 

� IDFT c1, . . . , cT(  + IDFT d1 + L
M1

�
2

√

ε/k
 , . . . , dk + L

Mk

�
2

√

ε/k
 , 0, . . . , 0 

− IDFT 0, . . . , 0, ck+1, . . . , cT( .

(A.1)

Let S � (s1, . . . ,sT) � IDFT(c1, . . . , ck, 0, . . . , 0)− IDFT
(c1, . . . , cT) � −IDFT(0, . . . , 0, ck+1, . . . , cT) corresponding
to the difference between the aggregate consumption where
the last T − k DFT coefficients are replaced by zeros and the
initial aggregate consumption (corresponding to the re-
construction error). Let S � (s1, . . . , sT) � IDFT(c1 + L
(M1

�
2

√
/ε/k), . . . , ck + L (Mk

�
2

√
/ε/k), ck+1, . . . , cT)− IDFT

(c1, . . . , cT) � IDFT(d1+ L((M1
�
2

√
/ε/k)), . . . , dk + L

(Mk

�
2

√
/ε/k), 0, . . . , 0) corresponding to the difference

between the aggregate consumption where the first k DFT
coefficients are clamped and noisy and the initial aggregate
consumption (corresponding to the perturbation error).
*en, we obtain S � S + S + S. Let A � (a1, . . . , an) and B �

(b1, . . . , bn) be two vectors of the same size; we note
A/B � (a1/b1, . . . , an/bn). Let S + 1 � (s1 + 1, . . . , sT + 1),
S − S/S + 1 � S/S + 1 + S/S + 1. *en,

S − S

S + 1

��������

��������1
�

S

S + 1
+

S

S + 1

��������

��������1

≤
S

S + 1

��������

��������1
+

S

S + 1

��������

��������1
.

(A.2)

*us, the MRE of CFPA (respectively, CWPA) is lower
than or equal to the sum of the reconstruction error and the
perturbation error of CFPA (respectively, CWPA). □
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Smart cities require new access control models for Internet of (ings (IoT) devices that preserve user privacy while guaranteeing
scalability and efficiency. Researchers believe that anonymous access can protect the private information even if the private
information is not stored in authorization organization. Many attribute-based access control (ABAC) models that support
anonymous access expose the attributes of the subject to the authorization organization during the authorization process, which
allows the authorization organization to obtain the attributes of the subject and infer the identity of the subject. (e ABAC with
anonymous access proposed in this paper called ABSAC strengthens the identity-less of ABAC by combining homomorphic
attribute-based signatures (HABSs) which does not send the subject attributes to the authorization organization, reducing the risk
of subject identity re-identification. It is a secure anonymous access framework. Tests show that the performance of ABSAC
implementation is similar to ABAC’s performance.

1. Introduction

Smart cities will involve millions of autonomous smart
objects around us, monitoring, collecting, and sharing data
without us many times being aware of it [1]. Such pervasive
and autonomous behavior can be seen as a peril without
proper security and focus on user privacy preferences. In-
deed, stakeholders should provide citizens with the tools to
ensure their privacy and safely participate in IoTservices [2].

Attribute-based access control (ABAC) could address
the issues of the fine-granularity of resource protection and
the user scalability of network systems, and it can provide
appropriate strategies for the access control in the open
network environment in the future [3]. With the fine-
grained access to data, ABAC can guarantee the security of
private information in the validation process of zero trust.
ABAC model is considered to be identity-less in its infancy.
It is the most important privacy protection-related feature of
ABAC. In open computing environments, there is an urgent
need for privacy protection and anonymous authorization.
In many scenarios, researchers have proposed access control

models that support anonymous authorization [4], such as
cloud computing [5, 6], wireless body area networks [7],
payment [8], and smart grid [9]. (e methods mainly use
attributes to encrypt objects to support anonymous au-
thorization in the access control model.

Ahuja and Mohanty [10] proposed a scalable attribute-
based encryption (ABE) scheme in cloud environment. (e
scheme generates a hierarchical attribute private key for
users through hierarchical authority and hierarchical ci-
phertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) algo-
rithm.(e scheme supports flexible authorization, authority
delegation, and authority sharing through hierarchical
structure and private key of the hierarchical attribute. Yuen
et al. [11] proposed an anonymous ABACmodel based on an
anonymous certificate to support k-times anonymous au-
thorization for cloud services. When the subject is au-
thenticated, its private key is randomly generated and
delivered from the attribute publishing agency. When the
subject accesses the service, it needs to obtain the certificate
generated by the public key of the trusted institution, the
private key of the user, and the number of times of access and
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prove that he has the property satisfying a certain policy
through its own attribute private key. If the number of
accesses in the certificate is less than the maximum number
of accesses, the subject can access the service. Given the
serious harm of privacy disclosure in the personal health
records (PHR) system, Pussewalage and Oleshchuk [12]
proposed an anonymous ABAC scheme based on ABE and
proxy re-encryption to protect privacy. (e scheme assumes
that all subjects have public key infrastructure (PKI) cer-
tificates. Subjects obtain attribute private key from attribute
authorities (AAs) (including PHR owner). Proxy re-en-
cryption reduces the computing cost of the PHR owner. If
the subject has attributes that meet the access policy of PHR,
it can access the PHR through his own attribute private key.

(e above method supports anonymous access by using
a certificate instead of a subject identity or ABE. (ere are
some defects in these methods. In some schemes, the cer-
tificate of the subject is unique, so the subject’s access may be
linked to its certificate. (e attacker can re-identify the
identity of the subject through the access linked to the
subject. Once the re-identification is successful, it will cause
unexpected privacy disclosure [13]. (e encryption of ob-
jects based on attributes limits the types of objects. It is
friendly to access control of objects that can be moved from
server to client, such as files. It is unfriendly to access control
of objects that cannot be moved to client, such as web
services, which needs additional mechanisms to provide
access control and increases the complexity of its imple-
mentation. And using an ABE-based algorithm to access
objects often needs to download the object or generate
tokens, which increases the load of the network.

In this paper, we propose an ABAC model that supports
anonymous access called ABSAC. By combining homo-
morphic attribute-based signatures (HABSs) [14] and
transferring some functions of ABAC to the attribute au-
thority and audit institution, we strengthen the identity-less
of ABAC, so that its authorization is no longer dependent on
identity. HABS supports encrypted attribute operations, and
the identity of the subject is not included in the signature.
(is makes it the most suitable encryption algorithm to
support anonymous access in ABAC. ABSAC does not use
unique certificates and is friendly for all types of objects. It
inherits the features of fine-grained access control, flexible
policy, and unlimited object type of ABAC. It overcomes the
defect that the ABAC framework does not support anon-
ymous access and provides an audit function that improves
security.

Our contribution:

(1) (is paper proposes an ABAC framework that
supports anonymous access and fine-grained control
of attributes by subjects. ABSAC is a direct extension
of the ABAC framework, which has compatibility
with existing ABAC implementations. It inherits
many advantages of ABAC, such as fine-grained
access control, flexible policy, and unlimited re-
source. ABSAC supports audit function.

(2) ABSAC’s threat model and detailed procedures are
described.

(3) An ABSAC implementation is shown. Tests show
that the performance of ABSAC implementation is
similar to ABAC’s performance.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to
propose an ABAC model supporting anonymous authori-
zation by extending the authorization framework of the
ABAC. Moreover, this model solves the problems of object
type restriction and authorization based on a unique
identifier. (is paper continues Zhang’s work [15].

2. Preliminary

2.1. ABACModel. (e attribute-based access control model
(ABAC) is an emerging access control model that has
attracted much attention from scholars. (e ABAC model
has many excellent features such as fine-grained, flexible,
dynamic, identity-less, and rich policy expression, which
makes it have a wide range of application scenarios, such as
distributed computing [16], Internet of (ings (IoT)
healthcare [17], IoT home devices [18], financial industry
[19], and so on. While there is currently no single agreed-
upon model or standardization of ABAC, there are com-
monly accepted high-level definitions and descriptions of its
function. One such high-level description is presented in the
National Institute of Standards and Technology’s publica-
tion (NIST), a “Guide to Attribute Based Access Control
(ABAC) Definition and Considerations” [20].

Attribute-based access control is an access control
method where subject requests to perform operations on
objects are granted or denied based on assigned attributes of
the subject, assigned attributes of the object, environmental
conditions, and a set of policies that are specified in terms of
those attributes and conditions.

Many researchers use the framework which is proposed
by XACML [21] shown in Figure 1, in which context
handler, Policy Enforce Point (PEP), Policy Decision Point
(PDP), Policy Information Point (PIP), and Policy Attribute
Point (PAP) are internal services of authorization organi-
zation and are managed by an authorization organization.
Context handler performs preliminary verification of access
requests. PEP executes access control decisions. PDP eval-
uates access requests based on acquired attributes and
policies. PIP manages attributes of all subjects, objects, and
environment. PAP manages and maintains a policy library.
In ABAC, when a subject accesses an object, it sends an
access request to an authorized organization. (e process of
evaluating access requests by the ABAC framework is as
follows:

(1) Subject sends an access request to PEP, and PEP
forwards the access request to context handler.

(2) Context handler verifies the correctness of access
request. Context handler sends the access request to
PIP. (e PIP performs attribute retrieval based on
the unique identifier of the subject and object in the
access request and returns the subject attribute set,
object attribute set, and environment attribute set
required for policy evaluation to the context handler.
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(3) (e access request and attribute set are forwarded to
PAP. PAP performs policy matching according to
the attribute sets provided by context handler and
returns an applicable policy set to context handler.

(4) Context handler sends the subject attribute set,
object attribute set, environment attribute set, and
applicable policy set to PDP. PDP evaluates access
request based on the obtained attribute sets and
policy set and returns the access control decision to
context handler.

(5) Context handler sends the access control decision to
PEP. PEP enforces the access control decision.

Although the context handler seems to be just for-
warding messages throughout the access control process, it
improves the compatibility of the framework. (e context
handler converts the format of messages between different
points to make the points compatible. Other researchers use
the ABAC framework [6] as shown in Figure 2, except that
there is no context handler, and the other processes are
consistent with Figure 1.

In the authorization process of ABAC, the subject has
certain anonymity, that is, PDP only makes access control
decisions based on attributes and policy sets. In this process,
the PDP does not need to use the subject identity infor-
mation contained in the access request which is called
identity-less. Identity-less is considered to be the basis for
implementing anonymous access in ABAC.

However, the access request used by the ABAC
framework shown in Figure 1 must contain the unique
identifier of the subject and object. (e basis for retrieving
attributes is the unique identifier of the subject and object
contained in the access request. And PIP is part of the
authorization organization. Obviously, the authorization
organization has the subject’s attributes, the subject’s
identity (subject’s unique identifier), and access records.
Once the authorization organization becomes abnormal or
becomes untrustworthy, the privacy information is leaked,
and the consequences are disastrous.

If the access request submitted by the subject to the
authorization organization is anonymous, the authorization
organization no longer has access records. (e ABSAC
framework proposed in this paper separates PIP subject-
related functions from the authorized institution to a trusted

third party. In this way, the subject could choose the at-
tributes for authorization without revealing his identity. In
addition, the framework also supports auditing, which can
reveal the identity of the subject when necessary and ensure
the security of the system. Extending the ABAC framework
and giving it anonymous access and audit support can
expand ABAC’s scope of application and improve its
practicality [22].

3. HABS Algorithm

HABS is an anonymous certification scheme based on the
attribute-based signatures (ABSs). (e ABS is designed for
the user to sign a message with fine-grained control over
identifying information, and it does not support the
properties required for anonymous certification [23]. HABS
has a clear identification of missing properties to serve
anonymous certification objectives. HABS supports a flex-
ible selective disclosure mechanism at no extra computation
cost [14], which is inherited from the expressiveness of ABS
for defining access policies.

HABS relies on four procedures based on the following
that involves the inspector, subject, issuer, and verifier.

System initialization procedure is shown in Figure 3.(e
procedure derives a global parameter containing the in-
spector’s public key and pairs of public and private keys for
the subject, inspector, and issuer. HABS.Setup and HAB-
S.KeyGen are executed by the trusted third party.

HABS.Setup: it takes as input the security parameter ξ
and outputs the global public parameter params. (is al-
gorithm also derives a pair of public and private keys (pkins,
skins) for the tracing authority referred to as the inspector. In
the following, public parameters params are assumed to
include the public key of the inspector, and all the algorithms
have default input params.

HABS.KeyGen: this algorithm takes as input the global
parameters params and outputs the pair of public and
private keys for subjects and the issuer. (e public and
private keys are noted, respectively, for subjects (pks, sks) and
for the issuer (pkis, skis).

Credential issuing procedure is shown in Figure 4. It
issues a certified credential for the subject based on its at-
tributes.(e HABS.Issue algorithm is executed by the issuer.
(e HABS.Obtain algorithm is executed by the subject.

Subject Access 
request

Access 
request

PEP Enforce access
control decision Object

Access control
decision

PDP
Context
Handler

PAP

PIP

Evaluation 
request

Access control 
decision

Policy match
Policies

Attribute retrieval
Attributes

Authorization organization

Figure 1: ABAC framework with context handler.
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HABS.Issue: the algorithm takes as input the public key
of the subject pks, the set of attributes As⊂A belonging to the
subject s (whereA is referred to as the attribute universe), the
private key of the issuer skis, and the public key of the in-
spector pkins. It outputs a certified credentialC over the set of
attributes As.

HABS.Obtain: the algorithm is up to the user to verify
the correctness of the received the certified credential C over
its attributes. (e algorithm takes as input the signed
commitment C, the private key of the subject sks, the public
key of the issuer pkis, and eventually the public key of the
inspector pkins. It outputs a bool to point out the correctness
of the credential C CC.

(e verifying procedure shown in Figure 5 enables the
verifier to check that a subject is authorized to access an
object with respect to some access policy. As such, the
verifier has first to send a random message to the subject.
Second, the user signs the received message based on his
credential. In a nutshell, the subject signs the received
message based on the subset of his attributes that satisfy the

signature predicate. (e user finally sends his signature to
the verifier who checks the resulting signature. (e
HABS.Show algorithm is executed by the subject. (e
HABS.Verify algorithm is executed by the verifier.

(e HABS.Show algorithm takes as input the random-
ized message m, a signing predicate Υ, the private key of the
subject sks, the credential C, and a subset of its attributes As

′,
such as Υ(As

′) � 1. (is algorithm outputs a signature Σ (or
an error message ⊥).

(e HABS.Verify algorithm takes as input the received
signature Σ, the public key of the issuer pkis, the signing
predicate Υ, and the message m. It outputs a bool.

(e HABS supports the inspection procedure shown in
Figure 6 performed by a separate and trusted entity referred
to as the inspector. It relies on two algorithms, namely,
HABS.trace and HABS.judge, needed to identify the subject
and give a proof of judgment. (ey are executed by the
inspector.

(e HABS.trace algorithm takes as input the secret key
of the inspector skins, the issuer public key pkis, and the

Subject Access 
request

Access 
request

PEP
Enforce access

control decision Object

Access control
decision

PIP PAPPolicy match
Policies

Attribute retrieval
Attributes
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Figure 2: ABAC framework without context handler.
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signature Σ. It outputs the identity S of the subject that has
signed the message m with respect to the predicate Υ. It also
outputs a proof ϖ.

(e HABS.judge algorithm takes as input the public key
of the issuer pkis, the signature Σ, the identity S of the
subject, and the proofϖ. It outputs a bool, where True means
that ϖ is a valid proof which proves that signature originates
from subject (S) Σ.

HABS supports a flexible selective disclosure mechanism
that allows the subject to sign the message m with a subset of
its attributes As

′. (e verifier only obtains As
′ after successful

verification and does not reveal the identity of the subject. In
addition, this scheme ensures the unlinkability between
sessions while maintaining the anonymity of the subject.

(e flexible selective disclosure mechanism of HABS and
the identity-less feature of ABAC have complementary ad-
vantages. It maintains the anonymity of subjects while pro-
viding appropriate attributes for the ABAC authorization
process. At the same time, HABS adds the inspector’s public
key pkins when generating the anonymous attribute certifi-
cate, and when necessary, the inspector audits specific access.
(e HABS algorithm can be well combined with the ABAC
model, giving it anonymous access and auditing capabilities.

4. ABSAC Framework

ABSAC is an access control framework with anonymous
access and audit capabilities. (e authorization agency is not
malicious and curious. It tries to obtain the identity of the
subject by analyzing the information carried in the subject’s
access request. (e ABSAC prevents the authority from
acquiring the identity of the subject.

4.1..eArchitecture of ABSAC. ABSAC shown in Figure 7 is
a direct extension of the ABAC framework, which has
compatibility with existing ABAC implementations. It in-
herits many advantages of ABAC, such as fine-grained ac-
cess control, flexible policy, and unlimited object. (e

functions of PDP, PEP, and PAP in the ABSAC framework
are consistent with the corresponding modules in the
framework shown in Figure 2. (e main functions of other
modules are as follows:

(i) PIP: in order to achieve anonymous access in
ABSAC, the subject attributes are managed by the
attribute authority (AA) and the subject itself. PIP is
only responsible for collecting and managing object
attributes and environmental attributes. And PIP
sends the corresponding attributes to the context
handler according to the attribute requests.

(ii) Context handler: repackages and redirects requests
based on context.

(iii) Key distribution center (KDC): a trusted third party
responsible for generating and distributing keys.

(iv) Attribute authority (AA): in ABSAC, AA is re-
sponsible for collecting and managing all subject
attributes. During the subject authentication pro-
cess, the AA generates an attribute certificate for the
subject based on the attributes owned by the subject.
And AA helps the audit authority to complete the
audit when the audit is needed.

(v) Audit authority (Au): in ABSAC, Au is responsible
for auditing subject access. When the user conducts
illegal operations or under other situations that
require auditing, the context handler sends an audit
request to Au.With the help of AA, Au can track the
signature and reveal the identity of the subject.

KDC, AA, and Au should be trusted third parties. If KDC
and Au are not trusted third parties, then the authorization
organization can directly initiate an audit to obtain the
identity of the subject. If AA is controlled by an authorization
organization, it can identify the subject by issuing attributes
with unique values and creating corresponding policies.

4.2. Workflow of ABSAC. (e ABAC model has four
workflows, which are initialization, registration, anonymous
access, and audit. Before the system starts running, the
initialization workflow is executed:

(i) (i.1) KDC runs HABS.Setup and HABS.KeyGen to
generate public and private key pairs for AA and Au
and distributes secret keys.

After the system is initialized, the system is started.
Registration, anonymous access, and audit are all performed
at runtime. When the subject enters the system for the first
time, it executes the registration workflow:

(i) (r.1) (e subject sends a registration request to AA
and KDC.

(ii) (r.2) (e AA assigns attributes to the subject
according to the registration request and returns the
attribute set. KDC generates a public and private key
pair for the subject and sends it to the subject.

(iii) (r.3)(e subject sends a certificate request to the AA,
and the request contains the subject’s public key.

HAB S.Show Σ

Σ, Υ, m

Subject Issuer HABS.Verifypkis

{True, False}

Verifier

Υ, m

C, A′s

Figure 5: Verifying procedure.
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Figure 6: Inspection procedure.
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(iv) (r.4) After receiving the certificate request, AA is-
sues the certificate for the subject and returns it to
the subject.

(v) (r.5) After receiving the attribute certificate, the
subject verifies whether the attribute certificate is
consistent with its own attribute set and returns the
verification result to the AA.

(e subject can obtain a new certificate by re-registering,
and the old certificate will be revoked.

When the system is running, the subject anonymously
accesses the object:

(i) (ac.1)When the subject accesses the object, it sends
an access request to the context processor. (e
access request contains only the object’s unique
identifier and operation.

(ii) (ac.2) After receiving the access request, the
context handler forwards it to the PIP.

(iii) (ac.3)(e PIP returns the relevant object attributes
and environment attributes to the context handler
according to the unique identifier of the object in
the access request.

(iv) (ac.4) (e context handler forwards the object
attributes, environment attributes, and access re-
quest to PAP.

(v) (ac.5) PAP performs policy matching based on
these attributes. PAP returns the policies set
suitable for these attributes to the context handler.

(vi) (ac.6) Due to the lack of subject attributes in the
access request, policy evaluation cannot be
performed. (e context handler generates the
signature predicate Υ and the random message
m for each policy in the policy set and packages
them into signature requests and send signature
requests to the subject.

(vii) (ac.7) After receiving the signature request, the
subject selects the appropriate subset of attributes
As
′ and runs HABS. Show to sign the random

message m in the signature request and sends the
signature Σ to the context handler.

(viii) (ac.8) After receiving the signature, the context
handler packages the signature with the corre-
sponding policy, object attributes, and environ-
ment attributes into a policy evaluation request
and sends it to the PDP.

(ix) (ac.9) After receiving the policy evaluation re-
quests, the PDP evaluates the policies based on the
attributes in the requests. (en, PDP combines the
evaluation results of these policies to form an
access control (AC) decision and returns it to the
context handler.

(x) (ac.10) (e context handler sends the access
control decision to the subject. If the decision is
denied, the workflow ends. If the decision is
permitted, it is forwarded to PEP and PEP enforces
the access control decision.

When abnormal access of the subject is discovered, the
audit workflow can be started:

(i) (au.1) (e context sends an audit request to Au. (e
audit request contains the signature Σ and access
request.

(ii) (au.2) Au evaluates the audit request. If the audit
decision is denied, the audit decision will be output
directly. If the audit decision is permitted, the HABS.
Trace and HABS. Judge algorithm is executed based
on the information in the audit request to expose the
corresponding subject identity. (en, Au packages
the subject identity and the evidence as to the audit
decision and outputs it.

Obviously, the subject identity is not involved in
ABSAC’s access workflow. (e subject-related informa-
tion obtained by the context handler or PDP in the access
workflow is the signature Σ. (e signature Σ only involves
the predicate Υ, the message m, and a subset of subject
attributes As

′. (us, ABSAC’s access workflow is identity
independent, and ABSAC’s access is anonymous. (e
message m in the signature request is randomly gener-
ated, making it impossible for the authorization orga-
nization to link multiple accesses to one credential. (is
allows ABSAC to overcome the drawback of using unique

(i.1) Keys (r.2) Keys

(ac.2) Audit res.

HABS.Setup
HABS.KeyGen

KDC

HABS.Issue
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(r.1) Sign-up req.
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Figure 7: ABSAC framework; the pink module is provided by a trusted third party; the yellow module is provided by the authorization
organization; the blue module is the subject and object; req. means request; res. means result; eval. means evaluation.
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credentials. (e operations on objects in ABSAC are
performed by PEP, and there is no restriction on the type
of objects. ABSAC’s improvement of ABAC does not
involve the policies, so it inherits many advantages of
ABAC, such as the fine-grained access control and
flexible policy.

5. Analysis

Kaaniche and Laurent [14] proved the correctness, unfor-
geability, anonymity, and the anonymity removal of the
HABS algorithm. (e security feature of ABSAC is the same
as the HABS algorithm. ABSAC has the characteristics of
HABS and ABAC.

(ere are many literatures comparing multiple charac-
teristics of different models, which can help researchers
quickly understand these models. Servos et al. [22] divided
the existing ABAC works into ABAC implementation,
ABAC model, policy, attribute, and other categories and
compared the granularity, flexibility, and dynamic charac-
teristics of these works. Aftab et al. [24] analyzed and
compared ABAC and RBAC. (e evaluation in this article
involves 12 issues such as granularity, flexibility, dynamics,
role explosion, and interpretability. Ouaddah et al. [25]
evaluated multiple models based on six characteristics:
scalability, availability, flexibility, context, real-time, gran-
ularity, and delegation. Qi et al. [26] analyzed the advantages
and disadvantages of RBAC, ABAC, and hybrid models and
proposed objective evaluation methods for model granu-
larity, flexibility, and decision efficiency.

Our analysis involves six characteristics, features of the
model anonymous access, auditing, restricted object type, fine-
grained access control, and policy flexibility. Anonymous
access and auditing involve security issues; restricted object
type, fine-grained access control, and policy flexibility involve
availability. (e characteristics included in the security issue
are related to anonymous access; the characteristics included
in the availability issue are always used to evaluate access
control models.

(e comparison between ABSAC and the existing so-
lution is shown in Table 1.

6. Implementation

To verify the availability of ABSAC and to test the performance
difference between ABSAC andABAC, ABSAC is implemented.
ABAC implementation [27] contains all the modules and steps
in Figure 1. (e ABSAC implementation which contains all the
modules and steps in Figure 7 is transformed from the ABAC
implementation. (e sample attributes and policies used in the
implementation are part of the student homeworkmanagement
system. In this implementation, the attributes owned by the
student include student number, gender, identity, grade, class,
and course.(e object is the homework file. Operations include
read, update, create, and delete. (e functionality and perfor-
mance of the implementation are tested by randomly generating
access requests.

6.1.FunctionalityTesting. When the homeworkmanagement
system is initializing, execute (i.1) to generate the key for the
corresponding module. After the initialization of the system,
the user could register. After execution of (r.1) to (r.5), the
user obtains the corresponding attribute certificate and could
access objects. (e user access to the resource process is (ac.1)
to (ac.10), resulting in between granted or denied. Users only
need to initiate requests; property signatures and other works
are automatically processed by the implementation. As shown
in Figure 8(a), if a student with the student number 090854
wants to view their C++ homework, the user sends an access
request:{object: C++ homework grade 2 class 3.pdf; operation:
read}. After the system receives the user’s access request, it
returns the corresponding signature predicate Υ to the user:
{job occupation� student or teacher, grade� 2, class� 3}. (e
client automatically completes the signature and returns the
results to the authorization authority. (e authorization
authority verifies the signature and gives access control re-
sults. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) are two access requests, and
Figures 8(c) and 8(d) are their corresponding signature
predicate and access control results. ABSAC has achieved the
desired function.

6.2. PerformanceTesting. In the performance test, the factors
affecting ABSAC performance are explored. (e perfor-
mance of the ABAC implementation and the ABSAC
implementation is compared.

Table 2 shows the environment configuration of this
experiment. Table 3 shows the policy configuration of this
experiment. (e attributes are randomly assigned to each
user. (e test was conducted in 10 rounds for each scheme.
Each round of testing consists of system startup, user reg-
istration, and 1000 accesses. Access requests are randomly
generated. Figure 8 shows the time for the ABAC imple-
mentation and the ABSAC implementation to complete 1000
accesses.

In scheme 1, the ABSAC implementation takes an av-
erage of 2.3ms to complete a policy evaluation and the
evaluation time is stable. As shown in Figure 9, the ABAC
implementation and the ABSAC implementation are not
much different in execution efficiency, and ABSAC is
available.

Comparing schemes 1, 2, and 3, they have no significant
difference in execution time which is shown in Figure 10.
(is is because in ABAC implementation, the execution
time of finding attributes based on the identity of the
subject is constant. (e execution time of the HABS in-
creases with the number of attributes, but the impact is very
small.

Comparing schemes 1, 4, and 5, the execution time
increases as the number of policies increases (Figure 11).(e
ABAC implementation needs to traverse the policy library
when searching for a suitable policy. (e execution time of
HABS is not affected by the size of the policy library.

In summary, there is no significant difference between
the execution time of ABSAC implementation and ABAC

Security and Communication Networks 7
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Figure 8: Sample access requests and evaluation of the requests.

Table 2: Environment configuration.

Operating system Windows 7
CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5530 @2.40GHz
Memory 8GB

Table 3: Policy configuration.

Scheme Number of attributes Number of policies
Scheme 1 5 500
Scheme 2 3 500
Scheme 3 7 500
Scheme 4 5 750
Scheme 5 5 1000

Table 1: Solution comparison.

Literature Feature Anonymous
access

Fine-grained
AC

Policy
flexibility Audit Restricted object

type
[11] Attribute certificate, k-times anonymity Y Y N N N
[10] Hierarchical CP-ABE, delegation Y Y N N Y
[12] CP-ABE, proxy re-encryption Y Y N N Y
[4] Attribute certificate Y Y N Y N

[5] Attribute certificate, hierarchical
structure Y N N Y N

[6] CP-ABPRE Y Y N N Y
ABSAC Nonunique identifier Y Y Y Y N
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implementation. From a performance perspective, ABSAC is
available. (e main factor affecting the execution time of
ABSAC is the number of policies.

7. Conclusion

Existing anonymous access solutions have the problems of
subject re-identification and constraints on the types of
objects. (e ABAC with anonymous access proposed in this
paper called ABSAC inherits the features of the ABAC
model, such as fine-grained authorization, policy flexibility,
and unlimited object types. By combining HABS, it
strengthens the identity-less of ABAC, so that the access
does not involve a unique identification, reducing the risk of
subject identity re-identification.

In ABAC, the authorization organization has the subject’s
attributes, subject’s identity (subject’s unique identifier), and
access records. Once the authorization organization becomes
abnormal or becomes untrustworthy, the privacy information
is leaked, and the consequences are disastrous. (e ABSAC
framework proposed in this paper separates PIP subject-re-
lated functions from the authorized institution to a trusted
third party.(e identity of the subject no longer participates in
the process of access, which reduces the pressure on the
privacy protection of authorized organizations. In the future
work, we will build a variety of different IoT application
environments to test the performance of ABSAC in different
environments.
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Today, smart devices and services have become a part of our daily life.*ese devices and services offer a richer user experience with
a much higher quality of services than before. Many of them utilize sensing functions via cloud architecture to perform remote
device controls andmonitoring. Generally, the security of the communication between these devices and the service provider (e.g.,
cloud server) is achieved by using the TLS protocol via PKI standard. In this study, we investigate the risk associating with the use
of public certificate authorities (CAs) in a PKI-based IoT system. An experiment is conducted to demonstrate existing vul-
nerabilities in real IoT devices available in the market. Next, the use of a private CA in the cloud-centric IoT architecture is
proposed to achieve better control over the certificate issuing process and the validity period of the certificate. Lastly, the security
analysis pointing out the strengths and drawbacks of the proposed method is discussed in detail.

1. Introduction

Emerging of the Internet of *ings (IoT) brings a big leap in
technological advancements to today’s information system.
IoT technologies introduce a new way of connecting IoT
devices (so-called “things”) to the Internet. It allows many
devices to form networks for various purposes. By collecting
a large amount of data from these devices, IoTprovides users
with a richer experience and higher quality of services. On
the other hand, these new advancements in technology come
with new challenges regarding security and privacy. In this
paper, the network security aspects of cloud-based IoT
devices are studied and discussed.

Unlike the communication between a web browser and
the webserver, in the cloud-centric IoT architecture, IoT
devices require predetermined server information to suc-
cessfully initiate communication with the cloud server.

During communication with external servers, transport
layer security (TLS) is often used as a primary method for
authenticating and providing confidentiality of data via
encryption and digital signatures. Generally, TLS requires
server certificates issued by public certification authorities
(CAs) during the handshake period. However, there often
are reports about vulnerabilities due to the lack of appro-
priate and consistent verification methods of the certificate
chain [1, 2].

Furthermore, the TLS end-entity certificate has a max-
imum validity period of 398 days, according to Baseline
Requirement version 1.7.3 [3]. With each update of the
Baseline Requirement, the validity period of the TLS cer-
tificate is getting shorter every time, while the cost of cer-
tificate renewal is getting higher. *is poses threats to some
IoT systems in which IoT devices may not be connected to
the network for a long period.
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To achieve TLS security, many manufacturers currently
use public CA to issue certificates for their systems. In this
work, we point out that the use of public CAs, however, may
not be an optimal choice for IoT systems due to the long
lifespan of IoT devices, certificate cost, and inflexible re-
quirement of the issuing process. In contrast, using a
company’s owned private CA may be an attractive way to
tackle these problems in IoT. By using private CA, it allows
the company to flexibly issue certificates for all their servers
and devices with customizable details, such as the validity
period. *is will help to reduce the risk of certificate veri-
fication failure for some long lifespan IoT devices. Fur-
thermore, since the private CA can issue any number of
certificates for the company without additional costs, the use
of private CA also provides scalability to the business. Lastly,
without relying on trusted third parties such as public CAs,
some unnecessary risks regarding external factors can be
removed.

*ere are 2 main contributions in this research. First, we
introduce a risk assessment method to analyze the security
aspects regarding the use of TLS in various scenarios, es-
pecially when the IoT devices are not connected to the
network for a long time. Second, a PKI-based IoT archi-
tecture utilizing a private certificate authority is presented.
*e proposed method is designed to solve the security
problems according to the analyzed results obtained from
the risk assessment process.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives some background information regarding the pinning
process and also some examples of past security incidents.
Sections 3 and 4 present a risk analysis of applying TLS to the
IoTand a demonstration of an attack showing vulnerabilities
in today’s IoT devices, respectively. Next, the proposed
method of utilizing private CA over the public one is in-
troduced in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss the security
aspects of the proposed method and compare it against the
traditional PKI-based architecture. Finally, we briefly con-
clude this paper in the last section.

2. Background

In the following subsections, some background knowledge and
information are provided. First, the concept of cloud-centric
IoT architecture is described. We then discuss the severity of
the attack against TLS communication by addressing past
incidents caused by operational errors in TLS. Next, a brief
introduction to pinning techniques is presented. Finally, some
related work and past research are presented and discussed.

2.1. Cloud-Centric IoTSystemArchitecture. According to the
2019 White Paper on Information and Communications [4]
published by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Com-
munications, Japan, the number of IoTdevices is expected to
be approximately 44.8 billion worldwide by 2021, and this
number is expected to increase in the future. Generally, in
cloud-centric architecture, a user uses his/her control device
(typically a smartphone) to send remote commands or re-
ceive the operational status of an IoT device (e.g., home

appliances) from the cloud. Regarding user security and
privacy, PKI-based SSL/TLS communication is often used to
establish secure communication in cloud-centric IoT ar-
chitecture by authenticating the sender and encrypting
transmitted data to ensure data confidentiality. Figure 1
shows an example of a communication between a smart-
phone application with an IoT device via a cloud server.

2.2. Past Incidents. Regarding the use of SSL/TLS, there is
also a possibility of system failure due to server certificate
expiration. *e cause of this problem may come from hu-
man error or technical problem in system infrastructure. In
this section, we present examples of past incidents involving
inappropriate certificate update handling which ultimately
resulted in system failures.

*e first incident is the case study of a communication
disturbance and services disruption of SoftBank, a large
Japanese telecommunications company, on December 6,
2018 [1], which involved 36 million customers rendering
them unable to make a phone call or accessing the Internet.
As a result, SoftBank had to emergently downgrade the
mobility management entity (MME) to the non-TLS version
to cope with the situation.

Second, there is a malfunction in a device called “Unko
Button” [2], an IoT device made by 144Lab [5] designed to
keep track of new-born babies’ stool information. In this
incident, the device simply could not connect to the server
due to the expired certificate. Generally, we can solve such
kind of problem by updating the server certificate as usual.
However, in the case of thementioned device, the fingerprint
of the server certificate was hard-coded inside the machine
and could not be recovered in a typical way. Furthermore,
when executing the Over the Air (OTA) update, the device
was configured to forcefully use TLS without any alternative.
As a result, the company had to recall all of its devices.

Lastly, there are two security reports, in 2018 and 2019,
on an android and IOS application regarding lacking proper
verification of server certificates. First, a MITM vulnerability
was found on an older version (before version 3.0.0) of the
Android application “NTV News24” [6] caused by lacking
X.509 certificate verification from SSL servers. In addition,
another report about MITM vulnerability was found on a
LINE application (version 7.1.3 to 7.1.5) [7] on the IOS
platform due to the same reason, i.e., no X.509 certificate
verification.

2.3. Pinning. Pinning is a technique of embedding a server’s
certificate-related information to the applications or devices.
*is technique allows clients to determine the authenticity of
the servers they are talking to without the risk of a MITM
attack.*ere are several types of pinning depending on what
information being stored (pinned) inside the client appli-
cation/machine (e.g., CA certificates, end-entity certificates,
and public keys). In this subsection, we discuss two pinning
technologies: HTTP Public Key Pinning (HPKP, rfc7469 [8])
and DNS-Based Authentication of Named Entities (DANE,
rfc6698 [9]).
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HPKP [8], started by Google and first developed on
Chrome, is a pinning technique which pins servers’ public
keys information to clients using the following procedure.
First, when the client connects to the server for the first time,
the server sends a response back to the client with a special
header. *is special response header contains the public key
(identical to the public key in the server certificate) and the
information regarding how long the client should keep the
pinned information. *erefore, after the first contact with
the server, the client can now verify the certificate chain sent
by the server by itself. *is helps the client from being
tricked by a fake/malicious server in the MITM attack.
However, during the updating of the certificate information,
if the updating of pinning information results in failure or
problems, the client may no longer be able to connect to the
server until the end of the mentioned period. *erefore,
HPKP comes with such risk and operational difficulties. As a
result, Google decided to abolish the support for HPKP from
Chrome72 [10].

Next, DNS-Based Authentication of Named Entities
(DANE) [9] is a technique that enables the utilizing of both
domain name and certificates which are published for each
domain. Utilizing DANE, the clients use DNS entry and
TLSA Resource Record. *e TLSA record contains four of
the following fields: certificate usage, selector, matching
type, and certificate association. *e certificate usage field
contains information regarding how to verify the certificate.
It specifies the location where the clients will pin the in-
formation in the certificate chain and also the certificate
verification method. A selector field refers to the entire
certificate or “SubjectPublickKeyInfo” field in the certificate.
Next, the matching type specifies whether the entire cer-
tificate association information or only a hashed version of it
will be used. Lastly, the certificate association data field
contains the raw data for verification; the data stored here
are changed according to the information contained in the
other fields.

Using DANE, clients verify the certificate with TLSA
Resource Record (RR) received from the DNS server. In case
that the verification process succeeds, the client will continue
with the TLS handshake. Should the verification results in
failure, clients will abort the process. To prevent the pinned

information from being tampered, DNSSEC [11] is usually
implemented to overcome this problem. However, there is
still a controversy about whether DNSSEC can truly solve
the problems of DNS security or not. Also, there is a problem
regarding the insufficient number of end-user making
DNSSEC difficult to become widespread.

2.4. Related Work. Sánchez et al. [12] provides a compre-
hensive technical review of several security aspects of TLS
and PKI focusing on the certificate pinning mechanism. In
this paper, several attacks against SSL/TLS protocol such as
MITM attack using insecure renegotiation (discovered by
Rescorla, E. in 2009) and BEAST attack (discovered by
Duong, T. and Rizzo, J. in 2011) are discussed. *e paper
points out that the length of the authentication key tends to
become longer due to advancements in today’s computing
technology. To enhance the credibility of the PKI, the use of
the pinning technique is introduced and analyzed in various
aspects against multiple scenarios. As a result, the author
concludes that DANE is currently the best choice for the
pinning technique both in terms of its functions and the cost
of management.

In [12], the paper presents a way to enhance the security
of the system by utilizing public CA. On contrary, in this
paper, we proposed the use of private CA to gain full control
of the certificate issuing process and to strengthen the se-
curity of PKI-based IoT systems. In Sections 3 and 4, we
discuss the risk associated with today’s PKI-based IoTsystem
in detail.

3. Risk Analysis for IoT Devices Using TLS

*ere are possibilities that some problems may arise if an
IoT device tries to establish TLS communication with the
cloud server after disconnecting from the network/Internet
for a long time. IoT devices are generally produced in fac-
tories and then sold to customers via retailers. An example of
a problem (so-called “dead stock”) is given in which some
currently unused/unsold IoT devices being kept in the in-
ventory/warehouse of retailers for a long time.

Smart phone (SP)
IoT (I)

Send remote 
operation command

Get device 
status from CS

Send device 
status to status

Receive operation 
command from CS

Cloud server 
(CS)

Figure 1: An overview of the cloud-centric IoT system architecture.
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*e causes of the dead stock problem may vary from
country to country. Also, it depends on the size of the
company and its inventory management policies. For ex-
ample, large retail enterprises and manufacturers, which are
well-established and are existed for a long time, usually have
a significantly lower risk of going bankrupt comparing to
small venture companies due to differences in management
and cash flow.

Business models of small manufacturers or retail com-
panies are usually limited by their smaller cash flow en-
couraging them to lower the number of products in the
inventory and urge them to sell their products more quickly.
Although “dead stock” is not something desirable, big en-
terprises still have more options available. *ey can wait and
keep their products inside the inventory for some time if
they need to. Hence, the inventory problems are more likely
to occur to these enterprises rather than small venture
companies that are urged to sell things to generate cash flow
very quickly.

When the IoT products are kept in the inventory or
remained unused for a long time, these devices become old
and can potentially cause several security issues due to their
outdated security configurations.

An excellent example of a very recent vulnerability re-
ported on Cisco devices in 2021 is given [13]. On January
2021, a vulnerability report was founded on several Cisco
devices, i.e., Cisco RV110W Wireless-N VPN (2011),
RV215W Wireless-N VPN Router (2012), and RV130 VPN
(2014). A vulnerability found on these old Cisco devices
allows an unauthenticated, remote attacker to execute ar-
bitrary code on the target Cisco device due to improper
validation of incoming UPnP traffic. Regarding this report,
an attacker can exploit the vulnerability by sending crafted
UPnP request to the affected target to execute arbitrary code
as the root which can end up causing the affected device to
reload, finally resulting in denial of service (DoS) condition
[14]. In this example, the affected devices are old Cisco
equipments which mostly are 7 to 10-year-old. Even though
the information of the end-of-support date displayed on the
Cisco website indicates that Cisco intends to support these
devices for 3 more years (until 2024) [15], there are pos-
sibilities that these devices may prone to future attacks after
the end-of-support date.

Furthermore, in 2020, a vulnerability has been reported
against an older model of Nintendo game console (i.e.,
Nintendo64). Exploiting such vulnerability allows attackers
to execute malicious code on the mentioned game console.
*is vulnerability report is also a good example showing that
even though the device is old, it still has a possibility of
becoming a target of the attack.

Since the current generation of IoT device has relatively
higher capabilities than electronic devices in the past, IoT
devices have now become an attractive target for attackers.
Concerning previously mentioned examples, we cannot
deny the possibility that a similar situation may happen to
these IoT devices in the future when they become old.

In this research, we studied problems which might occur
when IoT devices did not connect to the network or the
Internet for a long time, focusing on problems associated

with TLS certificates and their validity period. We first
discuss the peculiar situation of IoT devices compared with
the traditional devices, such as PC and smartphone, which
usually are preinstalled with web browsers having TLS ca-
pability. Finally, we point out a problem that occurred in this
situation and discuss the solutions to the problem.

First, during the TLS handshake, a web browser utilizes
trust anchors stored in the device to perform a certificate
path (so-called “certificate chain”) validation from an end
entity to the root entity. Generally, these traditional devices
(laptops, for example) that come with built-in browsers can
connect to the network. *ese devices are usually connected
to the network or Internet to utilize various services in-
cluding obtaining new patches and updates. Hence, it is
relatively safe to assume that these devices are usually
connected to the network, and there is a slim chance that
these devices are disconnected from the network for a very
long time, e.g., 5–10 years.

Let us consider the case of an electrical shop where the
traditional devices such as PCs and laptops are kept in boxes
and stored in the inventory for a long period. Generally, OS
supports for these devices are usually no longer than 10
years. Also, the average lifespan of PCs and laptops is ap-
proximately 3–5 years. *erefore, there is a relatively low
possibility that the root certificate stored in these devices will
be expired before the end of their lifespan. *erefore, we can
assume that typical devices like laptops, smartphones, and
PCs are not likely to face the problems of digital certificate
expiration.

On the contrary, IoT devices are different. IoT devices
usually consist of two primary functions: base functions and
auxiliary functions. Base functions represent the main
functions of the devices. Without these main functions, the
IoT device can be considered useless or unusable. On the
other hand, auxiliary functions are optional functions that
are designed to deliver smarter and higher quality of ser-
vices. For example, an IoTair conditioner’s primary function
is to adjust (increase or decrease) temperature via cooling
and heating process, while it may have an auxiliary feature
allowing users to turn it on/off through the Internet.

Auxiliary features of IoT devices usually come in the
form of network/internet-related services which allows users
to control and monitor their own devices via the Internet.
However, as we will see, many IoT devices can be used
properly only with their base functions without using any
auxiliary features. *erefore, some unused/unsold IoT de-
vices that are kept in storage for a very long time may
encounter security problems caused by expired root cer-
tificates, even though the devices can still properly function.

Typically, an IoT device communicates with a cloud
server for two major reasons: (1) performing services and (2)
conducting maintenance (e.g., firmware update). *e
firmware update is a way for enterprises to continue sup-
ports for their IoT products. *e update is performed to
provide the device with new or improved features or
eliminate some existing problems including known vul-
nerabilities. In terms of security, a firmware update usually
involves updating the trust anchor information stored inside
an IoT device.
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After some time, companies usually decide to stop
providing supports to some of their older products resulting
in the older model of IoT devices will no longer be able to
receive any further updates (including the certificate up-
date). At this point, the user has generally two main options:
replace IoT devices with the newer version or keep using
them.

Replacing all IoT devices in the system is theoretically a
best practice in terms of security, especially for a home user
since changing one or two IoT devices is relatively easy.
However, the same may or may not hold true for enterprises
looking from the business perspective where the cost of
implementation and disruption of continuing services do
matter. Furthermore, in the case of the Industrial IoT (IIoT)
system in which a large number of IoT devices and sensors
are deployed across the site/factory, replacing all devices and
sensors just because the maker decided to stop providing the
firmware support may not be an optimal choice since the
devices are still practically usable. Although no further
firmware update may lead to these devices being exposed to
future vulnerabilities, however, after performing risk pri-
oritization and business impact analysis, these companies
may consider accepting the risk or decide to find another
way to mitigate the risk without replacing all IoT devices.

Since the certificate issued by public CAs is relatively
short-lived compared with certificates issued by private CA,
this can cause service disruptions in some IoT devices
rendering them unable to use their auxiliary features, not
working properly, or even stop working completely after the
certificate expires. On the other hand, utilizing a TLS cer-
tificate issued by private CAs with customizable expiration
periods can help mitigate such problems. Figure 2 shows the
comparison of the operational lifetime of an IoT device
between the use of public and private CA’s certificates. As we
will see, in case of a certificate issued by the public CA
(Figure 2(a)), the device is guaranteed to work properly until
the root certificate expires. On the other hand, the certificate
issued by a private CA offers more flexibility to this problem.
Using private CA can help to significantly extend the op-
erational lifetime for an IoT device (Figure 2(b)). Note that
during this extended period, users can also decide for
themselves whether to replace or not to replace their devices
with the new ones.

In the following subsections, we perform a risk analysis
by first discussing the problem and attack scenario against
the previously mentioned scenario where an IoT device has
not been connected to the network for a long period. *en,
the details of risk identification and countermeasures are
finally presented.

3.1. Attack Scenario. In this section, we discuss attack sur-
faces and problems that might occur in the scenario in which
an IoTdevice has been disconnected from the network for a
very long period. Figure 3 shows an overview of the IoT
system utilizing public CA that we used in risk identification.

In this scenario, the IoT device is connected to the
network after being unused for a very long time. *e very
first thing an IoTdevice does is to send a request to the NTP

server to acquire the current time information. *e device
will then try to contact the cloud server to receive the
certificate chain information. Next, it verifies the certificate
chain to ensure that the certificate signature is valid (correct
and not expired) and also checks whether the Certificate
Policy (CP) is matched and satisfies constraint conditions.

Since we focused on the scenario that an IoTdevice is not
connected to the network for a long time, therefore, we
classified the term “long time” into three cases: A (less than a
year), B (longer than 1 year but less than 10 years), and C
(more than 10 years). Table 1 shows the risks associated with
each case.

According to Table 1, in case A, the period of discon-
nection is shorter than most software supporting periods,
device lifespan, and root certificate lifespan. *erefore, there
are no particular risks during this period. However, in the
case of B, since the certificate validity period is approxi-
mately 1 year (according to Baseline Requirement), there is a
risk that the end-entity certificate is already expired. Lastly,
in period C, because the period is considerably long, there
are chances that the TLS cipher suites become insecure or
deprecated or the root CA’s certificates are expired. For
example, TLS 1.3 [16] was introduced after the elapse of ten
years from the TLS 1.2 [17] release which comes with various
changes in underlying handshake protocol and cipher suites.
Furthermore, Cryptography Research and Evaluation
Committees (CRYPTREC) initiated by the Japanese gov-
ernment also published a list of recommended crypto-
graphic techniques called “e-Government Recommended
Ciphers List” [18] which are expected to be secure within ten
years.

3.2. Risk Identification and Countermeasure. In this section,
risks and their countermeasure are explained and discussed.
First, we identify risks and measures to be considered in case
there are problems with the CA’s root certificates rendering
them to become invalid or unusable. *ese problems may be
caused by the public CAs become bankrupt, go out of
business, getting hacked, or the root private key is leaked or
compromised.

An excellent example of security problems caused by an
attack against public CA is the case of DigiNotar. DigiNotar
is a Dutch certificate authority owned by VASCO Data
Security International, Inc. founded in 1998. *e company
was responsible for issuing certificates to the private sectors
and handled the PKI part of the Dutch government’s
e-government program called “PKIoverheid” (https://
cryptosense.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/black-tulip-
update.pdf). In 2011, an attacker performed unauthorized
access to DigiNotar’s CA server which allows the attacker to
unlawfully get his/her hands on the private certificate in-
formation. As a result, all DigiNotar’s certificates were re-
voked and the company finally went bankrupt in September
2011 [19].

To deal with this incident, the countermeasure to this
problem is to update the trust anchor in every machine.
Before updating a trust anchor, each device needs to perform
a firmware update. However, the device also needs to
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confirm the integrity of the firmware before the update is
installed. In case that the integrity of the firmware is not
guaranteed, there is a risk that the device might be running a
tampered firmware making it vulnerable to some attacks.
*erefore, the server is also required to perform code signing
on the firmware to ensure its integrity. Next, there is a
possibility the cipher suites become insecure. For example,
some vulnerabilities may be found in some cryptographic
algorithms rendering many systems and protocols utilizing
such algorithms become vulnerable against particular types
of attacks. A good example of vulnerability found in cipher
suites is the case of an attack called the “Lucky 13” attack.
Lucky 13 attack is a cryptographic timing attack against TLS
protocol targeting the cipher block chaining (CBC) mode of
operation, discovered by AlFardan, N.J. and Paterson, K. in
2013 [20]. Lucky 13 attack utilizes the padding that is not
protected in CBC mode in the construction of integrity
verification of TLS. Should an attacker succeed in executing
the Lucky 13 attack, he/she would be able to decrypt the

message and obtain the confidential information inside.
Fortunately, the researchers who found this attack exercised
the vulnerability disclosure policy and worked with software
vendors to the creating updates and patches to mitigate this
problem and also made them available at the time of
publication.

To deal with this type of problem (i.e., vulnerabilities
found within cipher suites), the countermeasure in this
situation is to update the firmware of each IoTdevice as soon
as it connects to the network. When an IoT device tries to
connect to the server using vulnerable cipher suites, the
server should turn down the request/connection and allow
the IoT device to download and install a new firmware to
prevent any known vulnerabilities.

Lastly, there is also a risk associating with the use of
network time protocol (NTP) [21]. Generally, an IoT device
will attempt to query the time information from the NTP
server as soon as it connects to the network. However, the
authenticity of this time information becomes a critical issue

Public CA 
(PUCA)

CSR Request Issue Certificate A

Certificate A

Cloud server (PUS)

TLS connection

IoT devices (PUD)

Time 
request Response

NTP server

Figure 3: *e system constitution using public CA.

Table 1: Risks associating with each period.

Period A (less than a year) B (less than 10 years) C (more than 10 years)

Risk None *e end-entity certificate is expired TLS and its cipher suites are compromised
Root certificate is expired

Operation

Firmware 
support

Certificate 
validity

α Time

(a)

Operation

Firmware 
support

Certificate 
validity

β Time

(b)

Figure 2: Operational lifetime of an IoT device.
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because it involves the verification of the certificate validity
period. An attacker can execute a MITM attack by creating a
fake NTP server and sending the manipulated time infor-
mation to the clients (i.e., IoT devices).

To prevent theMITM attack, we need to consider the use
of any reliable information other than the time information
to prevent the IoTdevice from being tricked by the fake NTP
server. GPS [22] information is considered a reliable choice
for any IoT device equipped with GPS-related functions. If
such functions are implemented, IoT devices also have an
option to receive the time information from the satellites.
Another way to overcome the mentioned problem is to use
the pinning technique to store the public key information of
the service server in advance. In this case, the IoTdevice can
establish a secure connection with the cloud server using the
pinned public key. After TLS handshake, the secure com-
munication channel is established; the IoT device can then
ask the cloud server for the correct time information.

Unfortunately, if the devices have already been affected
by the MITM attack, the IoT device has no choice but to
repeatedly try to reconnect to the real server. In case that,
after many attempts, the client is still unable to establish
secure communication with the real server, the IoTdevice is
suggested to disconnect from the network and operate in an
offline mode. If the IoT device somehow cannot establish a
secure connection with the server and also cannot request
the firmware update from the server, it is also advised to
operate the device in offline mode.

4. Vulnerabilities in Today’s PKI-Based
IoT Security

In this section, the experiment and security analysis of
today’s PKI-based IoT security are tested and discussed. In
this study, an experiment to show the vulnerability in
today’s IoT system was conducted. During the experiment,
a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack was carried out in the
testing environment to demonstrate how a real IoT device
with the improper implementation of security controls (i.e.,
PKI-related modules) may fall prey to such attacks. *e
following subsections present details of the testing envi-
ronment and the results of theMITM attack against various
IoT devices.

4.1.TestingEnvironment. *ere are fourmain components in
the test system: target IoTdevices (I), cloud server (CS), a fake
(malicious) cloud server (FS), and a fake DHCP and DNS
Server (FD). Figure 4 shows an overview of the test system.

According to Figure 4, the DHCP and DNS server was
deployed using Raspberry Pi 3 (Model B, v1.2) [23] running
dnsmasq [24] (v2.76) module with Raspbian 9 OS. *e fake
cloud server for executing a MITM attack is implemented
using a PC running Nginx v1.18.0 [25] on Ubuntu 20.04.1
OS [26]. Lastly, the IoT devices component represents IoT
devices from different vendors. Table 2 shows the details of
IoT devices used for evaluation. *ere are five devices used
during the test: a smart air conditioner, an air purifier, an
IoT control device, a camera, and a smart plug. Each device

comes with a different TLS certificate validity period. Note
that the specific details of each device (e.g., device model and
manufacturer) in Table 2 cannot be disclosed and were
intentionally omitted due to security reasons.

In this section, we demonstrate how to exploit weak-
nesses in IoT devices focusing on the MITM attack. All
devices being tested are typical IoT home appliances.
However, the same exploit can be found and can also be
applied to the industrial field (i.e., IIoT) as well.

Under normal circumstances when the network con-
nection between I and CS is active, the IoT devices can
securely communicate and exchange information with the
cloud server without a problem. On the other hand, the
target IoT device is, however, considered prone to attack
when the connection between itself and the cloud server is
lost. In the following subsection, we demonstrate how a
MITM attack can be executed under this condition.

4.2. MITM Attack. In this work, we assess the security of
today’s IoTsystem against aMITM attack. Generally, the IoT
devices are expected to properly verify the certificate chain
from an end entity to the root entity using the public key of
each CA. However, there are also possibilities that some IoT
devices available in the market are not practically doing this
or do not verify each certificate within the chain properly. In
this experiment, we found that some IoT devices verify the
TLS certificate using only subject or issuer fields. *is allows
us to bypass the certificate verification of these IoT devices
and finally complete the TLS handshake.

To demonstrate such an attack, first, the risk assessment
against aMITM attack was conducted. In this assessment, an
IoT device is considered to have a MITM-related vulnera-
bility if the attacker can bypass the certificate verification and
successfully complete the handshake process. *ere are two
phases in performing a MITM attack: data collection and
experimentation.

4.3.DataCollection. First, we begin the data collection phase
by collecting cloud server (CS) related information (e.g., IP
address) by observing network traffic between target IoT
devices (I) and the server. To achieve this goal, the IoT
devices are connected to the local access point (AP) which is
also connected to the local network via a layer-2 switch (S1).
Utilizing the port mirroring function of the network switch,
the malicious server (PC) is connected to the mirror port on
S1 to gather information. *is allows the PC to observe the
communication between I and CS. Using the obtained in-
formation with the client function of the TLS connection via
OpenSSL [27], we can successfully retrieve the server cer-
tificates. Figure 5 shows the network topology used in the
testing against the MITM attack.

4.4. Experimentation. Next, we set up the attack environ-
ment by first removing C2 from the layer-2 switch to
simulate a situation where the connection to the cloud server
C2 is not available. Next, we plug a fake DHCP and DNS
server FD into the network. *en, a fake TLS certificate (FC)
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imitating the one retrieved from the cloud server is forged.
*is certificate FC will be used later to deceive the target IoT
device.

*e MITM attack begins with an IoT device sending a
forward DNS lookup request to FD.*e fake DNS server FD
then replies with the IP address of the fake cloud server FS.
Next after resolving the server IP, the IoT device will try to
initiate a TLS handshake with the server (which is the fake
one) by sending a “Client Hello” message. FS then replies to

the IoT device with a “Server Hello” message using the
previously forged TLS certificate. *is marks the completion
of the MITM attack.

5. Results

During the data collection stage, we obtained the certificate
information from the cloud server by observing the traffic
coming in and out of the ethernet switch S1. Depending on

Fake cloud server 
(FS)

Fake DHCP and DNS server
(FD)

1. DNS forward 
lookup

2. Response with 
FS’s IP address

3. TLS handshake

IoT device (I)

Cloud server 
(CS)

Figure 4: Overview of the test system.

Table 2: Details of IoT devices used during the test.

Corporate A B C D E
IoT devices Air conditioner Air purifier Controller Camera Plug
Issuer type Private Public Public Public Public
Period of validity 24 years 2 years 2 years 1 year 1 year

Fake DHCP and DNS 
server (FD)

Malicious server 
(PC)

Mirrored traffic

Fake cloud server 
(FS)

Wireless 
access point (AP)

C1

L2 switch (S1)

C2 Cloud server 
(CS)

IoT device (I)

Figure 5: Network topology used for a MITM attack.
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the type of certificate authority (CA) used to issue the cer-
tificate, the collected certificate information can be classified
into two types: certificates signed by public CA and certificates
signed by the private CA. Table 2 shows the type of certificates
associated with each device. In this work, we generally focus
on the difference between a certificate issued by public and
private CA. According to the TLS Baseline Requirements
document [3], the TLS certificate validity period is approx-
imately 2 years. On the other hand, there is no such rule/
requirement in the case of certificates signed by the private
CA. In our experiment, the validity period of the certificate
issued by private CA is set to roughly 24 years. Regarding the
forged TLS certificate, Table 3 shows information that
appeared on the certificate and also information of fields that
can and cannot be imitated/manipulated. Table 4 shows the
supported X509v3 [28] extensions on each device. As shown
in Table 4, we can imitate generally most of the extensions
with the exceptions of the one which requires CA information
or the secret key information from the cloud server. Although
we can not create a perfect copy of the certificate since it
requires CA’s private key to perform cryptographic opera-
tions, the information that appeared in the forged certificate is
enough to deceive some IoT devices to believe that the cer-
tificate is real since some devices inadequately verify the
authenticity of a certificate using only subject and issuer fields.
Hence, as a result, we found that 2 devices (i.e., B and C) were
prone to MITM because they allowed us to bypass the cer-
tificate verification and complete the TLS handshake, while
the other 3 devices (A, D, and E) did not.

6. Proposed Mechanism

In this study, we proposed the use of private CA in the
cloud-centric IoT architecture, which is shown in Figure 6.
Using private CA allows companies to issue digital cer-
tificates themselves without using any trusted third party
(i.e., public CA). *is approach allows manufacturers to
have full control over the digital certificates pinned to their
devices.

*ere are three primary components in the proposed
architecture. First, the IoT device (PRD) represents a cloud-
connected IoT device. A certificate issued by the private CA
and verification key (VKF) was pinned to this device at the
manufacturing stage. *e cloud server (PRS) and the private
CA (PRCA) are operated by the company (i.e., IoT device
manufacturer) that makes PRD. Using the certificate issued
by PRCA, a secure communication channel between PRS
and PRD can be established. Furthermore, the cloud server
(PRS) uses the predefined signature key (SKF) during the
firmware updating process. Regarding the private CA, PRCA
is the private certificate authority owned andmanaged by the
manufacturing company to provide security (via digital
certificate) to the systems. Having a self-signed certificate,
PRCA is responsible for issuing the certificate to PRS. Since
PRCA does not have to operate according to the Baseline
Requirement, PRCA can flexibly decide the validity period of
the issued certificates.

In this work, first, PRS makes and sends Certificate
Signing Request (CSR) to the private CA. PRCA then issues a

certificate B based on the obtained CSR. *e manufacturer
then pinned PRCA’s self-signed certificate and electronics
signature verification key (VKF) to their products (e.g., IoT
devices). When a user purchases these devices and turns
them on, the IoT devices (PRD) will try to initiate a TLS
secure communication with the cloud server (PRS) (i.e.,
sending a “Client Hello” message). *e server then accepts
the request and sends the certificate chain including cer-
tificate B back to the client. Next, PRD verifies the certificate
chain received from the server using the pinned certificate
(PRCA’s self-signed certificate). In case that the device re-
ceives any certificate that is not signed by PRCA, the TLS
connection is terminated.

Regarding firmware update, a verification key (VFK) is
another key pinned to an IoT device at the time of
manufacturing to be used for the firmware updating pur-
pose. *e use of a separate key pair for firmware updating
operation allows the IoT devices to perform an update
(including security updates) even another key pair is
compromised.

6.1. Benefits. *ere are three main benefits of using a private
CA in issuing certificates in the IoT system. First, there is a
low possibility of errors caused by the expiration of the
certificate during the firmware updates because the validity
period of the certificate issued by the private CA can be
customized. Second, there is no need to change the certif-
icate chain in case of intermediate or root CAs having
technical problems or being attacks. Lastly, the cost of is-
suing and updating is almost free, excluding operational and
labor costs.

As mentioned in Section 2, there are incidents caused by
a failure in updating certificate information which is mostly
due to certificate expiration. To tackle this problem, we
should make the validity period of the certificate in IoT-
related system longer. *is will reduce the number of times
an IoT device needed to update the certificate during its
lifetime which will also reduce the chance of errors that
occurred during the updating process. Using the proposed
method, the validity period of the certificate can be cus-
tomized. Since the company owns the CA, therefore, it has
full control over the certificate issuing process and the
certificate specification.

On contrary, using the public CAs increases the attack
surface that adversaries can utilize. For example, public root
and intermediate CAs can now become the target of attacks.
On the other hand, if certificates are signed by the private CA
and are kept as trust anchors, the range of attack targets can
be reduced.

OpenSSL allows the manufacture to build the private CA
for free because the software is open-source software (OSS).
*e firmware update server can prevent the attackers from
tampering with the firmware updating process by using the
client verification. In case the attackers can get their hand on
the firmware, they can freely analyze and discover vulner-
abilities within the firmware. *ere is a report of an OS
command injection attack on the firmware of some web
cameras in CVE-2013-1599 [29].*us, to prevent the system
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from such risk, the firmware must be downloaded only by
the authorized/intended IoT devices. To achieve this goal,
TLS client verification is considered an efficient way to
overcome the problem. TLS client verification allows the
server to verify whether the client is actually who it is
claimed to be. In this case, each client (i.e., IoTdevice) must
have client certificates. However, the cost of implementing
such an approach is considered very expensive (or almost
practically impossible in the IoT industry), if the

manufacturer decides to use public CA for issuing client
certificates. However, issuing client certificates can be done
for free (or much less cost) by using the private CA owned by
the company.

6.2. Drawbacks and Limitations. On the downside, the
proposed method of using a private CA in the IoT system
suffers from two main drawbacks. First, the cipher suites or

Table 3: Contents of the certificate which can be imitated.

Field of certificates Can be imitated/manipulated?
Version Yes
Serial number Yes
Signature algorithm Yes
Issuer Yes
Validity Yes
Subject Yes
Subject public key info Partially (except the public key information)
X.509v3 extensions Almost everything (except the fields that require a secret key or CA certificate information)
CT precertificate timestamp No

Table 4: X.509v3 extensions.

X.509v3 extensions A B C D E
Authority key identifier × × × × ×

Authority information access — ○ ○ ○ ○
Subject alternative name — ○ ○ ○ ○
Certificate policies — ○ ○ ○ ○
Extended key usage — ○ ○ ○ ○
CRL distribution points — ○ ○ ○ ○
Key usage ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Subject key identifier × × × × ×

Basic constraints — — ○ ○ ○
“○” and “×” indicate fields that can and cannot be imitated, respectively, while “—” represents fields that are not being used/presented in certificates of some
particular devices.
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Figure 6: An overview of the proposed framework.
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cryptographic algorithms used in the system may become
deprecated or vulnerable to attacks. In the proposed system,
there are possibilities that the vulnerabilities of the under-
lying cryptographic methods will be discovered during the
lifetime of an IoTdevice since the certificate validity period is
long.

Second, from the user perspective, there are also reli-
ability issues when using private CA. Generally, the public
root CAs gainmany trusts because the trust anchor at the top
of the certificate chain is operated under the root CA cer-
tificate program. For instance, Mozilla Root Store Policy [30]
requires the CAs to get audited by third-party organizations
such as Web of Trust for CA [31] and ETSI [32]. However,
regarding the proposed system, since the private CA is used,
the companies are not required to get audited.*erefore, the
proposed method still requires good and secure imple-
mentation of the entire system to make it practical.

7. Security Analysis and Discussion

In this section, the security aspects of the proposed method
are analyzed and discussed. Table 5 shows a comparison
between the proposed method and traditional approaches.
We compare our proposed method with two different ar-
chitectures: A1 and A2. Table 5 shows the comparison
between the proposed architecture and the existing
techniques.

In the first architecture A1, public CA is employed. *e
public CA issues the server certificate conforming to the
Baseline Requirement [3]. When the cloud server and the
IoT device try to create a secure connection, the IoT device
verifies the certificate chain received from the server. Similar
to the first architecture, the second architecture A2 utilizes
public CAs to issue digital certificates. However, in this
architecture, the manufacturer pins verification key infor-
mation inside the IoTdevice at the time of manufacture.*is
verification key information is used to verify code signing to
ensure the integrity of firmware during the firmware update
process.

*e proposed method, on the other hand, uses the
private CA to issue server certificates. *ese certificates have
a longer validity period while they are also not required to
follow the Baseline Requirement. Moreover, the self-signed
certificate of the private CA is also pinned to the products
(i.e., IoTdevices) to help to prevent aMITM attack. Lastly, in
the proposed architecture, a verification key for code signing
is also stored inside each IoT device, similar to the A2 case.
*e following subsections discuss each criterion used in the
comparison in detail.

7.1. Issue Cost. Generally, a certificate is required as proof of
identity when communicating with TLS. Companies usually
have to pay trusted third-party companies to issue their
certificates. *erefore, A1 and A2 cost a lot more money
than the proposed method to successfully implement the
system. Besides, companies will have to pay more money if
they need more certificates in the future. In contrast, the
proposed method offers a cheaper way to deal with the

certification fee problem using private CA. Also, the private
CA can be implemented using free open-source software,
e.g., OpenSSL. Since the company has a CA of its own,
therefore, the company can issue any number of certificates
cheaply without additional cost.

7.2. External Factors Risk. *ere are possibilities of external
factor risk in which the companies may not be able to di-
rectly control, for example, disclosure of CA’s secret key and
so on. In this case, since A1 and A2 both rely on external
organizations (i.e., public CA) to handle all their certifica-
tion-related issues, therefore, there is a higher external factor
risk in A1 and A2 than the proposed method in which
private CA is employed.

7.3. Attack Surfaces (Number of CAs :at Can be Targeted).
A certificate issued by a public CA usually involves the is-
suance of certificates by many trusted organizations. *ese
trusted parties can be attacked and compromised.*erefore,
the case of A1 and A2 has a higher risk of being attacked due
to a larger number of CAs that can be targeted. On the other
hand, the proposed method has a very small number of CAs
in the entire system, typically only one CA for a small
company. Hence, the attack surface, in terms of the number
of CAs that can be attacked, is relatively small compared
with A1 and A2.

7.4. Risk of Certificate Update Failure. *ere are some in-
cidents in which a client cannot connect to the server using
TLS because the administrator of the server failed to update
or renew the server certificate. Countermeasures of such
incidents involve reviewing operational policies and the use
of automatic updates. However, no matter what measures a
manufacture take, there is always a chance of making a
mistake during an update. *erefore, the most effective
measures are to reduce the number of times the manufacture
has to update the certificate by issuing the certificate with a
longer validity period than the IoT device lifetime.

In this case, A1 and A2 cannot use such countermeasure
since both of them use public CA to issue certificates which
generally have much shorter validity than the lifespan of the
IoT device. On contrary, the proposed method can issue a
unique certificate with a long expiration period by using the
private CA.

7.5. Risk of Firmware Tampering. Sometimes, an IoT device
may be required to perform a firmware update to add some
new features or for security reasons. During the firmware
updating process, attackers may find a way to tamper with
the firmware to install backdoors or create other vulnera-
bilities to the IoT device. *erefore, the integrity of the
firmware used during the update is the utmost crucial factor
needed to be concerned.

Code signing can help ensure the integrity of the
firmware during the update process. Since the first archi-
tecture A1 does not have a verification key and does not
utilize code signing; thus, A1 is considered prone to such
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attack. On the other hand, both A2 and the proposed
method have a lower risk against such attacks due to having
a verification key pinned to each device at the time of
manufacture.

7.6. Management Cost (Operational and Labor Cost). If the
company decides to implement a private CA of its own, they
unavoidably have to pay additional costs, i.e., operational
and labor costs. Since A1 and A2 use public CAs to issue
their server certificates, therefore, all operational and labor
costs are already included in the amount they pay to the
third-party companies from the beginning. *erefore, there
is no extra cost in the case of A1 and A2. *e proposed
method, however, have to pay a full price of implementing a
private CA including server fee and some hardware security
modules (HSMs) for protecting the secret key. Hence, the
proposed method is considered more expensive to manage
and maintain than the other architectures.

7.7. CA Reliability and Internal Factor Risk. Many public
CAs are well-known in terms of security and reliability
because many of them are required to periodically perform
security auditing to ensure the security of the system. For
this reason, public CA is generally trusted by many com-
panies and organizations. However, it is not likely to be the
case for the private CA. Since the security of the private CA
depends on each company implementing the system,
therefore, it is very difficult to determine whether the private
CA of which company is secure or insecure unless it per-
forms security auditing conforming with the industrial
standard.

7.8. Verification Time. Generally, many IoT devices are
facing the problem of limited computational power due to
energy constraints. *is causes a time-lag and slower
computational speed in IoT devices, comparing to tradi-
tional devices such as laptops or smartphones. Hence, one of
the primary goals in designing and implementing an IoT
security control is to limit resource consumption. Regarding
the certificate verification process, end-entity certificates are
generally issued by the intermediate CA. Also, the certificate
of this intermediate CA is issued by another intermediate or
the root CA. *is process forms the concept of a certificate
chain in which the destination server sends such hierarchical
information (a.k.a. certificate chain) to the device (including

IoT device). Upon receiving the certificate chain, the device
verifies the validity of this certificate chain starting from the
end-entity certificate to the root CA certificate.

*e verification of a certificate chain usually involves the
decryption of each certificate within the chain.*erefore, the
number of operations required to verify a certificate chain
increases in proportion to the length of the chain. Asym-
metric-key cryptographic operations (e.g., decryption) are
usually computationally expensive. *us, verifying several
certificates, especially in the case of a complex certificate
chain, can pose a significant challenge for the IoT. On
contrary, using a private certification authority allows the
end-entity certificate to be issued directly from the root CA,
except when the company also utilizes its own intermediate
CA. *is results in a flatter hierarchical structure of the
certificate chain which can significantly help to reduce
computational power consumption and time for verification
in the computational resource-limited IoT devices.

Furthermore, using private CA with pinning technique
can help getting rid of some unnecessary processes such as
checking certificate validity through OCSP or checking
against the certificate revocation list (CRL). Although this
reduction of unnecessary complexity is not a major factor in
improving the efficiency of the system, it can still help to save
some computational and network resources which can ul-
timately end up improving the overall performance of the
IoT.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we study the standard secure communication
model of the cloud-centric IoT architecture using TLS and
PKI. We identify the security flaws and vulnerabilities of the
public CA-based IoT architecture due to errors in the cer-
tificate verification process. Next, risk identification and
countermeasures regarding the situation when an IoTdevice
tries to connect to the network after disconnecting for a very
long period are discussed. Following with a simulation of a
MITM attack, we demonstrate an attack on actual devices
available in the IoTmarket. As result, it is shown that using
public CA may not be an optimal solution for IoT. To
overcome such a problem, finally, we proposed the use of
private CA together with the separate verification key for
firmware updating. Lastly, the benefits, drawbacks, and
design limitations of the proposed method are discussed and
compared with today’s existing PKI-based approaches.

Table 5: Comparison between the proposed architecture and the traditional approaches.

Factors A1 A2 Proposed architecture
Issue cost High High Low
External factors risk High High None
Attack surfaces (number of CAs that can be targeted) High High Low
Risk of failure during certificate update High High Low
Risk of firmware being tampered High Low Low
Management cost (operate, labor cost) Low Low High
CA reliability High High Relatively low
Internal factor risk (insider threats) Low Low Relatively high
Verification time Slow Slow Fast
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Data Availability

*is research and all experiments contain information on
vulnerabilities in real IoT devices available in the market.
Publicizing this sensitive information will allow adversaries
to take advantage of the mentioned vulnerabilities, which
can affect a large number of users. Due to this reason, we
decided to exercise a nondisclosure policy on the experi-
mental data of this research.
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